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ABSTRACT
At low CO2 conditions, C. reinhardtii, like many other green algae, induces a C02 
Concentrating Mechanism (CCM) to raise the internal Ci concentration. During the 
induction, at least five new polypeptides and six different genes are upregulated and 
some of the corresponding mRNAs or proteins are absent in high C02 requiring 
mutants. However the identities and functions of these genes are unknown. In this 
dissertation, I partially characterized four low C02 inducible genes and one low CQ 
inducible protein LIP-36.
The complete cDNA sequences of clones 1113 and 215 are 1311 bp and 985 bp, 
respectively. Neither of these two clones has any significant homology to known genes. 
Investigation of their expression in three high C02-requiring mutants suggested that 
1113 might play some roles in the CCM, but clone 215 might not be directly involved. 
The full-length cDNA of a third gene, clone 4129, is 2552 bp long encoding a putative 
protein of 521 amino acids. Homology studies suggested it encodes an alanine a- 
ketoglutarate aminotransferase. This is supported by enzyme activity assays and 
Western blot analysis. Further physiological studies using an aminotransferase inhibitor 
indicated that it is involved in the efficient operation of the Q  cycle to minimize the 
carbon loss due to photorespiration.
To investigate the possible functions of LIP-36 in CCM, LIP-36 protein was 
purified and partial amino acid sequences were obtained. Based on the peptide 
sequences, the two genes encoding the LIP-36 were cloned. LIP-36 G1 is 2025 bp with
xii
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an ORF of 358 amino acids. The complete cDNA sequence for LIP-36 G2 is 2068 bp 
encoding a protein of 355 amino acids. One interesting discovery is that the DNA 
sequence of UP-36 GI is identical to that of another low C02 inducible clone 417. The 
two genes were both upregulated by low C02. These two genes have been over- 
expressed in E. coli, and both gene products were recognized by LIP-36 antibodies. 
Sequence analysis suggests that LIP-36 is a transporter protein and shares 30-35% 
homology with mitochondrial carrier proteins.
xiu
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, a unicellular green alga, is able to grow 
photoautotrophically at both low (0.03 %, or air level of COJ and high C02 (1-5 % C02 
in air) conditions. Under low C02 growth conditions, like many other green algae, C. 
reinhardtii cells induce a C02 Concentrating Mechanism (CCM), to raise their internal 
C{ concentration, allowing photosynthesis to be saturated at a lower external C02 
concentration and raising the internal C 02:02 ratio, thereby inhibiting the oxygenase 
activity of Rubisco. These cells have a dramatically reduced rate o f photorespiration 
and show little, if any, 0 2 inhibition of photosynthesis. In C. reindardtii, the induction 
of this CCM is associated with some physiological and morphological changes. At the 
molecular level, this induction is associated with the upregulation of gene expression 
(Fukuzawa et al., 1990; Burow and Moroney, 1993) and biosynthesis of some new 
proteins (Manuel and Moroney, 1988).
The main interest of my research work has been to identify genes and proteins 
that may be involved in the C02 concentrating mechanism in C. reinhardtii. In this 
dissertation, the recent research progress pertaining to the understanding of C02 
concentrating mechanisms in cyanobacteria and green algae, especially C. reinhardtii 
are reviewed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the materials and methods are presented. In 
Chapter 4, the expression of the 6  low C 02 inducible genes in wild-type cells and some 
high C02 requiring mutants are studied. In Chapter 5 , 1 present the data on the partial
1
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characterization of clones 1113 and 215. Their possible functions are also discussed. 
The data pertaining to the molecular and physiological characterization of alanine 
aminotransferase, which is encoded by the low C02 inducible clone 4129, is presented 
in Chapter 6 . This chapter describes the cloning of full-length cDNA, DNA sequencing 
and sequence homology studies, the regulation of expression of clone 4129 at the 
mRNA, protein, and enzyme activity levels at different growth conditions. The possible 
funcdon(s) of alanine aminotransferase in C. reinhardtii cells is also discussed. In 
Chapter 7, I present data on the molecular cloning and over-expression of the genes 
encoding the low C02 inducible chloroplast envelope protein LIP-36. In Appendix A, 
I present the cloning and identification of chloroplast gene ycfS in C. reinhardtii. The 
deduced amino acid sequence of yc/5 has very high homology to ycf5 genes from 
higher plants, and to cell gene in Rhodobacter capsulatus, which suggested that it may 
be involved in cytochrome c biosynthesis in Chlamydomonas. This prediction has been 
confirmed by a recent publication (Xie and Merchant, 1996). In Appendix B, I list all 
of the primers used for my research work covered in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW
Many new discoveries and observation in photosynthesis were made in the 
past decade. In this Chapter, I will review some of the recent progress in 
photosynthesis research focusing mainly on the effect o f environmental conditions, 
light and C02 on photosynthetic efficiency. In Part I, I have reviewed the general 
aspects of photosynthesis and Rubisco. Part n  concerns light effects on 
photosynthesis, including light and photosynthetic enzyme activities; light and 
photosynthetic gene expressions. Part HI concentrates on the effects of C02 on 
photosynthesis, primarily the effects caused by C02 limitations in the environment and 
the natural mechanisms to overcome the limitations, including CCMs in higher 
plants, cyanobacteria, and green algae.
Photosynthesis and Rubisco
Rubisco is the key enzyme of photosynthesis in all plants and algae and in 
most photosynthetic bacteria (Palmer, 1996). It is, of course, responsible for fixing 
200 billion tons of C02 annually, and is without doubt the world’s most abundant 
enzyme. To accomplish its gargantuan task, an estimated 107 million tons of enzyme 
(20 kg for every man, woman, and child!) are required globally. Rubisco accounts 
for some 40% of the total soluble protein of most leaves. The concentration of
3
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Rubisco active sites within the chloroplast is about 4 mM, or about 500 times greater 
than that of CC^.
Biochemically and physiologically, Rubisco poses a crucial problem in addition 
to its useful carboxylation activity, Rubisco also possesses a competing oxygenation 
activity, which occurs at the same active site and leads to the wasteful loss of fixed 
carbon through the photorespiratory pathway (Hartman and Harpel, 1994). 
Interestingly, Rubisco from different natural sources has intrinsically different relative 
specificities for C 0 2 and C>2 (Jordan and Ogren, 1981). In solutions equilibrated with 
normal atmospheric levels of C02 and 0 2, the least specific enzymes (e.g. from R. 
rubrum) and the most specific enzymes ( e.g., from spinach) spend 70 and 22% of 
their time, respectively, functioning as oxygenases. At air levels of C02, for every 
three C 02 molecules fixed by Rubisco to 3-phosphoglycerate, approximately one 0 2 
molecule is fixed, producing 3-phosphoglycerate and 3-phosphoglycolate (Furbankand 
Taylor, 1995). Because 3-phosphoglycolate cannot be used in the photosynthetic 
carbon reduction cycle, it must be recycled to phosphoglycerate via the 
photorespiratory pathway, expending ATP and NADPH. Another weakness of 
Rubisco is its low turnover number, which presumably accounts for its amazing 
abundance.
Rubisco is a huge enzyme, and it has two forms. The LgSg (8 large and 8 
small subunits; 56 kDa, 14 kDa) form I Rubisco that is universally present in 
oxygenic phototrophs (plastids and cyanobacteria) exhibits, on average, a substantially 
higher specificity for C02 over 0 2 than the more oxygen-sensitive 1^ form n  Rubisco,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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which is restricted to certain anaerobic proteobacteria (some of which contain both 
types of Rubisco) (Iordan and Ogren, 1981; Tabita, 1994). In eukaryotes, the S 
subunits are usually encoded by the nuclear genome and synthesized in the cytosol, 
whereas L subunits are usually encoded by the chloroplast genome and synthesized 
on chloroplast ribosomes. The control of the expression of genes for Rubisco occurs 
both transcriptionally and posttranscriptionally, but apparently differs in the nucleus 
as compared to the chloroplast (Tabita, 1988). Recently Rowan et al. (1996) showed 
that the dinoflagellate Rubisco is the form n , Lrtype enzyme found heretofore 
exclusively in anaerobic bacteria and to be encoded by nuclear-localized rbcL genes. 
Furthermore, the dinoflagellate Rubisco is encoded as a triple polyprotein by a 
surprisingly diverse gene family that contains noncanonical spliceosomal introns. 
Photosynthesis and light
The high efficiency of photosynthesis is not only determined by Rubisco, but 
also determined by many other factors, such as light and C02.
1. Light is the energy source of photosynthesis
There are four membrane-associated, macromolecular complexes that directly 
participate in photosynthesis: photosystems I and H (PSI and PSII), the ATP synthase 
complex, and the cytochrome b6f  complex (Grossman et al., 1995).The photosynthetic 
apparatus gathers light energy and converts it into a charge separation that triggers 
the oxidation of water and the transport of an energized electron along a chain of 
specific electron carriers. This results in the formation of a proton gradient across the 
thylakoid membranes that drives ATP synthesis and the production of NADPH. This
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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process is called the light-dependent reactions, which take place in the specialized 
internal membranes of the chloroplast called thylakoids. The end products of the light- 
dependent reactions are used to reduce CO2 to carbohydrates, also known as the light- 
independent reactions of photosynthesis. The light-independent reactions take place 
in the stroma of chloroplasts, the aqueous region that surrounds the thylakoid 
membrane.
Light is the energy source of photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle. But excess 
light can lead to severe photoinhibition. Higher plants and green algae have a 
mechanism to control the light energy distribution between the two photosystems to 
maximize light absorption and prevent photoinhibition. Overexcitation of photosystem 
n  leads to the reduction of the plastoquinone pool, which activates a kinase involved 
in the phosphorylation of light-harvesting systems of PS II (LHC H). The 
phosphorylated LHC H then migrates out of the stacked regions of the membrane into 
the unstacked regions, probably because of repulsive interactions with negative 
charges on adjacent membranes. The lateral migration of LHCH serves to shift the 
energy balance toward PS I (Grossman et al., 1995). Conversely, overexcitation of 
PS I leads to the oxidation of the plastoquinone pool, the kinase is inhibited and the 
level of phosphorylation of LHCH is decreased by the action of membrane-bound 
phosphatase. LHCH then moves back to PS H. Photoprotective mechanisms also 
include rearrangement of chloroplast orientations inside leaf cells and the down 
regulation of the biosynthesis of chlorophyll and D 1 protein to reduce the antenna 
size.
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2. Light regulates the activity of enzymes involved in photosynthesis
Light is not only the energy source, but also a regulator of photosynthesis. It 
coordinates the energy absorption and C 02 fixation by regulating enzyme activities 
and gene expressions. Rubisco is highly regulated through diverse, but interrelated, 
light-coupled processes (Hartman and Harpel, 1994).
Understanding the regulation of Rubisco has emerged as an important objective 
in photosynthesis research because several environmental factors, particularly light 
intensity or photon flux density (PFD), have been shown to modulate the activity of 
enzyme. The regulation of Rubisco is thus an important component in the general 
concept that a coordinate regulation of RuBP utilization in carboxylation/oxygenation, 
light absorption, and use of the captured energy for RuBP regeneration is essential 
to efficient photosynthesis in dynamic natural environments (Woodrow and Berry, 
1988).
a. Spontaneous activation of Rubisco
A general concept that Rubisco activity is regulated by light emerged early 
from work with isolated chloroplasts (Jensen and Bahr, 1977), but the specifics were 
unclear. The elucidation of a carbamylation mechanism (Lorimer et al., 1976) 
dependent on light-induced changes in pH and Mg2* seemed to create a suitable 
paradigm for light activation and regulation of the enzyme in general (Jensen and 
Bahr, 1977). However, subsequent research has indicated that the regulation of 
Rubisco is more elaborate.
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b. Activase-mediated activation of Rubisco
A major breakthrough for understanding the regulation of Rubisco was 
provided by the isolation (Somerville et al., 1982) and characterization (Salvucci et 
al, 1985; Salvucci et al, 1986; Somerville et al., 1982) of a high-C02-requiring rca 
mutant of Arabidopsis thaliana with a defect in the light-activation process that was 
evident in situ but not in vitro with the purified enzyme. A soluble chloroplast 
protein, named Rubisco activase that facilitates activation of Rubisco in the presence 
of ribulose bisphosphate, as well as other inhibitory sugar phosphates in higher plants 
at atmospheric C02 concentrations (Portis et al., 1986; Robinson and Portis, 1989b), 
was altered in the rca mutant (Salvucci et al, 1985).
A partial model for in vivo regulation Rubisco by activase has emerged (Portis,
1992). In the dark, deactivated Rubisco can form tight complexes with RuBP and 
XuBP. This tight complex prevents the carbamylation of Rubisco therefore preventing 
activation. During illumination, activase is activated, perhaps in part by an increased 
level of ATP (Robinson and Portis, 1989a). Irrespective of its mode of activation, 
activase destabilizes the enzyme-RuBP complex and thereby promotes release of suger 
phosphate. The free enzyme can then undergo carbamylation, and the resulting 
ternary complex can be stabilized by the binding of RuBP. In short, activase shifts 
the preferential binding of RuBP from deactivated to activated Rubisco. Rubisco 
activation following illumination of plants appears biphasic (Mott and Woodrow,
1993). The initial phase saturates at low PFD and correlates with activation of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
activase. The second phase correlates with Rubisco activation and saturates in parallel 
with the rate of photosynthesis.
Light also stimulates the activity of several other Calvin cycle enzymes via a 
covalent thiol-based oxidation-reduction system. In the light, FSI reduces the iron- 
containing protein ferredoxin. The enzyme ferredoxin:thioredoxin reductase then 
catalyzes the ferredoxin-dependent reduction of a disulfide bound in the sulfur- 
containing protein thioredoxin. Finally, the reduced thioredoxin activates the target 
enzymes, such as FBP phosphatase or phosphoribulokinase, by the reduction of the 
critical disulfied bond (Buchanan, 1980). In C4 plants, the activities of 
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase, NADP malate dehydrogenase, and pyruvate, 
orthophosphate dikinase are regulated in response to variations in the light intensity. 
NADP malate dehydrogenase is subject to regulation via the thioredoxin system; so 
it is reduced (activated) upon illumination of the leaves and oxidized (inactivated ) 
upon darkening. Pyruvate, orthophosphate dikinase is rapidly inactivated when the 
light intensity is decreased and is activated by increased illumination (Burnell and 
Hatch, 1985). Inactivation results from ADP-dependent phosphorylation of a threonine 
residue on the enzyme. Activation is accomplished by phosphorolytic cleavage of this 
threonyl phosphate group.
3. Light also regulates the expression of those genes encoding for components 
of photosynthesis.
The most studied light regulated genes in plants are rbcS and cab (which have 
recently been renamed the Ihcb) genes, coding for the small subunit of Rubisco, and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the chlorophyll a/b apoproteins of the photosystem n  light-harvesting complex, 
respectively. Light, acting through phytochrome and blue light photoreceptors (Fluhr 
and Chua, 1986), induces high rates of transcription of rbcS and cab genes (Coruzzi 
et al., 1984; Tobin and Silverthome, 1985; Thompson and White, 1991). In tomato, 
all five rbc S  genes are expressed in leaf tissue (Sugita and Gruissem, 1987), and 
their responses to light are different. When tomato plants were transferred to the 
dark the transcript levels of rbcSl, rbcS-3B, and rbc-3C decreased to undetectable 
levels within 12 h, whereas transcript levels of rbcS2 and rbcS-3A only decreased to 
33% and 40%, respectively (Manzara and Gruissem, 1988). Light also acts on the 
transcription of Cab and rbcS genes by setting a circadian clock (Giuliano et al., 
1988; Nagy et al., 1988; Taylor, 1989). The steady-state mRNA levels of the 
chlorophyll a/b binding proteins are dependent on the duration of illumination and 
the circadian phase in which light was applied to the tomato plants (Kellmann et al., 
1990; Kellmann et al., 1993; Piechulla et al., 1991). During the diurnal cycle, the 
cab 1 and cab 4 genes exhibit the same expression pattern; no transcripts are detected 
at 3 and 6  a.m.; maximum mRNA levels were measured at noon and decreasing 
levels in the afternoon. In light-dark synchronized Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
cultures transcripts of at least two members of the cab gene family are highly 
abundant in the light, but almost undetectable in the dark (Jasper et al., 1991). "Run- 
on" transcription assays show that the rapid increase in cab mRNA levels during the 
light phase is primarily due to regulation at the transcriptional level. Also in C. 
reinhardtii, increasing the light intensity from low to high light upregulated the psbA
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transcription 4 fold, and increased the protein level up to 8 fold within 2 h. However 
the same change in light intensities causes the cessation of the synthesis of the large 
subunit (LSU) of Rubisco within 15 min, but synthesis gradually resumed after 6  h 
(Shapira et al., 1996). In the mid-region of the barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) leaf, 
steady state levels of the three rca mRNA species increase in parallel in response to 
increasing irradiance (Rundle and Zielinski, 1991a and 1991b). These changes were 
accompanied by increased Rubisco activase protein accumulation.
Cw-acting DNA sequences responsible for light-induced transcription have 
been identified by fusing non-coding regions of the rbcS and cab genes to reporter 
genes and measuring their activities in transgenic plants (Gilmartin et al., 1990). Both 
positive and negative regulatory sequences are located in cis-acting transcriptional 
control regions, and these elements exhibit the types of complex interaction and 
sequence arrangement that are commonly found in the regulatory regions of 
eukaryotic genes (Okamuro and Goldberg, 1989). Light-responsive regulatory 
elements are positioned to the 5’ side of the transcriptional initiation site and possess 
at least two autonomous control sequences (Gutteridge and Gatenby, 1995). Studies 
on the expression of a tobacco rbcS-8B: CAT fusion in transgenic petunia have found 
that rbcS-SB has two enhancer-like elements between -1038 to +32. A proximal 
element, located between -312 to -102, confers organ-specific and light inducible 
expression. A distal element, located between -1038 to -589, has enhancer-like 
characteristics, and confers organ specificity on the heterologous promoter, but the 
enhanced transcription in leaves is insensitive to light (Poulsen and Chua, 1988).The
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expression of the pea rbcS-E9 gene introduced into petunia protoplasts was 50-fold 
higher in the light than in the dark (Broglie et al., 1984). Characterization of the ex­
acting sequences required for light induction was carried out by Morelli and 
colleagues (1985), and they found that a 33-bp sequence close to the "TATA" box of 
the gene was sufficient to confer light inducibility. They also identified an upstream 
region (between -1052 to -352) needed for maximal expression. A cis-acting region 
involved in light regulation of the nuclear gene (gapB) encoding the B subunit of 
chloroplast glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase from A. thaliana is also 
identified (Kwon et al., 1994). The signal transduction pathway from the 
photoreceptors to the transcription factors that activate transcription of cab and rbcS 
genes is currently being dissected by molecular genetic approaches, primarily in 
Arabidopsis (Deng, 1994; Terzaghi and Cashmore, 1995).
Photosynthesis and C02
1. C 0 2 limitation in nature and the effects of this limitation on photosynthesis 
C02 is a trace gas in the atmosphere, constituting about 0.035% of the 
atmosphere, or 350 parts per million (ppm). For photosynthesis to occur, carbon 
dioxide has to diffuse from the atmosphere surrounding the leaf to the carboxyladon 
site of Rubisco. Since diffusion rates depend on concentration gradients, appropriate 
gradients are needed to ensure adequate diffusion of C02 from the leaf surface to the 
chloroplast. The main port of entry of C02 into the leaf is the stomatal pore. From 
the pore, C 0 2 diffuses into the substomatal cavity and into the intercellular air spaces 
between the mesophyll cells. This portion of diffusion is called the gaseous phase.
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The remainder of the diffusion path to the chloroplast is a liquid phase. The 
resistance to CO2 diffusion in the liquid phase is approximately one-tenth of the 
combined boundary layer resistance and stomatal resistance when the stomata are fully 
open (Evans et al., 1986). This low resistance can be partially attributed to the large 
surface area of mesophyll cells exposed to the intercellular air spaces, which can be 
as much as 10-30 times the projected leaf area (Longstreth and Nobel, 1980).
Three types of observations have demonstrated that photosynthesis is limited 
by C02 availability especially in C3 plants. First, the present C02/O2 concentration 
in the atmosphere restricts most vegetation to only 60-70% of its photosynthetic 
potential, because of kinetic constraints imposed by Rubisco. For present-day 
terrestrial C3 species, the Rubisco (COj) and K; (O2) values are 8-25 nM and 360- 
650 /xM, respectively (Jordan and Orgen, 1983; Keys, 1986). In the current 
atmosphere, the C3 chloroplast stroma contains about 5 /xM C02, which is less than 
the K^CO^, while dissolved 0 2 is about 240 fiM. (Keys, 1986). Thus the problem 
of low substrate C 02 concentration is exacerbated by the inhibitory effects of 0 2, and 
together they constrain C3 photosynthesis. This indicates that Rubisco is operating 
under suboptimal conditions. Despite high C02/0 2 ratios in the atmosphere, 
photosynthetic activity of aquatic organisms created local areas in the water that C02 
concentration was far from equilibrium with the atmosphere (Bowes, 1993). This 
phenomenon is well documented for water subjected to dense vegetation, where 
daytime concentrations of dissolved C 02 and 0 2 can be zero and over 500 /xM (200% 
air-saturation), respectively (Bowes and Salvucci, 1989).
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Second, the ubiquity of Rubisco and the sequence homologies suggest that 
it is an ancient protein that arose with the chemolithotrophs of 3500 million years ago 
(MYA) (Badger and Andrews, 1987), in an environment high in CO2 and extremely 
low in Oz if  there was any. Studies of carbonate concentrations and S13C values in 
mineral goethite suggest that even at the first appearance of terrestrial plants about 
420 MYA, the C02 partial pressures was still 16-fold higher than the present (Yapp 
and Poths, 1992), and 0 2 was only in the range of 2-10% (Budyko et al., 1987). The 
C02 concentration in the atmosphere was still saturated for photosynthesis. The 
decline in C02 to near present values occured about 65 to 25 MYA. This decline in 
C02 exposed plants to selection pressure in regard to the effectiveness of Rubisco, 
which may have led to the appearance of terrestrial C4 species (Ehleringer et al., 
1991). The C4 cycle acts as a C02 concentrating mechanism (CCM) to provide a 
steady-state C02 concentration of at least 70 jiM in the bundle sheath of C4 species, 
which offsets the competitive effects of 0 2 on Rubisco (Hatch, 1992).
Third, the C02 enrichment studies also demonstrated that photosynthesis is 
limited by C 02. An early study of some 30 species found that the C3 but not the C4 
group had substantial dry matter gains when C02 was enriched (Akita and Tanaka, 
1973). A compilation of data for crop species indicated that the mean net C02 
exchange rate of C3 species was initially 52% greater than that of their ambient-C02- 
grown counterparts, but declined to 29% (Cure and Acock, 1986). Despite this 
acclimation in photosynthesis, on average enriched plants accumulated 30% more 
biomass and had a 41% greater yield. Another survey concluded that yields of Q
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species could increase by 33% (Kimball, 1983) if the C02 concentration was 
increased. Carbon dioxide enrichment of greenhouses is used commercially to 
increase the productivity of many crops, such as tomatoes, lettuce, cucumbers, and 
roses (Taiz and Zeiger, 1991).
2. Mechanisms to adapt to low environmental C02 levels
Many oxygenic phototrophs have evolved a variety of mechanisms to favor the 
carboxylation reaction and thereby reduce the oxygenation reaction and, hence, 
photorespiration. These include the C02-concentrating pumps of many aquatic plants, 
algae, and cyanobacteria (Badger and Price, 1992), and the C4 and CAM metabolic 
pathways found in many plants that grow in hot and/or dry environments (Furbank 
and Taylor, 1995).
The C4 pathway is a complex adaptation of the C3 pathway that overcomes the 
limitation of photorespiration and is found in a diverse collection of species, many of 
which grow in hot climates with sporadic rainfall. The C4 pathway effectively 
suppresses photorespiration by elevating the C02 concentration at the site of Rubisco 
using a biochemical C02 pump (Furbank and Taylor, 1995).
Like C4 plants, aquatic organisms must be able to efficiently acquire Qfrom 
the environment since the diffusion of C0 2 and HC03‘ is thousands of times slower 
in aqueous solutions than in air. Most aquatic photosynthetic organisms have adapted 
to the aqueous environment by having some form of a C02 concentrating mechanism, 
a means of concentrating C02 at the site of Rubisco (Badger et al., 1980). When algal 
and cyanobacterial cells are grown in air enriched with 5% C02, they display the
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symptoms typical of photorespiration (0 2 inhibition of photosynthesis at low 
concentration of COj). However, if  the cells are transferred to air containing 0.03% 
C02 they rapidly develop the ability to concentrate inorganic carbon within 
themselves. Under these conditions, the cells significantly reduce photorespiration. 
The accumulation of inorganic carbon is accomplished by C02/HC03'  pump(s) at the 
plasma membrane that are driven by energy derived from the light reactions. It is not 
always clear which species of inorganic carbon is transported, but substantial 
differences in the concentration of inorganic carbon inside and outside the cells have 
been measured (Moroney et al., 1986).
a. CCM in higher plants (C4 pathway and CAM)
In the C4 pathway, HC03' is first fixed in leaf mesophyll cells by PEP 
carboxylase, which has a higher affinity for inorganic carbon than Rubisco, into a 
4 carbon compound (oxaloacetate). Then this C4 compound is transported to the 
chloroplasts of leaf bundle sheath cells, where Rubisco is specifically localized, and 
decarboxylated to release C02 raising the internal C02 concentration so that it can be 
efficiently refixed by Rubisco. The key feature of C4 photosynthesis is the 
compartmentalizadon of activities into two specialized cell and chloroplast types. The 
bundle sheath cells are separated from the mesophyll cells and from the air in the 
intercellular spaces by lamella highly resistant the diffusion of C 02 (Hatch, 1987). 
The structural characteristics o f bundle sheath cells also provide Rubisco an 
environment with extremely low 0 2 concentration to minimize the oxygenation 
reaction. Thus, by virtue of this two-stage C02 fixation pathway, the mesophyll-
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located C4 cycle acts as a biochemical C02 pump to increase the concentration of C 02 
in the bundle sheath an estimated 10-fold over atmospheric concentrations. The net 
result is that the oxygenase activity of Rubisco is effectively suppressed and the 
photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle operates more efficiently. C4 plants show higher 
rates of photosynthesis at high light intensities and high temperatures due to the 
increased efficiency of the photosynthetic carbon reduction cycle (Hatch, 1987). In 
favorable environments, C4 plants outperform C3 plants, making them the most 
productive crops and the worst weeds.
A simplified C4 pathway is presented in Figure 2.1. This pathway consists four 
stages: (1) assimilation of C02, involving carboxylation of phosphoenolpyruvate in 
the mesophyll cells to form the C4 acids (malate and/or aspartate); (2) transport of C4 
acids to the bundle sheath cells; (3) decarboxylation of the C4 acids within the bundle 
sheath cells and generation of C 02, which is reduced to carbohydrate via the Q  photo 
carbon reduction cycle; and (4) transport of the C3 acid formed by the decarboxylation 
(pyruvate or alanine) back to the mesophyll cell and regeneration of the C02 acceptor, 
PEP. One of the enzyme involved in the transport of C3 acids is alanine : a- 
ketoglutarate aminotransferases.
b. CCM in cyanobacteria
Cyanobacteria possess a C 02-concentrating mechanism which involves active 
transport of inorganic carbon (Q) driven by light energy. This CCM greatly 
improves the efficiency of photosynthesis in inorganic carbon acquisition over what 
would occur based solely on the kinetic properties of cyanobacterial Rubisco.
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Figure 2.1 A simplified C4 pathway in higher plants.
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Q  uptake in cyanobacteria 
A working model of Q  uptake in cyanobacteria was recently proposed by Badger and 
Price (1994) (Figure 2.2). In this model, inorganic carbon is transported at the 
plasma membrane and accumulates in the form of bicarbonate to levels as high as 
50 mM within the cytoplasm of the cells by using the photosynthetic energy. This 
Q  transport system seems able to use both C02 and H C03‘ as external substrates and 
may represent the activity of more than one pumping system. The accumulated 
bicarbonate then enters the carboxysome where the carboxysomal carbonic anhydrase 
(CA) dehydrates the HC03\  The C 02 produced within the carboxysome exhibits 
restricted diffusion from its generation site, which can lead to a localized elevation 
of C02 in the carboxysome, where Rubisco is specifically localized (Codd and 
Marsden, 1984).
The evidence that cyanobacteria transport inorganic carbon at the plasma 
membrane is very strong. Silicone oil uptake studies (Miller and Canvin, 1985), mass 
spectral analysis (Espie et al., 1988; Miller and Canvin, 1985; Miller et al., 1990), 
and l4C-C02 fixation studies (Aizawa and Miyachi, 1986; Miller and Canvin, 1985) 
all indicate that cyanobacteria can transport bicarbonate from the external medium. 
Gas exchange studies indicate that the cells accumulate inorganic carbon in the light 
and release Q in  the dark (Miller and Canvin, 1985; Tu et al., 1987). However, the 
actual protein or proteins involved in Q transport have not been isolated. One 
possibility is that multiple C; transporters exist, or perhaps the genes for these 
transporters are present in multiple copies. The only putative transport protein that
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Figure 2.2 A proposed CCM model in cyanobacteria.
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was characterized was the low-C02-inducible 42 kDa protein described by Omata and 
Ogawa (1986). The gene coding for this protein was cloned and sequenced and was 
found to be homologous to a nitrate transporter protein (Omata et al., 1990). A 
mutant construct was made that lacked this gene and was found to still be able to 
grow on low C02 (Omata et al., 1990). A definitive role for this protein has not been 
found. It is interesting to speculate that this is in fact a HC03* transport protein, but 
that other transport proteins still can compensate for the loss of this protein.
The idea that bicarbonate was the inorganic carbon species accumulated within 
the cytoplasm was strongly supported by the transgenic expression of a human 
carbonic anhydrase in the cytosol of Synechococcus PCC7942 (Price and Badger, 
1989). These mutants were unable to accumulate inorganic carbon. It was thought 
that the expression of CA in the cytoplasm of the cyanobacteria would short circuit 
the CCM and allow the futile efflux of HC03* from the cytosol via its conversion to 
C02 and would cause the cells to require high C02 for growth. Normally 
Synechococcus and other cyanobacteria have undetectable levels of CA in their 
cytoplasm and this interconversion does not take place rapidly.
Cyanobacterial mutants generated by insertional mutagenesis through 
homologous recombination have also been very helpful in elucidating the processes 
involved in their ability to adapt to low concentration of C 02, and the operation of 
the CCM. Modifications of the genomic region of rbcLS in Synechococcus sp. 
PCC7942 resulted in mutants that were dependent on either a high or a low level of 
C02 for growth (Kaplan et al., 1991, 1994). Three relevant genes; rbcS (Lieman-
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Hurwitz et al., 1991), purK  (Schwarz et al., 1992), and icfA (Fukuzawa et al., 1992) 
were identified downstream of rbc L. Modification of several genes located upstream 
of rbcLS (indhB, ccmK, ccmL, ccmM, ccmN, and ccmO) also resulted in high-C02- 
requiring mutants (Friedberg et al., 1989; Marco et al., 1993, 1994; Price et al.,
1993), whereas alteration of ORF839 resulted in mutants capable of growing in the 
presence of kanamycin but only under low C02 (Kaplan et al., 1994). The search for 
low C 02 inducible genes has also begun to be used in the CCM studies in 
cyanobacteria (Ohkawa et al., 1996).
Carboxysomal CA and CCM
Insertion of a kanamycin-resistance gene cartridge within the ORF272 located 
20 kilobases downstream rbcLS in wild-type Synechococcus PCC7942 cells led to a 
high-C02-requiring phenotype (Fukuzawa et al., 1992). Strains carrying this mutated 
gene accumulated inorganic carbon in the cells, but they could not fix it efficiently, 
even though ribulose-l,5-bisphosphate carboxylase activity was comparable to that of 
the wild-type strain. Further characterization of this mutant led to the isolation of a 
carboxysomal CA and its gene product (Fukuzawa et al., 1992; Yu et al., 1992). 
The ORF272 was designated as a gene icfA, which is essential for inorganic carbon 
fixation. It is also referred as ccaA (Badger and Price, 1994). The predicted icfA  gene 
product shared significant sequence similarities with plant chloroplast carbonic 
anhydrases (CAs) from pea (22%) and spinach (22%) and also with the Escherichia 
coli cynT gene product (31%), which was recently identified to be an E. coli CA. 
These results indicate that the putative CA encoded by icfA is essential to
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photosynthetic carbon dioxide fixation in cyanobacteria. The deduced amino acid 
sequence of this carboxysomal CA has a 60-70 amino acid extension at the carboxyl 
end of the protein (Fukuzawa et al., 1992), giving a monomer size of 31 kDa, 
compared to 24 kDa for the chloroplast enzyme of higher plants (Badger and Price, 
1994). The sequence may be important for targeting CA to the carboxysome and/or 
for establishing some specific association with Rubisco.
Cells with a mutation in the carboxysomal CA gene are still able to catalyze 
a significant light dependent exchange of Q species with water. These suggest the 
presence of a possible plasma membrane carbonic anhydrase. Another type of CA 
activity has been identified on cyanobacterial cell extracts, with about half the activity 
of the carboxysomal CA, a high I50 for ethoxyzolamide, and a possible plasma 
membrane location (Bedu et al., 1992; Price et al., 1992).
Rubisco localization and CCM
A second type of high C 02 requiring mutant is an insertion (30 amino acid 
extension) within the Rubisco small subunit gene of the cyanobacterial cells. This 
results in a Rubisco that does not localize properly to the carboxysome and the cell 
that has very long rod-shaped carboxysomes. Even though the small subunit has an 
extension, it was demonstrated that the modified Rubisco has the same K,,, (COj) as 
Rubisco from wild-type cells (Schwarz et al., 1995). This strain with the modified 
Rubisco requires high C02 for growth. This result clearly demonstrated that the 
confinement of Rubisco in the normal shape of carboxysomes, where high C02 is 
generated, is essential for utilization of the accumulated intracellular Q  pool for
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photosynthesis. This is supported by the isolation of a new high-C02-requiring (her) 
mutant, her Mu28, which has an integration of the Mud element 89 bp upstream of 
ORFI, at the 5’-flanking region of the rbc operon (Friedberg et al., 1993). The 
integration involved a 7 bp duplication that formed a direct repeat at the integration 
site. This mutant was devoid of apparent carboxysomes. Immunolabeling studies 
demonstrated that Rubisco was distributed throughout her Mu28 cells, while in the 
wild-type (WT) and in the carboxysome aberrant mutant her 0221, Rubisco was 
markedly associated with the carboxysomes.
The involvement of the carboxysome in the CCM 
The third class of high C02 requiring mutants are cells that have aberrant 
carboxysomes or have no carboxysomes at all. Seven genes (ccmA, ccmJ-0) 
responsible for the high C02 requiring phenotype in the mutants have been isolated 
(Badger and Price, 1994; Ronen-Tarazi, et al. 1995).
A high-C02-requiring mutant, G7, of Synechocystis sp. strain PCC6803 
capable of inorganic carbon transport but unable to utilize the intracellular inorganic 
carbon pool for photosynthesis was isolated (Ogawa et al., 1994). Transmission 
electron micrographs of the mutant indicated that the mutant does not have any 
carboxysomes. Complementation tests with subclones identified the mutation site in 
G7 within 208 bp. Sequence analysis of this region elucidated an open reading 
frame, designated ccmA, encoding a protein of 302 amino acids. The mutant was 
revealed to have an A-to-G substitution that results in an Asp-to-Gly substitution in 
the deduced amino acid. The result indicated that the ccmA gene encodes a protein
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essential for the formation of carboxysomes. It is possible that the ccmA gene product 
could be one of the carboxysome structural proteins, or a nonstructural protein 
involved in carboxysome maturation.
Loss of carboxysome shell protein also leads to high C02 requiring phenotype. 
Insertion of a cartridge encoding kanamycin resistance within open reading frame 
(ORF) 78, designated ccmJ (Ronen-Tarazi, et al. 1995), located 7 kb upstream of 
rbcLS in Synechococcus sp. PCC7942, resulted in a kanamycin-resistant, 
high-C02-requiring mutant, M3, which does not contain normal carboxysomes. M3 
is able to accumulate Q  within the cell at least as efficiently as the wild-type but is 
defective in its ability to utilized the internal Qpool for photosynthesis (Ronen-Tarazi, 
et al. 1995). ccmJ shows significant homology (28%) to csoSl encoding a 
carboxysomal shell polypeptide in Thiobacillus neopolitanus (English et al., 1994). 
These data may indicate that ccmJ is involved in the formation of the carboxysomal 
shell in Synechococcus. Nevertheless, neither the protein nor the message of ccmJ has 
been detected (Ronen-Tarazi, et al. 1995). Analysis of the polypeptide pattern of a 
carboxysome-enriched fraction indicated several differences between the wild-type and 
the mutant. The amount of the Rubisco subunits was considerably less in the 
carboxysomal fraction of the mutant when compared to the wild-type. It was possible 
that the aberrant nature of the carboxysomes in the mutants resulted in partial 
displacement of Rubisco from the carboxysomes, leading to a higher amount of 
Rubisco in the supernatant from mutant M3.
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The replacement of Synechocystis 6803 carboxylase with the corresponding 
gene from R. rubrum also leads to the mutant requiring high C02 for growth (Pierce 
et al., 1989). The growth of the cyanorubrum mutant was progressively retarded as 
CO2/O2 ratios decreased and the mutant did not grow in air. Electron microscopic 
analysis of the cyanorubrum mutant revealed the complete absence of the electron 
dense polyhedral carboxysome structures that are readily observed in wild-type cells.
These findings support the proposal that carboxysomes are also involved in 
efficient C02 utilization by cyanobacteria (Codd and Marsden, 1984; Reinhold et al., 
1987; Badger and Price, 1994). The basic tenets of this model are that the 
carboxysome membrane is rather impermeable to C02 and that carbonic anhydrase 
and Rubisco are located in the carboxysome. The HC03' that builds up to high levels 
in the cytosol as a result of active transport is free to diffuse into the carboxysome 
where it is dehydrated to C02 and ultimately fixed by the action of Rubisco. This 
subcellular localization of Rubisco would thereby provide a useful barrier to the 
diffusion of C 02 away from the enzyme.
c. CCM in Chlamydomonas
C; uptake in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
The ability of green algal cells to grow under low C02 conditions as well as 
in high C02 conditions was first discovered by Osterlind (1950). In 1976 Berry et al. 
proposed that algae possess a C02 concentrating mechanism (CCM) that increases the 
C02 concentration at the intracellular location of Rubisco. Evidence for algal cells’ 
ability to increase intracellular Q  was that low C02-grown C. reinhardtii cells
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accumulated acid-labile 14C when illuminated in the presence of NaHMC03 in the 
silicone oil uptake studies. High COz-grown cells did not have this C; accumulation 
ability. In addition, Cc accumulation by C. reinhardtii was light dependent and blocked 
by inhibitors of electron transport or photophosphorylation (Badger and Price, 1994; 
Berry et al., 1976). Q  accumulation has been observed in many algal species 
including red algae, marine green algae and cyanobacteria.
There is considerable variation among algal species in how this accumulation 
occurs. These differences may reflect the fact that the cyanobacteria are prokaryotes 
with only one set of limiting membranes, while the green algae are eukaryotes with 
two sets of membranes across which to transport the inorganic carbon. The 
environment for growth also is reflected in the C02 accumulation mechanism. Cells 
such as Chlorella saccarophilia which grow at pH 3 take up only C02 from the 
medium (Beardall, 1981) while those cells that grow well under basic conditions, such 
as Scenedesmus and most cyanobacteria, are capable of transporting both HC03'and 
C 02. Two different mechanisms are proposed. The first is a CA facilitated diffusion 
of C 02 across the plasma membrane, which occurs in Chlamydomonas and Chlorella 
strains. These algal have large quantities of CA located in their periplasmic space 
(Kimpel et al., 1983) only when the cells are grown with low levels of C02. In these 
cells, C02 is the inorganic carbon species that crosses the membrane. This has been 
confirmed in short-term fixation experiments using either C02 or HC03* (Tsuzuki, 
1983), in the dependence of C02 fixation with external pH (Moroney and Tolbert, 
1985), and with the use of membrane impermeant inhibitors of CA (Moroney et al.,
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1985). Membrane impermeant inhibitors of CA such as acetazolamide or a dextran- 
linked sulfonaomide severely inhibit CO2 fixation and Q  accumulation at high external 
pH, but have little or no effect at low external pH where C02 predominates (Moroney 
et al., 1985). The second mechanism is direct transport of HC03' into the cell, which 
occurs in cyanobacteria and the eukaryote Scenedesmus.
A model of CCM in C. reinhardtii.
Several C02 concentrating models have been proposed (Moroney et al., 1986a; 
Moroney and Mason, 1991; Badger and Price, 1994). The model shown in Figure 2.3 
was proposed by Moroney and Mason (1991). The evidence supporting this model 
is not as strong as that in cyanobacteria. Although four carbonic anhydrases have been 
found, and the CA activity is intimately involved in photosynthetic C02 fixation by 
microalgae, a relatively simple picture of the mechanism is not available because of 
the presence of multiple CA isozymes located in the chloroplast, cytosol, and the 
external periplasmic space of a range of microalgal cells (Badger and Price, 1994). 
The mechanism may not be entirely the same as that found in cyanobacteria. For 
example, in microalgae, Q  transport systems may be located both on the plasma 
membrane and the chloroplast envelope, and there are multiple CAs.
High C 0 2 requiring mutants
A number of mutants of C. reinhardtii that grow photoautotrophically on high 
C 02 concentrations but grow poorly, or not at all on low C02 concentrations have 
been described (Spalding et al., 1983a, b, c; Moroney et al., 1986b; Katzman et al.,
1994). Some of the mutants are missing an internal carbonic anhydrase (Spalding et
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Figure 2.3 A proposed CCM model in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.
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al., 1983a; Moroney et al., 1986b; Katzman et al., 1994), such as cia-3 which 
requires high C02 for growth, but overaccumulates Q in  the light; while one, cia-5, 
doesn’t adapt to low COz at all (Moroney et al., 1989) and is speculated to be a 
regulatory mutant. Another high C02 requiring mutant pmp-1 fails to accumulate C; 
(Spalding, 1983b).
The number of well characterized high C 02 requiring mutants available for 
CCM study is limited because the targeted inactivation of specific nuclear genes in 
Chlamydomonas cannot be achieved by insertional mutagenesis as easily as that in 
cyanobacteria due to the low frequency of homologous recombination (Kindle et al., 
1989; Kindle, 1990; Rochaix, 1995). Instead, the understanding of CCM in C. 
reinhardtii depends mainly on the characterization of proteins and genes responding 
to changes in C02 concentration by taking advantage of the inducibility of CCM. In 
many algae including C. reinhardtii the CCM is inducible; cells grown on high C02 
have low affinities for Q  while cells grown on limiting C 02 (air levels) exhibit high 
affinities for Q. While inducing CCM, cells preferentially synthesize some new 
proteins from the newly transcribed mRNAs.
Low C02 inducible proteins
The proteins functioning as C02/HC03' pumps are not present in cells growing 
in high concentrations o f C02 but are induced upon exposure to low concentrations 
of C02 (Badger et al., 1980). In vivo labeling studies using 35S042‘ demonstrated that 
five polypeptides are preferentially synthesized in C. reinhardtii growing under low 
C02 conditions (Manuel and Moroney, 1988). The molecular weight of these
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prominent low-C02 induced proteins are: 46, 44, 37, 36, and 20 kDa. In addition, 
several of these polypeptides are absent in different mutants that do not adapt to low 
C02, suggesting their involvement in the CCM. The 37 kDa polypeptide that is 
specifically induced by low C02 has been identified as a periplasmic carbonic 
anhydrase (CA1) (Coleman and Grossman, 1984; Fukuzawa et al., 1990), which 
catalyzes the interconversion of C02 and bicarbonate to facilitate C02 diffusing into 
the cells. It was the only low C02 inducible protein known at that time. The cDNA 
encoding CA1 has been cloned and sequenced (Fukuzawa et al., 1990). Its has been 
shown that the periplasmic CA is required for the functional operation of CCM in 
C. reinhardtii (Moroney et al., 1985).
One of the other proteins, with a molecular mass of 36 kDa, was found to 
precipitate with the membrane fraction (Mason et al., 1990; Spalding and Jeffrey, 
1989). Geraghty et al. (1990) raised an antibody to this low C02-mducible 36-kDa 
polypeptide (LIP-36) and demonstrated that this protein was immunologically distinct 
from the periplasmic CA, which has a molecular weight of 37-kDa. Independently, 
Mason et al. (1990), using 35S labeling of C. reinhardtii, localized LIP-36 to the 
intact chloroplasts. Recent investigations (Ramazanov etal., 1993) have specifically 
localized this polypeptide to the chloroplast envelope membranes isolated from low 
C02-grown cells and demonstrated that it is not present in the chloroplast envelopes 
isolated from high (5% C02 in air [v/v]) C02-grown cells. This 36-kDa protein does 
not show carbonic anhydrase activity and was not present on the plasma membranes 
isolated from low C 02-grown cells. The identity and function of this chloroplast
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envelope protein are unknown, although it may, in part, account for the different 
inorganic carbon uptake characteristics observed in chloroplasts isolated from high 
and low C 02-grown cells of C. reinhardtii (Moroney and Mason, 1991) .
The identities of the other two proteins (45 kDa, and 42 kDa) are still not 
clear, although the 20 kDa protein is speculated to be a mitochondrial carbonic 
anhydrase (Samuelsson, personal communication).
Low C 0 2 inducible genes
The synthesis of low C02 inducible proteins can be inhibited by transcriptional 
inhibitors, which suggested that those proteins were translated from newly 
synthesized mRNA. Based on this, a cDNA library from C. reinhardtii cells grown 
under high C 02 and transferred to low C 02 for two hours was constructed. The 
library was screened differentially with probes made from mRNA isolated from high- 
and low-C02-grown cells. Six independent low C02-inducible classes of clones were 
obtained (Burow and Moroney, 1993). One clone cross-hybridized with the carbonic 
anhydrase gene (cahl) ( Fukuzawa et a l., 1990). One of the low C02 inducible clones 
named 3I1A was recently discovered to encode a protein which is highly homologous 
to cyanobacteria carbonic anhydrase (assigned cah4, A. Somanchi, personal 
communication).
Periplasmic CA and the CCM
CA1 is located in the periplasmic space and is one of the prominent low C02 
inducible proteins in C. reinhardtii. The activity can be assayed in intact cells because 
of its access to the external medium. The activity of this CA increases dramatically
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when the CCM activity of cells is induced by growing them at low C02 levels 
(Nelson et al., 1969; Coleman, 1991; Coleman and Grossman, 1984) and the 
absolute level of activity of the periplasmic CA may greatly exceed that of the internal 
CA of the cell.
The periplasmic CA of C. reinhardtii has been characterized extensively 
because it is abundant and easy to purify. The cDNA and genomic sequences of the 
two members of a gene family, which are 92% homologous, have been identified and 
termed cahl and cah2 (Fujiwara et al., 1990; Fukuzawa et al., 1990). These code 
for 41.6 kDa polypeptides that undergo proteolytic cleavage and glycosylation to 
yield a 4.2 kDa small subunit and a 37-kDa large subunit (Coleman, 1991). It has 
been suggested that these subunits form a heterotetramer L2S2 holoenzyme with the 
large subunits joined by disulfide bonds (Husic et al., 1991; Kamo et al., 1990). This 
periplasmic CA shows more homology with animal CAs than with higher plant 
chloroplast CA (Fukuzawa et al., 1990). The overall amino acid homology is about 
2 0 %, but there is greater conservation of sequences around the zinc-binding active 
site of the large subunit. The gene product for cah2 was also purified and 
characterized (Rawat and Moroney, 1991; Tachiki et al., 1992).
The regulation of periplasmic CAs
The expression o f cahl and cah2 genes in C. reinhardtii is under strong 
transcriptional control; however, these two genes appear to be regulated in an 
opposing manner (Fujiwara et al., 1990; Fukuzawa et al., 1990). The cahl mRNA 
transcript levels increase within 1 h when cells are transferred to low C02 (Coleman,
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1991; Coleman and Grossman, 1984), while cah2 mRNA levels decrease, cahl 
transcription appears to be stimulated by light, while cah2 mRNA is increased in the 
dark. The changes in transcription are much greater for cahl than for cah2, and cahl 
is the most highly expressed member of the gene family.
The effect of light on the induction and repression of cahl transcript has also 
been studied in asynchronized Chlamydomonas cultures. When high C02-grown cells 
are transferred to low C 02 in the dark, the CAH1 protein as well as its RNA 
transcript is not increased. Addition of DCMU, an electron transport inhibitor, to 
low C02 cells immediately after their transfer from high-C02 conditions also inhibits 
the induction in protein levels and transcript levels of CA, implying that 
photosynthesis may be needed for induction to occur (Fukuzawa et al., 1990; Dionisio 
et al., 1989a). The need for blue light was also demonstrated. Chlamydomonas cells 
illuminated with red light alone during low C02 adaptation did not show induction of 
the protein and transcript levels of CA, but when blue light was used along with the 
red light, the induction did occur (Dionisio et al., 1989b). These suggested that light 
and active photosynthesis are required for the induction of CA.
However a recent study (Rawat and Moroney, 1995) demonstrated that light 
is not required for the expression of cahl in synchronized C. reinhardtii cultures. 
In their studies they took synchronized high C02 grown cells and switched them to 
low C02 in the dark. The cells partially adapted to the low C02, which was shown 
by the increase in CA activity and the increase in the cells’ apparent affinity for Q. 
The cahl transcript also showed strong oscillation when the alga was grown under a
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12-h light/ 12-h dark growth regime, with transcript present just before the onset of 
the light cycle. It has also been documented that photosynthesis was not required for 
induction of CA activity in Chlorella vulgaris l lh  (Shiraiwa and Miyachi, 1983). 
The possible roles of periplasmic CAs
The external CA probably converts external HC03'to C02, which can be taken 
up through the plasma membrane and then used for photosynthesis. In support of this 
notion, the ability of microalgal cells to use external HC03* for photosynthesis has 
been correlated with the presence of periplasmic CA. However, the periplasmic CA 
is not absolutely necessary for HC03* utilization because cells of C. reinhardtii and 
S. obliquus seem able to transport HC03* across the plasma membrane without 
needing to convert it to C02 (Palmqvist et al., 1993; Sultemeyer et al., 1991; 
Sultemeyer et al., 1989; Theilmann et al., 1990). Nevertheless, in the presence of 
external CA inhibitors, the efficiency with which external Q  was used for 
photosynthesis decreased significantly (Moroney et al., 1985). Periplasmic CA 
probably increases the efficiency with which cells can access external Q. This 
includes both the supply of C02 for diffusion across the plasma membrane and the 
supply ofHCCVto the plasma membrane HC03‘ transport system.
Chloroplast, internal CA, and CCM
Studies of isolated chloroplasts have shown that they possess an active CCM. 
The first direct evidence of C{ uptake by isolated chloroplasts was provided by 
Moroney et al. (1987a) using chloroplasts isolated from C. reinhardtii. In their 
experiment, chloroplasts isolated from air-grown cells could accumulate Q to greater
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extents than chloroplasts isolated from high C02 grown or acetate-grown cultures. 
This uptake was light dependent and inhibited by electron transport uncouplers or 
inhibitors (Moroney et al., 1987a; Sultemeyer et al., 1988). It has been shown that 
vanadate is an inhibitor of C£ accumulation and fixation in chloroplast preparations, 
indicating the participation of an ATPase linked transport step (Goyal and Tolbert,
1989).
A chloroplast CA has been proposed based on the studies of a high-C02- 
requiring C. reinhardtii mutant (ca-1) that appears to be defective in an internal CA 
activity (Spalding et al., 1983a). Katzman et al. (1994) demonstrated that isolated 
intact chloroplasts from C. reinhardtii retained a significant percentage of the 
intracellular carbonic anhydrase activity found in that alga. In addition, they 
demonstrated that chloroplasts isolated from the high C02 requiring mutant cia-3 cw- 
15 lacked this chloroplast CA activity (Katzman et al., 1994). The C. reinhardtii 
mutants deficient in this internal CA overaccumulate C; (Manuel and Moroney, 1988; 
Moroney et al., 1987b; Spalding et al., 1983a). In addition, ethoxyzolamide, a 
permeant CA inhibitor, also causes this overaccumulation (Moroney et al., 1987b; 
Spalding et al., 1983a). These observations support the contention that the role of this 
CA is the dehydration of accumulated HC03' and not the direct accumulation process 
itself. These also show that the primary Q  transport system is probably located on the 
chloroplast envelope.
Recently an intracellular carbonic anhydrase (CA3) (CA; EC 4.2.1.1) was 
isolated from a mutant strain of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (CW 92) lacking a cell
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wall (Karlsson et al., 1995). The purified CA has a molecular weight of 29,500, 
and can be inhibited by acetazolamide (150=12 nM). In comparison with human CA 
isoenzyme n , amino acid sequences from the 29.5-kD polypeptide were 40% identical 
with the N-terminal region and 67% identical with an internal conserved region. It 
is closely related to the alpha-type CAs observed in animal species. The cDNA (cah3) 
encoding this 29.5 kDa intracellular a-type CA has recently been cloned and 
sequenced (Karlsson et al., 1996), which is 1383 bp long with an open reading frame 
coding for 310 amino acids. The deduced amino acid sequence of the cah3 shares 30- 
40% identity with other a-type CAs. It is interesting that the mRNA levels of cah3 
are not increased in cells transferred to air conditions (6  h) as compared to high C02 
grown cells. This indicates that the cah3 is constitutively expressed under high and 
low C02 conditions. The interesting thing is that this CA may be in the thylakoid 
lumen (Karlsson et al., 1996), where the internal CA has been suggested to be by 
other researchers (Pesheva et al., 1988). More work is needed to establish the 
specific the role of this CA in algal chloroplasts.
In C. reinhardtii, recent studies using immunological and mass spectrometric 
assays have detected the presence of both cytosolic and chloroplastic CA activities 
(Husic et al., 1989; Moroney et al., 1987b; Sultemeyer et al., 1990). The cytosolic 
CA appears to be quite different from the chloroplastic CA. The cytosolic CA is 
larger in size (110 kDa vs 45 kDa), is very sensitive to sulphonamide inhibitors, and 
is antigenically distinct and soluble in nature (Husic et al., 1989; Sultemeyer et al.,
1990). The size of the protein and its sensitivity to sulphonamides indicates strongly
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that it could be a form of the periplasmic enzyme that is accumulated in the cytosol 
(Badger and Price, 1994).
Pyrenoid, Rubisco and CCM
A structural equivalent to the carboxysome is found in the microalgal 
chloroplast in the form of the pyrenoid body. It is a large protein complex found 
within the chloroplast sometimes surrounded by a sheath of carbohydrate such as 
starch, amylose or paramylon (Gibbs, 1962). In the past the most common 
physiological role suggested for the pyrenoid was that of a protein or carbohydrate 
storage body (Griffiths, 1980; McKay and Gibbs, 1991). However recent 
immunolocalizadon studies have indicated that most, if not all, of the Rubisco, and 
Rubisco activase are localized in the pyrenoid (McKay and Gibbs, 1991; McKay et 
al., 1991), indicating that the pyrenoid is the active location of C02 fixation and not 
simply a storage structure.
The involvement of pyrenoids in the CCM has been suggested in recent studies 
(Ramazanov et al., 1994; Ramazanov et al., 1996). In Chlamydomonas reinhardtii the 
pyrenoid starch sheath is formed rapidly in response to a decrease in the C02 
concentration in the environment. The formation of the starch sheath around the 
pyrenoid correlates well with the induction of the CCM in Chlamydomonas 
(Ramazanov et al., 1994). Pyrenoid starch sheath formation is partly inhibited by the 
presence of acetate in the growth medium under light and low C02 conditions. These 
growth conditions also partly inhibit the induction of the CCM. When cells are grown 
with acetate in the dark, the CCM is not induced and the pyrenoid starch sheath is
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not formed even though there is a large accumulation of starch in the chloroplast 
stroma, hi some high C02 requiring C. reinhardtii strains, pyrenoid starch sheath 
formation is partly inhibited or absent. The inhibition of the pyrenoid starch sheath 
formation is also seen when the carbonic anhydrase inhibitor ethoxyzolamide is added 
to cells placed in an environment low in C02 (Ramazanov et al., 1996). These 
observations support the idea that the ultrastructural reorganization of the pyrenoid 
starch sheath under low C02 conditions plays a role in the C02 concentrating 
mechanism in C. reinhardtii as well as in other eukaryotic algae, a role similar to that 
of the carboxysome in cyanobacteria.
d. Chlamydomonas as a good model system for CCM studies 
The green unicellular alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has long been used as 
a model system for studying photosynthesis, chloroplast biogenesis, and flagellar 
function and assembly because of its well-defined genetics (Rochaix, 1995). Unlike 
many other algae, C. reinhardtii has identified mating type and can be easily crossed. 
A size of 1x10® bp has been estimated for the nuclear genome of C. reinhardtii 
(Harris, 1989). The genetic map is composed of 148 loci spread over 17 linkage 
groups. A strong codon bias has been observed for genes of C. reinhardtii that are 
highly expressed (Harris, 1989). Cytidine or guanidine residues at the third position 
of the codons are preferred and, if possible, also in the first position, reflecting the 
high GC content of the nuclear DNA. A considerably more balanced codon usage is 
observed, however, for genes that are less expressed, such as those of cytochrome c6 
(Hill et al., 1991) and aryl sulfatase (de Hostos et al., 1989). A-rich elements
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resembling the TATA box are usually present upstream of the nuclear genes of C. 
reinhardtii with an adjacent GC-rich stretch. A putative polyadenylation recognition 
motif TGTAA is found in all cases examined at the 3’ end, 10-15 nucleotides 
upstream of the polyadenylation site (Rochaix, 1995). Another characteristic feature 
of C. reinhardtii nuclear genes is the presence of multiple introns. It has not been 
easy to express foreign genes in C. reinhardtii, possibly because of silencing of the 
introduced genes by methylation, different codon usage in the foreign gene compared 
to the biased codon usage of strongly expressed nuclear genes of C. reinhardtii, 
ectopic effects, lack of introns, or other noncoding elements.
The value of this organism has been greatly increased recently by the 
development of efficient methods for nuclear and chloroplast transformation. In most 
nuclear transformations of C. reinhardtii, insertion of the transforming DNA into the 
nuclear genome appears to occur randomly (Debuchy et al., 1989; Kindle et al., 
1989; Mayfield and Kindle, 1990). The frequency of homologous to random 
integrations ranges between 1:1000 with the glass-bead transformation method to 1:24 
with the biolistic transformation. Random integrations can be exploited to tag genes 
of interest by insertional mutagenesis. Cloning of the nuclear genes by 
complementation is also possible.
The first successful chloroplast transformation in C. reinhardtii by bombarding 
cells with DNA-coated tungsten particles using a particle gun was reported in 1988 
(Boynton et al., 1988). The two important features of chloroplast transformation are 
that integration of the transforming DNA into the chloroplast genome occurs through
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homologous recombination and that several markers are available for selection or as 
reporters (Boynton and Gillham, 1993; Goldschmidt-Clermont, 1991; Sakamoto etal., 
1993). This biolistic transformation method opened a new field, chloroplast genetic 
engineering, which has provided new and important insights into the molecular 
mechanisms of chloroplast gene expression and into the function of chloroplast 
proteins. C. reinhardtii is probably the best organism in which to perform chloroplast 
DNA surgery because of the ease of chloroplast transformation in this alga.




Wild type C. reinhardtii 137+ was originally obtained from Dr. R. K. 
Togasaki, Indiana University. In liquid culture, cells were inoculated from yeast- 
acetate medium (Sueoka, 1960) plates to 100 mL of tris-acetate-phosphate liquid 
medium with continuous shaking and light (300 pE  • m'2 • s l) for 2 days. The 
culture was then transferred to a flask with 1.5 liter minimal medium (Sueoka, 1960) 
and aerated with 5% C 02 until it reached a density of 1 X 10s cells/mL. This culture 
is termed high C 02 grown cells. To obtain low C02 adapting cells, the high C 02 
grown cells were switched to low C02 ( air containing 0.035% COj), and the cells 
were allowed to adapt for differents time before harvesting. The high C 02 grown and 
low C02 adapting cells were usually used for RNA isolation, protein extraction, Q  
uptake, and enzyme activity assays.
To inhibit Ala AT activity, the high C 02 culture was diluted with an equal 
volume of fresh medium and split into 2 flasks, one still aerated with air containing 
5% C02, the other bubbled with air containing 0.035% C 02 (low COj). The time of 
air adaptation depended on the experiments, varied from 1 hour to 10 hours. After 
cells were switched to low C02 in the presence of aminooxyacetic acid (AOA), a 
pyridoxyl phosphate enzyme inhibitor (Tolbert et al., 1983), they were harvested and
42
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washed twice with fresh medium to remove AO A before being resuspended in 25 mM 
Hepes-KOH (pH 7.3) to measure 0 2 evolution.
For the isolation of LIP-36 protein, the cell-wall deficient mutant of 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, CC-400 cw-15 mt+, was obtained from the Duke 
University Chlamydomonas Culture Collection. In liquid culture, the cells were grown 
in minimal medium, aerated with air or air supplemented with 5% C 02 (v/v), and 
illuminated with 300 fiE m‘2s'1 of white light. Cells were grown synchronously with 
12-h light/12-h dark cycles and harvested 4 h into the light cycle. 
cDNA library screening
The cDNA library was constructed using the Stratagene Uni-ZAPII kit 
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) from 5 ixg of mRNA isolated from C. reinhardtii cells 
adapted to low C; conditions. Double stranded cDNA was ligated into the XZAPII 
arms, packed with the Gigapack Gold kit, and transfected into the E. coli XLl-Blue. 
For the first screen, 50 /zL of 1:40,000 diluted cDNA library was used to plate on 
each 150 mm petri dish, which usually gives about 3000 plaques. Plaques were 
transferred to two sets of nitrocellulose filters. For each individual screening, 10 to 
15 plates were used. Hybridization with gene-specific probes was performed at 42 °C 
in 6x SSC, 5x Denhardts, 0.5% SDS, 1 mM EDTA, 100 jig/mL fisher sperm DNA 
and 50% formamide solution for 48 h. The filters were washed at 55 °C for at least 
1 h in each wash solutions with decreasing ionic strength, starting from lx SSC + 
0.1% SDS, to 0.2x SSC +  0.1% SDS. The positive plaques selected from the first
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screen were replated at low densities and rescreened with the same probe at the same 
conditions to obtain isolated and pure positive clones.
Random labeling of radioactive probes
For each probe, at least 50 ng of purified gene-specific DNA was used. One 
pL  of 50 ng/ pL  random hexanucleotide primers was mixed with DNA in a 0.5-mL 
centrifuge tube and adjusted the final volume with water to 10 pL. After the DNA 
and primer mixture was boiled for 5 min and snap chilled on ice for 10 min, the 
following components were added to the tube: 2 pL  of lOx DNA polymerase I 
buffer (NEB, Beverly, MA), 2 pL  of dNTP ( 2.5 mM each, no dCTP), 5 pL of 32 P- 
dCTP (10 pCif pL). The tube was briefly centrifuged and 1 pL  of DNA polymerase 
I large fragment (klenow) was added and mixed gently. The reaction was incubated 
at room temperature for 4 h. Probes were purified by passing the mixture through G- 
50 spin column (lOOOg x 3 min). Probes with specific activity greater than 2x 108 
cpmlpg DNA were used.
Total RNA isolation, mRNA purification and Northern blot analysis
All utensils were either baked at 180 °C overnight or soaked with diethyl 
pyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated water and autoclaved for 2 h. The total RNA was 
extracted from C. reinhardtii using standard procedures (Sambrook et al., 1989).
Total RNA isolation: Cells from 2 liters of culture were harvested and 
resuspended with 10 mL of DEPC-H20  in a 150 mL COREX tube, to which 20 mL 
of 2X lysis buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.3 M NaCl, 30 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 
4% SDS; made with DEPC-water and autoclave for 1 hr) and 1 mg Proteinase K (10
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mg/mL) was added. The tube was gently stirred at room temperature for 20 min. 
The cell lysate was extracted 3 times with phenol/chloroform and once with 
chloroform. The tube was centrifuged at 5500 rpm (Beckman JA-14 rotor) for 10 
min, and the supernatant was transferred to a clean tube, to which an equal volume 
of isopropanol was then added. The tube was kept at -20 °C overnight and the RNA 
was collected by centrifugation at 15000g for 20 min. After the RNA pellet was 
washed once with 80% ethonal and air dried for several hrs, it was dissolved in 4 
mL of DEPC-treated water. Twelve M LiCl was added to a final concentration of 2.5 
M to precipitate overnight at 4 °C. The RNA was pelleted at 15000g for 20 min at 
4 °C. After being washed as above, dried, and resuspended in 6 mL of DEPC-water, 
the RNA was reprecipitated by adding 2.5 volumes of ethanol at -20 °C for 4 hr. 
The recovered RNA was then washed, and air dried, and resuspended in 1 mL of 
DEPC-water. All RNA samples were aliquoted (10 /zg/tube) and kept frozen at -70 
°C.
mRNA purification: mRNA was purified from total RNA, which was isolated 
from cells that had adapted to low C02 for 2 h using the Poly AT-tract mRNA 
isolation system (Promega, Madison, WI). The procedure is: Step 1, Annealing of the 
biotinylated-oligo (dT) probe to mRNA. 1-5 mg of total RNA was adjusted to a final 
volume of 1.22 mL with DEPC-treated water, and was heated at 65 °C for 10 min 
to denature the RNA. 10 /zL of Biotinylated-oligo (dT) probe ( 50 pmol/juL) and 60 
pL  of 20X SSC (3 M NaCl, 0.3 M Sodium Citrate) (RNase-free) were added to the 
denatured RNA and were mixed gently. The annealing mixture was incubated at room
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temperature until completely cooled; Step 2, Washing of streptavidin-paramagnetic 
particles (SA-PMP). The SA-PMPs were completely resuspended by gently flicking 
the bottom of the tube and then captured by placing the tube in the magnetic stand. 
The SA-PMPs were washed three times with 0.5X SSC (1.5 mL/wash), and then the 
washed SA-PMPs were resuspended in 0.5 mL of 0.5X SSC; Step 3, Capture and 
washing of annealed oligo (dT)-mRNA hybrids. The above annealing reaction mixture 
was added to the tube containing the washed magnetic beads and incubated at room 
temperature for 10 min. The magnetic beads were captured and the supernatant was 
removed. The magnetic beads were washed 4 times with 0.1X SSC (1.5 mL/wash) 
by gently flicking the bottom of the tube; Step 4, Elution of mRNA. The final SA- 
PMPs were resuspended in 100 yL  of the DEPC-treated water, and the beads were 
magnetically captured. The eluted mRNA aqueous phase was transferred to a RNase- 
free tube. The above elution was repeated once or twice, and the eluted mRNA was 
combined.
Total RNA concentration was estimated by absorbance at 260 nm, using the 
conversion 1 O D j^SO  yg of RNA. For Northern blot analysis, the RNA samples 
were treated by mixing: 5.5 yL of RNA (10 /zg), 1 yL  of 10X MOPS buffer, 3.5 yL 
of formaldehyde, 10 yL  of formamide and incubating at 65 °C for 15 min. 4 yL  of 
loading buffer (50% glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, (pH 8.0) 0.25% bromophenol blue, 
0.25 % xylene cyanol FF) was added after the samples were chilled on ice for 3 min. 
The denatured RNA was resolved on 1.0% agarose gel containing 6% formaldehyde 
(gel running buffer: IX MOPS, 6% formaldehyde; 10X MOPS gel running buffer:
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0.2 M MOPS pH7.0, 80 mM NaAc, lOmM EDTA; the solution was filter sterilized 
or autoclaved for 15 min). The gel was soaked over night in DEPC-treated water and 
transferred to BA-S 85 nitrocellulose membrane (Schleicher & Schuell). The Northern 
blot was probed with 4129 S, a short clone of 4129 which has a 0.6 kb insert 
corresponding to the 3’ end of 4129 clone. The final washing conditions were 0.5X 
SSC +  0.1% SDS at 55 °C for 2 h or longer.
For LIP-36 Northerns, the time course RNA samples were prepared, subjected 
to electrophoresis, and blotted as described above. After initial cloning of LIP-36 M, 
the Northern blot analysis was performed using inserts from LIP-36 M clones as a 
probe to study whether the corresponding mRNA is upregulated at low C02 growth 
conditions. For the study of differential expressions of LIP-36 Gene 1 and Gene 2 at 
the mRNA level, the gene specific fragments corresponding to the 3’ non-coding 
region were amplified from PCR were used as probes.
DNA preparation, sequencing, and sequence homology analysis
For standard double-stranded DNA sequencing, plasmid DNAs (pBS sir 
vector) were either prepared by alkaline extraction (Sambrook et al., 1989) and 
purified by Glassmilk (Bio 101, Vista, CA) before sequencing using the 
manufacturer’s procedure, or prepared using a Qiagen spin column (Qiagen, 
Chatsworth, CA) without further purification. Single-stranded DNA was isolated as 
described (Sambrook et al., 1989) using ml3k07 helper phage (Biorad, Hercules, 
CA). Either 1 /zg of single-stranded DNA or 3 /zg of purified double-stranded DNA
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was sequenced using the USB Sequenase kit (USB, Cleveland, OH) according to the 
USB’s instructions.
For cycle sequencing, plasmid DNAs were prepared using Qiagen spin 
columns from 2 mL of overnight culture according to the manufacture’s instruction. 
The Perkin-Elmer cycle sequencing kit was used for this experiment. Two ftL  of 
each ddNTP were added to a set of 4 tubes labeled with A, G, C, T, the tubes were 
kept on ice. The following components were mixed in a separate tube: plasmid DNA 
(about 300 ng), 1 fiL  of 10 /tM primer, 1 fiL  of 3S"S-dATP (DuPont NEN, Boston 
MA), 3.3 fiL  of 10X cycling mix, 0.3 unit of Tfl DNA polymerase (Epicentre, WI), 
and water to 25 fiL. Six fiL  of the above mixture was dispensed to each of the 4 
tubes. The tubes were gently flipped and the liquid was overlaid with mineral oil. 
The following PCR profile is used: 95 °C for 1 min, 55 °C for 1 min, 72 °C for 1 
min, 30 cycles.
Sequence comparisons were made using the BLAST (Altshul et al., 1990) or 
BLITZ programs via e-mail servers.
Cloning of 5* end cDNA by RACE
The RACE procedure used to clone the 5’ end of 4129 was a modification of 
earlier methods (Frohman, 1990; Dorit et al., 1993). One fiL of 10 fiM. RACE 
primer C (5’-AGAAGTTTGAGGC AGTAGAA- 3’), and 1 fiL  of 200 mM Tris-HCl 
pH 7.5 were added to 1 /tg of mRNA (in 4 fiL  of water), and denatured by heating 
at 70 °C for 10 min. This reaction mix was then snap chilled on ice for 3 min and 
the contents were collected by a quick spin. The mRNA and the primer in the
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reaction mix were then annealed at 45 °C for 2 h. To this annealed mix, 4 pL of 5X 
First strand buffer (250 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3 at room temperature, 375 mM KC1, 15 
mM MgClJ, 2 pL of 0.1 M DTT, 1 pL of mixed dNTP stock (10 mM for each, pH 
7.0), and 6 pL  of water were added and mixed by a gentle spin. The tube was 
prewarmed at 45 °C for 2 min. Then 1 pL of M-MuLV Superscript II (200 u/pL, 
BRL, Gaithersburg, MD) was added and incubated at 45 °C for 1 h. The reaction 
was terminated by adding 4 pL of 0.5 M EDTA, diluted to 2 mL with 0.1 X TE and 
spun at lOOOg for 20 min in a Centricon-100 cartridge (Amicon, Beverly, MA) to 
remove excessive primers and nucleotides. The above dilution and spin were repeated 
once. The retentate was collected and concentrated to 10 pL on a speed-vacuum.
To 5 pL of the above retentate (first strand cDNA), 2 pL of 5X terminal 
deoxynucleotide transferase buffer (500 mM potassium cacodylate pH 7.2, 10 mM 
C0CI2), 1 /iL of 2 mM dATP, 1 pL of water, 1 pL of terminal deoxynucleotide 
transferase (18 units//*L) were added. The tailing reaction mixture was incubated at 
37 °C for 30 min, and inactivated by heating at 65 °C for 10 min.
Two rounds of PCR amplifications were usually performed. For the first 
round PCR, the reaction volume was 100 pL, including IX reaction buffer (50 mM 
Tris-HCl, pH 9.0; 20 mM ammonium sulfate), 2 mM MgCl2, 150 nM (each) dNTP, 
100 nM Race primer C, 40 nM RSdT primer (5’GAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAA 
CTAGTCTCGAGTTTITITlTTTTTTrnT-3’), 1.5% formamide, 1 pL of 1:20 
diluted and tailed first strand cDNA, and 0.3 unit of Tfl DNA polymerase (Epicentre, 
Madison, WI). PCR profiles were: 1 cycle at 97 °C for 5 min, 42 °C for 3 min, and
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72 °C for 25 min; 35 cycles at 95 °C for 40 s, 53 °C for 1 min, 72 °C for 2.5 min; 
1 cycle at 72 °C for 15 min. For second round PCR, the reaction mixture was the 
same except that the Race primer C was replaced with Race primer B (5’- 
TTAATCTGGGGGAAGCTGTACAT-3’) and the DNA amplified from the first round 
PCR was substituted for the first strand cDNA. The PCR conditions were the same 
as the first round except that the first cycle was skipped.
The PCR mixture was resolved on 0.8% agarose gel and the amplified DNA 
was recovered and subsequently cloned into pCRII cloning vector (Invitrogen, San 
Diego, CA) according to the manufacturer’s procedure. One of the clones harboring 
the longest 5’ end of 4129 (1.6 kb) was named 4129 L.
For cloning the 5’ ends of 1113 and LIP-36, the above method was followed 
except that 2 sets of appropriate gene-specific primers were used to replace Race B 
and Race C.
Alanine and aspartate aminotransferases activity assays
Cells were homogenized at 2000 psi in a Parr bomb in extraction buffer (0.1 
M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 10 mM DTT, and 10% (v/v) glycerol). Ala AT 
activity was assayed in the direction from alanine to pyruvate, which was further 
converted to lactate concomitant with oxidation of NADH by lactate dehydrogenase 
(LDH) according to Muench and Good (1994). The Asp AT was assayed in a similar 
manner in the direction from aspartate to oxaloacetate, which was then converted to 
malate by malic dehydrogenase (M9004, Sigma) with the oxidation of NADH. The 
oxidation of NADH was monitored spectrophoto-metrically at 340 nm at room
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temperature (23 °C). All of the solutions were made in 0.1 M Tris-HCl buffer 
except LDH (L-1254, Sigma) which was dissolved in 1 mL of 10 mM potassium 
phosphate (pH 7.5) and 50% glycerol and stored at 4 °C.
Serine glyoxylate aminotransferase activity assay
Serine : glyoxylate AT was assayed using 14C-labeled serine, and the 
formation of 14C-hydoxypyruvate was quantitated after separation of serine and 
hydroxypyruvate by thin layer chromatography (TLC). The procedure was modified 
from Izumi et al. (1990) and Benson et al. (1950). The reaction is performed in 600 
yL  at 31 *C with the following reagents: 60 yL  of 200 mM serine (3-14C labeled, 
specific activity 125 y.Ci • mmol'1), 30 yL  of 100 mM sodium glyoxylate, 3.0 yL  of 
20 mM pyridoxal phosphate, 150 yL  of cell extract (1 mg Chi • mL'1), and 257 yL  
of 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0). The reaction was started by adding 
serine, and a 100 yL  aliquot was removed out at the following time points: 0, 1 ,2 , 
5, 10 min. The reaction was stopped by heating at 95 *C for 3 min. The tubes 
containing the aliquots were spun at 15,000g for 10 min to pellet the cell debris, and 
40 yL  supernatant from each tube was transferred to another set of tubes. The 
supernatant was then concentrated to 10 yL. Two yL  of the concentrated sample from 
each time point was applied to the TLC (20 cm X 20 cm). The solvent used to 
separate the radioactive serine and hydroxypyruvate is phenol: acetic add: water 
(8:1:1; v:v:v). The separation usually takes 6-8 h. After air drying, the control serine 
lane was visualized by spraying with 0.1 % ninhydrin, and the control 
hydroxypyruvate lane was visualized by spraying with 6 N sulfuric acid followed by
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heating the TLC plate at 120 ‘C for 2-5 min. The spot in the untreated lanes 
corresponding to hydroxypyruvate was then recovered and the radioactivity was 
counted by Beckman LS-8000 scintillation counter.
Aminooxyacetic acid inhition studies
To inhibit Ala AT acativity, the air and C02 grown cells were treated in the 
following ways: a high C02 culture was split into 4 flasks, two of them were kept at 
high C02, and two of them were switched to low C02. AOA was added to one high 
C02 and one low C 02 bubbled flasks to 40 fiM  immediately after the culture was 
split, after 6 h cells were harvested, washed, and used for photosynthetic activity, 
inorganic carbon uptake and glycolate excretion assays.
Glycolate excretion assay
Cells were resuspended in a flask with a density of 25 fig chi/ mL in minimal 
medium, and treated at high light (600 fiE  • m'2 • s'1) for 30 min while the cells 
were bubbled with air. The culture was centrifuged and the supernatant was saved for 
glycolate excretion assay (Calkin, 1943). One mL of 8 M sulfuric acid was mixed 
with 3 mL of the supernatant. Into a 15 mL conical glass-stoppered centrifuge tube,
0.2 mL of the above diluted supernatant was introduced with a serological pipet, and 
2 mL of 0.01% solution of 2,7-dihydroxynaphthalene in concentrated sulfuric acid 
were added from a microburet. The tube was kept on ice during the addition of the 
reagent. The mixture was made homogeneous by rotating the tube between the hands, 
and the tube was then placed in a boiling water bath for 20 min, removed and allowed
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to cool to room temperature. After cooling, the solution was made homogeneous by 
vigorous shaking and color was read at O.D530 nm.
Isolation of UP-36 protein from chloroplast envelope
All steps were carried out at 0 to 4 °C. Intact chloroplasts were isolated as 
described by Mason et al. (1991). Chloroplast envelopes were isolated by 
modification of the method of Clemetson and Boschetti (1988). Briefly, cells in 
chloroplast isolation buffer containing 50 mMHepes-KOH, pH 7.5,300 mM sorbitol, 
1 mM MgCl2, 2 mM Na2-EDTA, and 1% BSA were broken by passage through a 
narrow-gauge syringe at a concentration of 0.3 mg Chi mL'1. Crude chloroplasts were 
concentrated by centrifugation at 2500 rpm (Beckman JS-14) for 1 min. The crude 
chloroplast fraction was then resuspended in 15 mL of 0.6 M sucrose in 10 mM Tris- 
HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA and incubated for 10 min at 0 °C. The suspension was 
subjected to two freeze/thaw cycles of 1 h each and then homogenized (Cline et al., 
1981). The chloroplasts were then adjusted to 1.3 M sucrose by dropwise addition of 
1.8 M sucrose in 10 mM Tris/EDTA, pH 7.5, and the envelopes were isolated by 
centrifugation floatation at 113,000 x g for 14 hours at 4°C (Beckman, SW 28 rotor 
at 25000rpm) Envelopes were banded at the 0.3/1.2M sucrose interface. The 
recovered membranes were diluted with buffer (without sucrose) and concentrated 
by pelleting at 90000 x g for 1 hour (Beckman, SW28 rotor at 22500rpm). The 
chloroplast membranes were then resuspended in 100 /xL of Rubisco activase buffer 
pH7.0 (20 mM bis-tris-propane, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM Na2-EDTA, 5 mM DTT, 0.2 
mM ATP, 10 fiM. leupeptin, 2 mM benzamidine).
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The chloroplast envelope isolated from air-grown CC-400 cw-15 cells was 
subjected to 12% SDS-PAGE with 0.1% thioglycolate in the upper buffer. The 
envelopes were then transferred to immobilon, and the immobilon was stained with 
acid-free Coomassie blue (50% methanol, 2.5% Coomassie blue R-250),and destained 
with 50% methanol. The band corresponding to LIP-36 protein was cut out for lys-C 
digestion and amino acid sequencing at Baylor Medical School. Approximately 100 
H g  LIP-36 protein was recovered from the membrane.
Cloning of the genes encoding LIP-36
Two degenerate primers, B-l: 5 ’-CCRCCRTARATRTGYTC and F-3: 5’- 
TTGARGGIGAYGAYCAYTA, were made based on the amino acid sequences of 
Peptides 1 [(W/D) YEENVEHIYG GVIGPAT7TAAQ] and 3 [LEGDDHYSNFSHAN 
VLLSGAAA] and codon bias in C. reinhardtii. One /xg mRNA purified from wild 
type C. reinhardtii cells that had adapted to low C02 growth conditions for 2 h was 
reverse transcribed in 20 /xL of volume with RSdT primer (5’-GAGAGAGAGA 
GAGAGAGAGAACTAGTCTCGAGTlTTTnTiTnTTTTTT-3’) at 45 °C for 1 
h using Super Script II RNase H' Reverse Transcriptase (Gibco BRL) as previously 
described in this Chapter. Then, the following PCR components were assembled on 
ice in a 0.5 mL tube: 2.5 / j l L  of 20X reaction buffer (1.0 M Tris-HCl, pH 9.0; 0.4 
M ammonium sulfate), 4 #zL of 25 mM MgCl2, 3 /zL of 2.5 mM(each) dNTP, 3 /xL 
of 10 /xM primer B-l, 3 /xL of 10 /xM primer F-3, 0.5 /zL of formamide, 1 yL  of 
1:20 diluted first strand cDNA, 33 /xL of water and 0.3 unit of Tfl DNA polymerase 
(Epicenter, Madison, WI). The PCR profiles used to amplify the gene encoding LIP-
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36 were: 95 °C for 40 s, 48 °C for 1 min, 72 °C for 2 min, 35 cycles; and 1 cycle 
at 72 °C for 15 min. The amplified PCR product was subsequently cloned into pCRU 
vector, and named as UP-36 M.
The 5 ' end and 3’ end of the genes encoding UP-36 were cloned using a 
modified RACE procedure. For the cloning of the 5’ end of the UP-36 genes, 
mRNA was reverse transcribed with B-l primer, and the first strand cDNA was 
tailed with poly (A). The primer sets used for first and second round PCR were 
RSdT+B-1, and RSdT+B-4 (5’-GGATGGCACGGTACATGG), respectively. For 
the cloning of the 3’ end of the LIP-36 genes, mRNA was reverse transcribed with 
the RSdT primer. The primer sets used for first and second round PCR were 
RSdT+F-3, and RSdT+F-5 (5’-CCATGTACCGTGCCATCC), respectively. The 
PCR amplified DNA fragments were then cloned into pCR II vector (named LIP-36 
L for 5’ end clone, and UP-36 R for 3’ end clone) for DNA sequence analysis. 
Construction of the expression plasmids
Primers G l-5’ END (5’-GTCCACAAGCGAATTCTGGATATC) and CLN14 
(5’-AAGCAGAAAGCITACGACCACATCTA) were used to amplify the LIP-36 
Gene 1 coding region, which corresponds to the part between 216 bp and 1446 bp, 
with 2 nucleotide changes (underlined). One change was made at position 227 bp 
(from C to A) to incorporate an EcoR I restriction site at the 5’ end of the fragment, 
and the other at position 1430 bp (from A to T) to incorporate a Hind m  site at the 
3’ end of the fragment. Primers G2-5’ END (5’-GTCCACAAGCGAATTCTCG 
ATATC) and CLN5 (5’-GCAAGCTCAAGCTTTCCCTCACCCCA) were used to
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amplify the LIP-36 Gene 2 coding region, which corresponds to the part between 
209 bp and 1585 bp, with 2 nucleotide changes. One change was made at position 220 
bp (from C to A) to incorporate an EcoR I restriction site at the 5’ end of the 
fragment, and the other at position 1572 bp (from A to T) to incorporate a Hind in 
site at the 3’ end of the fragment.
The PCR amplified DNA fragments were purified using Qiagen columns and 
digested with EcoR I and Hind III overnight. Two ng of E. coli expression vector 
pET28-c (Kanr, Novagen) was digested similarly. The digested PCR products 
corresponding to the regions between 227 bp and 1434 bp for LIP-36 G1 and 
between 220 bp and 1576 bp for LIP-36 G2 were then separately ligated into the 
vector. After transformation of the ligation mixtures into E. coli strain DH5a, 
positive transformants were identified by PCR amplification of the inserts according 
to the manufacture’s instructions. Twelve individual colonies from each of the ligation 
reaction were screened for the presence of the insert. Briefly, first the cells from 
each colony were resuspended in a tube with 50 pL of water and the tubes were 
boiled at 100 °C for 5 min. Then, the tubes were spun at maximum speed for 5 min 
and 5 /*L of the supernatant was transferred to another tube, which contains 20 fiL 
of PCR premix (1.25 /xL of 20X reaction buffer, 2 ^L of 25 mM MgCl2, 1.5 /iL of 
2.5 mM(each) dNTP, 1 fiL  of each primer (10 /xM), 0.25 fiL  of formamide, 15 fiL 
of water and 0.15 unit of Tfl DNA polymerase). The PCR reactions were performed 
under the following conditions: 95 °C lmin, 43 °C 3 min, 72 °C 5 min for 2 cycles; 
and then 95 °C 50 s, 52 °C 1 min, 72 °C 2 min, for 32 cycles; and 1 cycle at 72
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°C for 15 min. Three of the transformants were verified to contain UP-36 G1 coding 
region corresponding to amino acid sequences from residue 24 to 358 (named pET- 
G l), and 8 other transformants contained UP-36 G2 coding region corresponding to 
amino acid sequences from residue 24 to 355 (named pET-G2).
Bacterial expression and isolation of LIP-36
Plasmid DNAs of pET-Gl and pET-G2 were used to transform the expression 
host cells E. coli BL21(DE3) (Novagen, Madison, WI). A single colony was picked 
from each transformation and inoculated into 2 mL of LB medium ( with 30 ng/mL 
Kan) and incubated with shaking at 37°C overnight. The cells were then transferred 
to a flask with 50 mL of LB+Kan medium. The incubation was continued for 
additional 2 h until the O D ^ reached 0.4. Aliquots were removed for the uninduced 
controls and IPTG was added to the remaining medium to a final concentration of 1 
mM to induce the target gene expression by binding lac repressor, which acts both 
at the lacUV5 promoter in the host chromosome to repress transcription of the T7 
RNA polymerase gene by the host polymerase and at the Tllac  promoter in the vector 
to block transcription of the target gene by any T7 RNA polymerase that is made. 
The cells were incubated for additional 3 h. The flask was placed on ice for 5 min 
and then the cells were harvested by centrifugation at 5000 g for 5 min at 4°C. The 
cells were resuspended in 25% culture volume of cold 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2 
mM EDTA and centrifuge as above. The pellet was resuspended in 0.6 mL of 50 
mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA, and 0.2 mL of the resuspended cells was 
sonicated for 2 min and centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was
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kept as total soluble protein. The pellet which contained mainly inclusion bodies was 
washed and centrifuged once as above, and saved as insoluble protein, which was 
solubilized in 0.5% Sarkosyl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA.
Other methods
For sequencing purposes, nested deletions of clone 4129 L were made 
according to (Sambrook et al., 1989). Photosynthetic C02-dependent 0 2 evolution 
was measured in a Rank Brothers (Cambridge, UK) 0 2 electrode (Badger et al., 1980; 
Moroney and Tolbert, 1985). The accumulation of Q  by the algal cells was estimated 
by centrifugation through silicone oil as previously described (Badger et al., 1980; 
Moroney and Tolbert, 1985; Moroney et al., 1989). Chlorophyll concentrations were 
determined spectrophotometrically after extraction with 100% methanol. All of the 
assays were repeated at least 3 times, and the averages of the data were used to plot 
the graphs.
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CHAPTER 4
STUDY OF THE EXPRESSION OF LOW C02 INDUCIBLE GENES 
IN WILD TYPE CELLS AND IN SOME HIGH COz REQUIRING
MUTANTS
Introduction
While adapting to low C02, C. reinhardtii cells synthesize some unique 
proteins from newly transcribed mRNAs. Messenger RNA from cells allowed to adapt 
to air for 135 min was used to synthesize a cDNA library (Burow and Moroney, 
1993). About 350000 independent primary plaques were generated. The library was 
screened differentially using cDNA probes made from mRNA of cells transferred to 
high or low C02. Of about 7000 plaquges screened, 35 hybridized preferentially with 
the probe from air-induced cells in each of three successive screens. These 35 clones 
all cross-hybridized to a single clone, 3I1A. To include genes exhibiting smaller 
differences in expression, clones appearing to be induced or repressed in two of the 
three screens also were kept, making a total of 425 clones retained. After clones 
cross-hybridizing to 3I1A were identified, seven additional non-cross-hybridizing 
clones were tested further for air induction by dot blot hybridization to total RNA 
from cells transferred to air or C 02. Five of these clones still appeared to be induced 
by low C02. The six hybridization groups for air-inducible genes accounted for about 
200 of the 425 clones (Burow et al., 1996). To initiate this project of characterizing 
the low C02 inducible genes, the inducibility of each of these 6 clones was re­
examined using Northern blot analysis. In the meantime, expression of these genes
59
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in some of high CO2 requiring mutants which had been characterized physiologically 
was also studied. Results in this chapter show that all 6 clones are strongly induced 
at low C02 growth conditions in wild type cells, but the expression is quite different 
in the high C02 requiring mutants, cia-3, cia-5, and pmp-1.
Results and discussion
1. Expression of low C02 inducible genes in wild-type cells at high and low C02 
growth conditions
For these experiments, high C02-grown C. reinhardtii cells were switched to 
low C02 at zero time. At various times after the switch RNA samples were isolated 
from high C02 and low C02 adapting cultures. These RNA samples were then 
resolved on formaldehyde RNA gels, transferred to nitrocellulose membranes, and 
probed with each of the six low C02 inducible clones (Figure 4.1). Northern blots 
confirmed that each of the six unique clones had significantly higher levels of mRNA 
in cells switched to air (A) than in high C02-grown cells (C). The estimated size of 
mRNA recognized by each clone is shown on the right of Figure 4.1. At high C02 
growth conditions, the levels of mRNA were undetectable for clones 11I1B, 1113, and 
417; or present in very low levels, such as clone 215 and clone 4129. For the Northern 
blot of clone 311A shown in Figure 4.1, its mRNA is present in both high and low 
C02 grown cells when the middle 0.6 kb Pst IDN A fragment is used as a probe. The 
presence of a second messenger (top band) indicated that 3I1A is a chimeric clone. 
Further Northern analysis using the 0.5 kb 3’ end Pst I - Xho I DNA fragment as a 
probe revealed only one band in low C02 grown cells, which did not occur in high
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1 1 1 1 B 2 . 0  kb
1113 r  1.3 kb
215 1.0 kb
3I1A 1.6 kb
417 2. 0  kb
4129 2 . 6  kb
Figure 4.1 Northern blot analysis of the six low C 0 2 inducible clones. Total RNA 
was isolated from wild-type cells growing on elevated C02 (C) and switched to air 
levels of C02 (A) for 0, 1,2, 4, 6, and 10 h, as indicated at the top of the figure. 
RNA was electrophoresed and probed with “ P-labeled fragments of each of the six 
clones.
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C0Z grown cells. The overall expression pattern is very similar to that of clones 
11I1B, and 417. The mRNA of all of the clones were strongly upregulated after 
transfer to low CO2.
According to the pattern of the expression (Figure 4.1), these 6 low C02 
inducible clones were divided into two groups. Clones 215 and 4129 may be called 
"early responding genes”. The messages from these clones were present in low levels 
at high C02 growth conditions, and increased very rapidly after cells were switched 
from high C02 to low C02. The amount of mRNA did not remain high, but 
decreased gradually after about 3 h. The other four clones belong to the second group, 
which is termed "later responding genes". These mRNAs were undetectable in high 
C02 grown cells, and became detectable after the cells had adapted to low C02 for
1 hour or longer. The steady state levels of mRNA from these later reponding genes 
remained high even after 6 h.
2. Expression of low C 02 inducible genes in some high C 0 2 requiring mutants 
RNAs were isolated from high C 02-requiring mutants (cia-3, cia-5, and PMP) 
that had adapted to low C02 for two hours. This sampling time corresponding to when 
the CCM was almost completely induced in WT cells. RNAs isolated from the 
mutants were probed with each of the six low C02 inducible clones (Figure 4.2). 
Northern analysis showed that the mRNAs for clone 11I1B (cahl), 1113, and 417 
were undetectable in cia-3 or cia-5 cells that had adapted to low C 02 for 2 h (Figure 
4.2). The genes corresponding to clones 215, 3I1A, and 4129 were expressed within
2 h in air-adapting cia-3 and cia-5 cells. In cia-5, however, the mRNA levels for
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4I29
Figure 4.2 Northern blot analysis of the six low C 02 inducible clones in three 
high COz requiring mutants. Total RNAs isolated from three high C02 requiring 
mutants that had adapted to low C02 for 2 h, were loaded (10 fig per lane) and probed 
exactly as in Figure 4.1. For comparison, total RNA isolated from wild-type cells 
were also loaded. C, high C02 grown cells; A, low C02 grown cells. Ga-3, cia-5, 
and PMP are three high C02 requiring mutants.
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clone 215, 4129, and 3I1A were not upregulated after cells were switched from high 
CO2 to low C 02, and these mRNAs remained at about the same level. This is 
consistent with the earlier in vivo 3SS-labeling of proteins by Moroney et al. (1989) 
which indicated that cia-5 does not induce any of the low CO2 inducible proteins. In 
2 h low COj adapted pmp-1 mutant cells, the mRNAs for clone 1113 and 417 were 
not detectable and the mRNAs for the other four clones increased slightly as 
compared with the wild-type cells grown at high C02 conditions, but were present at 
very low levels. In cia-3 the size of 215 mRNA is larger than that in wild type cells 
(Figure 4.2). The data from these two experiments further suggested that some of the 
low C 02 inducible clones may be involved in CCM.
Hie fact that the mRNA for clone 11I1B (cahl) was not expressed in 2 h low 
C 02 adapting cia-3 cells was unexpected, because earlier studies (Moroney et al., 
1986b) demonstrated that cia-3 did have detectable periplasmic carbonic anhydrase 
activitieSuafter the cells were switched to low C02 for 16 h. This may indicate that the 
expression of the low C02 inducible genes is slower in this mutant than that in wild 
type cells. The cia-3 cells were allowed to adapt to low C02 for overnight under low 
light and high light conditions and the cells were harvested every 2 h. The 
expressions of clone 11I1B (encoding CA1, see Table 4.1) and 417 (encoding LIP-36, 
see Table 4.1 and Chapter 7) were examined at the protein levels using the antibodies 
against the gene products of these two clones. The Western blots showed that LIP-36 
protein became detectable in low C02 grown cia-3 cells that had adapted to air for 4 
h or longer. The level of LIP-36 protein was higher in cells adapting to low C02
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under low light conditions, which is the opposite of that seen in the wild type cells. 
The CA protein became detectable in da-3  cells that had adapted to low C 02 for 8 
h or longer. The level of the periplasmic CA was higher at high light conditions 
(Hugghins SY and Go N, personal communication).
3. Summary of all six low C02 inducible clones
To help understanding the following Chapters, the results for these 6 low C 02 
inducible clones were summarized in Table 4.1. Most of the information in Table 4.1 
is from the present studies except 11I1B, which Dr. Burow found to identical to cahl 
(Fukuzawaetal., 1990) and clone 311 A, which was recently discovered to be a gene 
encoding a  beta type carbonic anhydrase (cah 4) (Somanchi A, personal 
communication).
Dr. M. Burow first cloned 1113 and found it containing a stretch of poly A 
sequence at the 5’ end, indicating it is a chimeric clone (Burow et al., 1996). I cloned 
the missing 5’ end of clone 1113 using the RACE method, and the cloned 5’ end was 
confirmed through rescreening the full-length 1113 clones from a new cDNA library. 
Due to thehigh percentage of chimeric clones present in the cDNA library Dr. Burow 
constructed, more mRNA was purified from low C 02 adapting cells and a more useful 
cDNA library was constructed by Strategene. Currently, the full-length clone 1113 has 
been completely sequenced, but no homology with any known genes has been found. 
Clone 215, the smallest low C02 inducible clone among the six, has also been partially 
characterized. Detailed data obtained by analysis of these two clones will be presented 
in Chapter 5.
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Table 4.1 Summary of six low CO2 inducible clones
Qone mRNA size cDNA size Sequence Identity
11I1B 2 .0  kb 1.7 kb Published* Cahl
1113 13 kb 13 kb Published** Icil
215 1.0 kb 1.0 kb Completed unknown
311A 1.6 kb 1.2 kb Partial CaM
417 2 .0  kb 1.4 kb Completed LIP-36 G1
4129 2 .6  kb 2 .6  kb Completed Ala AT
*: Fukuzawa et al., 1990 
**: Burow et al., 1996
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The original clone 4129 selected by Dr. Burow was only 0.7 kb (named 
16114), and a longer clone, which was 2.6 kb ( named 45113), was obtained through 
rescuing more individual clones in the same cross-hybridizing group. Unfortunately, 
this clone was soon found to be a chimeric clone. The full-length was finally obtained 
using the RACE method. The cDNA of clone 4129 is 2552 bp and has been positively 
identified as the gene encoding an alanine : a-ketoglutarate aminotransferase. I  will 
present the data about the characterization and some physiological studies of this 
clone in Chapter 6 .
The first 417 clone was only 0.6 kb and the Northern experiment indicated 
that the size of the message is about 2.0 kb (Figure 4.1). The longest clone I was able 
to get through rescreening the cDNA library was only 1.4 kb. While cloning the 
genes encoding LIP-36 protein I found that one of the two genes encoding the low 
C02 inducible chloroplast envelope protein OP-36 has the identical 3’ end DNA 
sequence as clone 417. Therefore, it is clear clone 417 is one of the genes encoding 
LIP-36. The data containing this part of research will be presented in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTERS
CHARACTERIZATION OF LOW C 0 2 INDUCIBLE CLONES 1113 AND 215 
Introduction
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells have the ability to raise the internal Q  
concentration at the site of Rubisco through C02 concentrating mechanism which has 
been only partially characterized. When cells are switched from high to low C02 
growth conditions, there are at least 6  classes of non-cross-hybridizing genes induced 
while the cells are inducing the CCM. Each of these clones was characterized by 
Northern analysis, DNA sequencing, and sequence homology analysis. The data about 
the primary characterization of clone 1113 and clone 215 are presented in this 
Chapter. The common features shared by these two clones are: both genes are 
strongly upregulated at low C02 conditions; both of them encode relatively small 
membrane proteins; neither DNA sequence has significant homology to any known 
genes in the data bases.
Clone 1113 was originally selected and partially sequenced by Dr. M. Burow. 
His data suggested it may be a very interesting clone, but the 5' end of the gene is 
not present in clone 1113. My goal was to obtain a complete sequence of the gene 
and characterize its expression. The full-length cDNA clones were obtained by RACE 
and rescreening the new cDNA library. The sequence of the clones revealed that 1113 
encodes a possible membrane protein. Currently, the coding region is being cloned 
into an E. coli expression vector. The overexpressed protein will be incorporated into
68
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vesicles for in vitro transport studies, and used to raise antibodies for 
immunulocalization.
Clone 215 was also cloned by Dr. Burow. He had very little sequence 
information on this clone. I chose this clone for study because the mRNA hybridized 
by this clone is larger in the high CO2 requiring mutant cia-3 than in wild-type 
(Figure 4.2), which indicates that the high CO2 requiring phenotype of cia-3 may be 
caused from the missplicing of clone 215 mRNA. To test this possibility, the full- 
length clone of this gene was obtained by rescreening the new cDNA library and 
completely sequenced. The gene of clone 215 was then amplified from the cia-3 
mutant and examined and the mRNA size segregation was also studied in the cia-3 
progenies.
Results and disucssion
1. Study of clone 1113
a. Cloning of the 5* end of 1113
Clone 1113 was originally thought to be a full-length or nearly full length gene 
based on the similarity in size between the mRNA and the clone itself, but sequence 
analysis demonstrated that the extreme 5’end has a long stretch of poly dA which 
indicated it is a chimeric clone. To obtain the true 5’ end of this clone, the rapid 
amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) procedure was performed on a new batch of 
mRNA using reverse transcriptase, one gene-specific primer, and a general primer 
for the 5 ’ end of the gene. After two rounds of PCR, a 0.3 kb DNA was amplified 
and cloned into pCR II.
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b. Sequencing and sequence homology search
Both strands of the original clone and the PCR amplified 5’ end were 
sequenced and the restriction map of the complete cDNA is shown in Figure 5.1. 
The full-length clone is 1311 base pairs long encoding a putative protein of 192 amino 
acids. It contained a possible translation start site at 100 nt, and a likely stop site at 
676 nt. A consensus polyadenylation site is 16 bp upstream of the poly A tail (Figure 
5.2 ). To confirm this sequence, a second cDNA library was constructed from mRNA 
isolated from low C02-adapting cells. Using this new library, four independent full- 
length clones were found having the same 5’ end as the DNA fragment amplified by 
the RACE method. This gene has been designated as L cil for low Q 02 inducible gene 
1, and the DNA sequence has been deposited into GenBank under the accession No 
U31976.
This gene had no significant homology to any known genes in the GenBank 
database. It is possible that the protein encoded by this gene is transmembrane 
because the predicted protein structure indicates four segments of the putative gene 
product are consistent with known transmembrane spanning helices (Figure 5.2).
c. Possible function of clone 11D
The evidence indicating that LCI1 might participate in some aspect of the 
CCM is the fact that it does not increase in abundance in the mutant cia-5 (Figure
5.3), which does not adjust to low C02 conditions and grows poorly on low C02 
(Moroney et al., 1989). Since LCI1 is a possible membrane protein, the clone will 
be overexpressed in E. coli and used for in vitro vesicle transport studies.
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P * 1 Sphl Pst I Xho I
<  Race Primer 2 < -  Race Primer 3 
1______ | 0.2 kb
□  : Stands for the part of gene cloned by RACE
Figure 5.1 The restriction map of the full-length cDNA of clone 1113.
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GMCTAGTGT GTTGCATCGT TTCTCGCCTT TACAGTCGAG TACCAAGGTC CTCTGTGATC TCC 63
NET SEK GLT LEU ASM LYS PHE ILE
AAGCAAG GAGCTCTTCC GTCGACTACA GCCATAAAA ATG TCG GGC TTG AAC AAG TTC ATC 123
TYM VAL GLT LEU VAL ILE SER GUI LEU LEU THR LEU AtA Al A TYR VAL VAL VAL
TAT GTG GGC CTC GTT ATC TCG CAG CTG CTG ACT CTG GCG GCC TAC GTG GTC GTC 177
THR ALA GLY ALA ALA LB1 LEU GLM LTS LTS ALA ASM TUB LEU THR LEU PHE ASP
ACG GCC GGC GCT GCC CTT CTG CAG AAG AAG GCG AAC ACG CTC ACT CTG TTT GAC 231
THR GLM GLU GLY ILE ASP LYS TYR THR PRO VAL TYR LYS GLU VAL PHE THR ALA
ACC CAG GAG GGC ATT GAC AAG TAC ACT CCC GTT TAC AAG GAG GTC TTC ACG GCG 285
THR THR TYR ILE ILE ALA TYR PRO GLM GLM PRO GLM TYR GLM PHE GLM TYR GUI
ACC ACC TAC ATC ATC GCC TAC CCC CAG CAG CCC CAG TAC CAG TTC CAG TAC CAG 339
ISP IRP ILE ILE GLM PHE GLU LEU PHE VAL PHE LEU LEU THR ALA ALA CTS THR
TGG TGG ATC ATC CAG TTC GAG CTG TTT GTG TTC CTG CTG ACC GCC GCC TGC ACC 393
VAL PHE PRO SER ILE ILE LYS ARG NET ARG PRO VAL ALA LEU THR PHE ILE ALA
GTC TTC CCC TCC ATC ATC AAG CGC ATG CGC CCC GTG GCC CTG ACC TTC ATC GCC 447
SER ALA LEU VAL LEU VAL MET ASP ASM ILE ASM ALA ILE PHE PHE LEU LEU ARG
TCC GCC CTG GTG CTG GTC ATG GAC AAC ATC AAC GCC ATC TTC TTC CTG CTC CGC 501
ASM GLU THR ALA LYS ALA VAL PHE ASP ASP TYR ARG ILE ALA THR ALA GLM ALA
AAC GAG ACC GCC AAG GCT GTG TTC GAC GAC TAC CGC ATC GCC ACC GCT CAG GCT 555
GLT LEU ILE NET VAL GLY VAL ALA ASM GLY LEU THR ILE PHE PHE LEU GLY SER
GGC CTG ATC ATG GTT GGC GTG GCG AAC GGC CTG ACC ATC TTC TTC CTG GGC TCG 609
TYR ASP ALA GLU GLU SER HIS ALA NET PRO ASM VAL HIS VAL THR SER ASP GLY
TAC GAC GCT GAG GAG TCG CAT GCG ATG CCC AAC GTG CAC GTC ACC TCT GAC GGC 663
ALA THR LYS VAL
GCC ACC AAG GTG TAAGCGGCGC AACTCACATG CGTCGGCGCT CTTGCGGTTT TTGTACGAGC 725
GAATGGTGAC CGCCGCTGCA AGGCGGTGCT GCAGCGCCTG AGAGAGTAGA TCAGACAAGG 785
TGCAAACATT TTTGAGAGAC GCCTGTGAGA TGAGATGACG TGGCTTTGCA CACATGCAAG 845
CATCAAGTTT TATGTTATGT CTGGACTGTG TACGGTGTGT ACACGTGATG TGGTTGGTTG 905
GGCAGCTGCA TACGGGTCCC TCGCTCTTGG TGGCCCAGAC GTAAGCGTGA CTGGGGTGTG 965
CCTGCGTGGT GCACCTGCGG GAACCGAAAC ACAATCTGAT GTAGACTGCG CGGCAGCTGC 1025
ACCATCGTGC AGGGAGCGCA AGAATGTTTC CGTGCGTACG TGCCGCTTTT GAGGCGTTGG 1085
GAAATGCGGG CCGTGGCTAC GTTGCACGTG TGCTTGCAAC AGAGCATGCG TTGGTTTACT 1145
GGCGCTTCTG CTCATGTAGC CCGGATGGCA CTCATCTGGG CGGGCGGATG ATCGCCAGAT 1205
GTACATATAC CCAGGTCCTG GGAATGATCA AACCTCGATT GGCTGTGTGA ATGGTCTGCT 1265
CTTCATGGAC CTGTAACAAA TCATGTGAAA AAAAAAAAAA AAAAAA 1311
Figure 5.2 The complete cDNA sequence of clone 1113 (L cil) and the deduced 
amino acid sequence. The amino acid residues corresponding to the four possible 
transmembrane segments are underlined and the consensus polyadenylation signal 
(TGTAA) is also underlined.
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WT cia-5
C A C A
Figure 5.3 Induction of L cil in wild-type and the high C 0 2-requiring mutant of 
C. reinhardtii cia-5. Total RNA was isolated from wild type (WT) or cia-5 cells 
(icia-5) growing on elevated levels of C02 (Q  or switched to low C 02 for 2 h (A). 
RNA was electrophoresed and probed with a 32P-labeled fragment of clone 1113 
corresponding to the 0.6 kb PstI fragment of the gene. Each lane was loaded with 10 
fig  RNA.
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2. Study of done 215
a. Obtaining the full-length 215 cDNA done
The new cDNA library was rescreened with the original 215 clone, and 18 
individual positive clones were selected and rescued after two rounds of screening. 
Five of these clones had identical DNA sequences. The total length of the cDNA 
clone is 980 bp with an open reading frame encoding a putative protein of 242 amino 
acids (Figure 5.4). The translation probably starts at 85 bp, and stops at 812 bp. A 
search of the data bases using the deduced amino add sequence indicated that it has 
low homology to a nitrite transporter. This gene has been cloned into an E. coli 
expression vector for overexpression. The overexpressed protein will be used to raise 
antibodies to localize the gene product, and it also will be used for in vitro vesicle 
transport studies.
b. Cloning of 215 from the cia-3 mutant
The Northern analysis studies of the expression of clone 215 in cia-3 mutant 
demonstrated that the mRNA is larger in cia-3 than in wild-type cells. Based on the 
DNA sequence of clone 215, primers corresponding to the 5’ end and 3’ end of the 
cDNA were used to amplify the corresponding gene from mRNA isolated from cia-
3. Surprisingly, the cDNA size amplified from cia-3 is identical to that amplified 
from the wild-type cells. This suggest that in cia-3 the extra sequence in the mRNA 
of clone 215 may be located either at the very 5’ end or 3’ end, which would not be 
amplified by this strategy.
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1 GAATTCGGCA CGAGCACTTG AAGAAGACCT TATCTGTGAC AAACACCTTT 
5 1  ACAGTAAAIA CXGGXGCAAG CGTGAACCCA IACCATGGCC CTTCGCCAAG 
101  CTOTGCGCGT GCCCGGCGCT GGGCZGCGCA TGTCTGCTGT COCCCCXGXO 
151  CGCCCTGTTC GCZCZGXGCX TGCTCGCGCG GAGCCTCCGT CGGGCGCCAA 
2 0 1  GGZGACTCGC GAGZACCGCG AGGACACAGG CGAGGTCACC GCGCCCGGCG 
2 5 1  CXTCGCAGAC CACTCGTCGG GAGXCXGAXG GCCTXXATGT GAACGCCGAC 
3 0 1  GGACCCCGCC CGGICCCCCG CAAGGACAAC ATGAGCAAGG AGATGAAGGC 
3 5 1  GCGCCTGCGC CAGGAGTACA CCGGCCTGGG CGGCGCTGAG AACAAGGCCA 
4 0 1  XGTCCAACAA CTACTTCCTO XACATCAGCA TCTTTGTTGC AATTCTTGCG 
4 5 1  ATTAXGTCCA AGGCCAXTGG CGCCATCTAA GCAGAAGGCT GXGGGAXGXG 
5 0 1  XCACCGXXAA GCAXCGGAGX XXGGGAAGXA GAGAAXCTGG GGCXGCGGXX 
5 5 1  XXGXGGXXXG CCGCXGCGGX CXGCACXXGG CAGGGXXGCC CCAGGXCTXG 
6 0 1  GGGXGACAGX XXAGXXGCTA GGXXGGXAGC AXXGXCCXXC CGXGACACCA 
6 5 1  GCGCATXGCA CCCGCXAXGX ACAXXCAXCG XXXXGGGXCX GGAGCGXGCG 
7 0 1  CAGCACCTXX GGGXAGCGAA XACXXCGGGX GAGCXGCXXA XCXGXAXGGX 
7 5 1  ACGGAXGGGC ACGGCGCCAA GCAGCAATAC ACGGACGCAC AXGCACCAAA 
8 0 1  XXXXGGXXGX XXOAOXOOAC CGGCXXXAXC CAACGGXXCA GGXXXGGXXG 
8 5 1  CXCXCCAXCG GAAGCAGAGC AGAAGCACAA CACACGXCGC AAACAXGAXX 
9 0 1  GGAGCCAAGG AGCAXGAAAX GCGAAAGAGC XGGACCAXGC ACAGCGCAXG 


























Figure 5.4 The complete cDNA sequence of clone 215 and the deduced amino 
acid sequence.
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c. The mRNA size segregation studies in the tetrads 
The importance of the extra sequence present in the mRNA of clone 215 in 
cia-3 mutant diminished after the segregation of the larger size mRNA in the tetrads 
o f cia-3 was examined because it did not follow the high C02 requiring phenotype. 
The cia-3 mutant was back crossed with wild type and the tetrads (TD1-4) were 
recovered (Hugghins SY, personal communication). RNA samples were isolated from 
tetrads that had adapted to low C 02 for 2  h and the northern blot analysis was 
performed using the wild-type clone 215 as a probe (Figure 5.5). The results showed 
that the two normal progenies (TD1 and TD3) have the larger size mRNA, which 
suggests that clone 215 may not be involved directly in the CCM.
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Figure 5.5 Northern blot analysis of larger size 215 mRNA segregation in the 
tetrads of cia-3. Total RNA isolated from tetrads of cia-3 (TDM ) that had adapted 
to low CO2 for 2 h was probed with clone 215. The size of 215 mRNA in TD1 and 
TD3 is the same as in cia-3, which is larger than wild-type (WT137 and WT124).
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CHAPTER 6
STUDY OF THE LOW  CO* INDUCIBLE CLONE 4129, WHICH ENCODES
AN ALANINE : a-KETOGLUTARATE AMINOTRANSFERASE
Introduction
Many algae have evolved a mechanism to raise their internal C02 
concentration in order to adapt to low C02-containing aquatic environments. Cells 
with this COj-concentrating mechanism (CCM) acquire an ability to accumulate 
inorganic carbon (C02 and HC03') to levels higher than can be obtained by simple 
diffusion. The CCM results in increased internal C 02, which favors the carboxyladon 
reaction of Rubisco over the competitive oxygenation reaction (Badger et al., 1980; 
Aizawa and Miyachi, 1986). As a result, algae with the CCM can grow on very low 
C 0 2 concentrations, lower than that which can be tolerated by plants with Cj-type 
photosynthesis. However, even though the CCM is present in algae, there is still a 
significant metabolic flux through the Q  cycle when cells are grown at atmospheric 
levels of C02 and 0 2 (Moroney et al., 1986c). It is likely that both the CCM and the 
Ci cycle must be functional for algal cells to successfully adapt to low C02 
conditions.
A model of the CCM in C. reinhardtii has been proposed (Moroney and 
Mason, 1991). In this model, the periplasmic space, the plasma membrane, the 
chloroplast envelope, and the pyrenoid are key sites o f carbon uptake or assimilation. 
In Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, the CCM is inducible. In vivo labeling of C. 
reinhardtii with 35S042'  demonstrated the presence of five proteins that were
78
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synthesized preferentially on low C02 (Coleman and Grossman, 1984; Manuel and 
Moroney, 1988; Spalding and Jeffrey, 1989). One of these proteins is a  37 kDa 
periplasmic carbonic anhydrase (Coleman and Grossman, 1984) and its gene has been 
cloned and sequenced (Fukuzawa et al., 1990). Another low C02-induced protein is 
a phosphoglycolate phosphatase (Marek and Spalding, 1991), the second enzyme of 
the C2 cycle (Husic et al., 1987). The onset of biosynthesis of these proteins closely 
matches the onset of the CCM. Some C. reinhardtii mutants that cannot grow at low 
C02 conditions fail to induce one or more of these low C02-inducible peptides 
(Moroney et al., 1989; Katzman et al., 1994).
Under the assumption that some of these polypeptides may be required for 
growth on low COz, a cDNA library was made from cells that had adapted to low 
C02 for 2 h. Through differential screening, six classes of non-cross-hybridizing, 
low C02 inducible clones were isolated (Burow et al., 1996). In this Chapter, I 
report the biochemical and molecular characterization of one of the six classes of 
low C02 inducible clones, named 4129, which encodes an alanine aminotransferase 
(Ala AT). I have also investigated the induction of Ala AT enzyme activity during the 
adaptation to low C 02 conditions and its possible involvement in the CCM or Q  
cycle in C. reinhardtii.
Results
1. Cloning and characterization of 4129
a. Cloning of full-length 4129 cDNA
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Two pieces of evidence indicate that the original 2.6 kb 4129 clone is a 
chimeric clone. First is the presence of a long stretch of poly T at the very S’end of 
the clone. Second, a Northern experiment in which 3 different regions were used as 
probes to probe the RNA isolated from low C 02 and high C02 grown cells indicated 
at least two genes were in the 2.6 k clone 4129 (Figure 6 .1). The results showed that 
the probe made from the 5’ portion of the clone recognized two different sizes of 
mRNAs, indicating the probe I used contains parts of two genes. But the partial 
DNA sequence obtained from the 3’ end showed significant homology to alanine: 
alpha ketoglutarate aminotransferase. As mentioned in the literature reviews, in 
some C4 plants alanine: alpha ketoglutarate aminotransferase is involved in shuttling 
carbon skeletons between mesophyll cells and bundle sheath cells. The missing S’ 
end of the gene was then cloned by RACE.
To obtain the full-length cDNA, two RACE primers (B and C) within the 
second probe region (Figure 6 .1) were made. Messenger-RNA isolated from cells that 
had adapted to low C02 for 2 h was reverse transcribed with M-MuLV using RACE 
primer C, and the first strand cDNA was tailed with poly A. After two rounds of 
PCR amplification, a 1.6 kb band was visible on an agarose gel. This DNA fragment 
was recovered and subsequently cloned into pCR n. The vector containing this 1.6 
kb insert was named 4129 L (Figure 6.2).
b. The expression of clone 4129 a t high and low C 02 conditions 
After cloning the 5’ end, the time course expression of 4129 mRNA in low- 
and high C 02-grown cells was compared using the newly isolated 5’ end as a probe
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were probed by 16114
Figure 6.1 The Northern blot analysis of the expression of the original clone 4129 
in high (C) and low C 0 2 (A) grown cells. Ten ng of total RNA was loaded per lane. 
RNA samples were probed with different regions of the original clone 4129.
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I :  the part of gene obtained from the cDNA library 
D : the part of gene cloned by RACE
Figure 6.2 Cloning of 4129 5' end (top) and the restriction map of different 4129 
clones (bottom). Top panel: lanes 1 and 2, PCR amplified S’ end of clone 4129; lanes 
3 and 4, the cloned S’ end of 4129, the longest insert is 1.6 kb; lane M, Hind in 
digested lambda DNA as marker; Bottom panel: A 4129 S (16114); B, 4129 M; C, 
4129 L; The restriction sizes of EcoR I, Pst I, Nsi I, Nco I, Stu I and Xho I are 
abbreviated as E, P, N, Nc, S, and X, respectively.
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(Figure 6.3). Total RNA was isolated from C 02-grown cells and cells that had been 
adapted to low CO2 for 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6  h, and 10 h. A Northern blot of the time 
course RNA samples was probed as described in Materials and Methods. The clone 
4129 recognized an mRNA of about 2.6 kb, and the results confirmed that it was 
strongly induced after cells were switched to low C02 conditions. The mRNA level 
of clone 4129 increased 4 to 5 fold in 2 h after the culture was switched from high 
C02 to low C02. After 4 to 6  h, the amount of 4129 mRNA decreased slowly (Figure
6.3). The mRNA corresponding to 4129 was also detected in high C 02-grown cells 
indicating that this gene is expressed constitutively at low levels in high C02 grown 
cells (Figure 6.3). All these Northern agree with the earlier results (Figure 4.1).
c. Complete DNA sequence and amino acid sequence homology comparison 
The cDNA corresponding to the full-length message was completely 
sequenced. The complete cDNA of Ala AT gene is 2560 bp long and it has a coding 
region of 521 amino acids (Figure 6.4) (The DNA sequence and the deduced amino 
acid sequence have been deposited into Genbank under accession number U31975). 
As mentioned earlier, the deduced amino acid sequence of clone 4129 showed very 
significant homology (about 50%) to alanine : a ketoglutarate aminotransferase (Ala 
AT; EC 2.6.1.2) from Panicum miliaceum (Son and Sugiyama, 1992), barley 
(Muench and Good, 1994), human (Ishiguro, et al., 1991a), and rat (Ishiguro, et al., 
1991b) (Figure 6.5; Table 6.1). It also showed some homology to ACC synthase 
which functions in catalyzing the formation of ethylene from ACC in plants. No 
homology was found with any known alanine : glyoxylate aminotransferase. The
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— 2.6 kb
Figure 6.3 Northern blot analysis of the expression of clone 4129. The high C02- 
grown cells were switched to low C02 conditions at 0 hours. Total RNA was isolated 
from 0 h, 4 h, and 10 h of C02-grown cells (indicated by a C in the lanes), and from 
1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6  h, and 10 h low C02 adapting cells (indicated by an A in the lanes).
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GGAGAGTTTG TGAAACGCTT GGCAGTTTTA CAGCATTTCA AACCAGAAGA CTCTGATTGT GCAA 64
MET ARG LYS GLU ALA THR ARG LEU VAL SER ALA LEU LEU ARG ALA GLY ASN 
ATG CGG AAG GAA GCG ACT CGT CTT GTG TCC GCC CTG CTG CGG GCG GGC AAC 115
ASN GLY VAL SER THR SER TRP ALA VAL GLY GLY THR ARG LEU LYS SER ALA MET
AAT GGC GTG TCT ACG TCG TGG GCT GTT GGT GGC ACT CGC CTC AAG TCG GCG ATG 169
PRO GLN PRO ASP GLU LYS LYS ASP GLU ASP LEU H IS  ALA LYS GLU GLY LYS VAL
CCC CAG CCT GAT GAG AAG AAG GAC GAG GAC CTG CAT GCC AAG GAG GGC AAG GTG 223
LEU H IS  PRO H IS  LEU LEU ASN GLU ASN VAL VAL LYS THR GLN TYR ALA VAL ARG
CTG CAC CCT CAC CTT CTG AAC GAG AAC GTG GTG AAG ACT CAG TAT GCC GTC CGT 2 7 7
GLY GLU LEU TYR LEU ARG ALA GLU GLN LEU ARG LYS GLU GLY LYS GLU IL E  ILE
GGC GAG CTT TAC CTG CGC GCT GAG CAG CTC CGC AAG GAG GGC AAG GAG ATC ATT 331
PHE THR ASN VAL GLY ASN PRO H IS  ALA LEU GLY ALA LYS PRO LEU THR PHE THR
TTC ACA AAC GTC GGA AAC CCG CAC GCG CTG GGT GCC AAG CCC CTG ACC TTC ACC 385
ARG GLN VAL LEU ALA LEU CYS ALA ALA PRO PHE LEU LEU ASP H IS  PRO LYS VAL
CGT CAG GTG CTA GCC CTG TGC GCC GCG CCC TTC CTG CTG GAT CAC CCC AAG GTG 439
GLU ASP MET PHE PRO ALA ASP ALA IL E  ALA ARG ALA LYS LYS IL E  LEU ALA SER
GAG GAC ATG TTC CCC GCC GAC GCC ATC GCG CGT GCC AAG AAG ATC CTA GCC TCC 493
PHE LYS GLY GLY VAL GLY ALA TYR THR ASP SER ARG GLY ASN PRO LEU VAL ARG
TTC AAG GGC GGT GTG GGC GCC TAC ACC GAC TCG CGT GGC AAC CCG CTG GTG CGC 547
GLU GLU VAL ALA ARG PHE IL E  GLU LYS ARG ASP GLY VAL PRO SER ASN PRO ASP
GAG GAG GTG GCC CGC TTC ATC GAG AAG CGT GAC GGC GTT CCC TCG AAC CCC GAC 601
HIS  IL E  PHE LEU THR ASP GLY ALA SER VAL ALA VAL ARG LEU CYS LEU ASN ALA
CAC ATC TTC CTG ACG GAC GGC GCC TCG GTG GCC GTG CGC TTG TGC CTG AAC GCC 655
MET IL E  ARG H IS  ASP ARG ASP SER VAL LEU VAL PRO ILE  PRO GLN TYR PRO LEU
ATG ATC CGC CAC GAC CGC GAC TCC GTG CTG GTG CCC ATC CCG CAG TAC CCG CTG 709
TYR SER ALA SER IL E  ARG LEU TYR GLY GLY THR LEU VAL GLY TYR PHE LEU ASP
TAC AGC GCC TCC ATC CGC CTG TAC GGC GGC ACG CTG GTG GGC TAC TTC CTG GAT 763
GLU ARG ARG GLY TRP GLY LEU SER VAL GLU GLU LEU GLN ARG ALA LEU GLN GLU
GAG CGC CGT GGC TGG GGC CTG TCC GTG GAG GAG CTG CAG CGC GCG CTG CAG GAG 8 1 7
SER ARG GLU GLU GLY LYS LEU VAL ARG GLY LEU VAL PHE IL E  ASN PRO GLY ASN
TCG CGC GAG GAG GGC AAG CTG GTG CGC GGC CTG GTG TTT ATC AAC CCC GGT AAC 871
PRO THR GLY GLN CYS LEU SER LYS GLU ASN LEU GLN GLU LEU IL E  LYS LEU ALA
CCC ACC GGC CAG TGC TTG AGC AAG GAG AAC CTG CAG GAG CTG ATC AAG CTT GCG 925
TYR GLN GLU LYS IL E  VAL LEU MET ALA ASP GLU VAL TYR GLN GLU ASN VAL TYR
TAC CAG GAG AAG ATT GTG CTC ATG GCG GAT GAG GTG TAC CAG GAG AAC GTG TAC 979
GLN ASP GLU ARG PRO PHE VAL SER ALA LYS LYS VAL MET TRP GLU MET GLY GLU
CAG GAT GAG CGG CCG TTT GTG AGC GCC AAG AAG GTG ATG TGG GAG ATG GGC GAG 1033
PRO TYR ARG SER H IS  VAL GLU LEU LEU SER PHE H IS  THR VAL SER LYS GLY THR
CCC TAC CGC AGC CAC GTG GAG CTG CTG TCC TTC CAC ACC GTG TCC AAG GGC ACT 1087
(fig. con’d.)
Figure 6.4 The complete nucleotide sequence and the deduced amino acid 
sequence of C. reinhardtii alanine aminotransferase.
































































































































































































































































































































































TAACAGCTTA GCAATTCGAG AAGCAGCGTA GCTGCGGAAG GTGTGCGGAA ACGTGGCGAG 1687
CCAGCAGCGG CGCATGGGGT TTCTACCGCA ATTAAGCCAT GTGAAGTGGT ATGAGGCTAC 1747
GGCGTGTTGC CACGGCAGGT CATCCGGATC ACGGTTGCAT TGCTCCTTTT TTGCCGCTGT 1807
TGCGCTACTG CTCCTGCTGT AATGCAGAAC CCTATGCCTC CAACCTTGCT GACTGGCTGG 1867
GTGCAGCCAC GCAGGGGCAT CCCTGGCTTA TGTCTGTCGT GCTGGGTTAG GATGAGAGCT 1927
TTCCCATGAG CGGCCTTTGT TGGTGTCGTG TTTTGTTGCG CAATTGTTGC TGTATCCTGG 1987
TGGAGAGCAG AGAGCGAGCT TATCTGAGCG CTAGGGGTCC ATTCCCTGGC CCACTGCGCC 20 4 7
GGTTTTCCAT GCATGCGGCA AGGTGACAGA GGTTGGGCTT TTTGAAGCAG GCGTCTGGTC 2107
AGCATGCAAA GGGGAACGCC GCTTCAACGT GCATGTGTGT GATTATTCAA ACCCGAACCT 21 6 7
GCAGTTTTGG TTTGACAGTC CCAAGGACTC GCAACAAGAG AAGAACAATA GCTGTGGAGG 22 2 7
AGTTCCTTGT CACATGCGCG TAGATTGCAG TTTAATGTGT GGATGCGTAA GTTCTTTGGC 228 7
TGACTCGCAA GTGTTGCGTT TTTGGGCTAG GCACGCCGAG GTAAGTAGGA GGAAATGCAC 234 7
TTATGCACCT GAGGTTGGGT AGCCGTGTTG CAGCCGGTTG TTTCACGCAC CGGTCACCTC 240 7
TCGTCAAGAG CGGGTTGTGG ACTGTTGGCC TCACAGAGTT GGGTCGAGAG CTCGAAACCA 246 7
ACCGGCCGCC GAATGGCGAT GGGGCAAGCA CAGCAATGCC CCCGCCAATG TAACACCTGC 252 7
TGTGTAAAAA AAAAAAAAAA AAAAA 2552

















1 B a r le y .... ................. HAATVAV ON LN PKVLKCEYAVRGEIV IHAQRLQEQLKTQPG 41
2  P a n ic u n  HAATVAV EM LN PKVLKCE YAVRGE IV  IHAQHLQQQLQTQPG 41
3  C . r .  HRKEATRLVSALLRA GNNGVSTSUAVGGTR LKSAHPQPDEKKDED LHAKEGKVLHPHLLN ENWKTQYAVRGELY LRAEQLRKEGKE--- 87
4  R a t —  HASRVNDQSQAS RNG LKGKVLTLDTHN PCVRRVEYAVRGPIV QRALELEQELRQG-V 56
5  Human  ASSTGDRSQAV RHG LRAKVLTLDGHN PRVRRVEYAVRGPIV GRALELEQELRQG-V 55
*  *  * * * * *  *  *
1 B a r le y  SLPFDE1LYCNIGNP QSLGQQPVTFFREVL ALCOHPDLLQREE1K TLFSADSISRAKQIL AHIPGRATGAYSHSQ GIKGLRDAIASGIAS 131
2 P a n tc u n  SLPFDEILYCNIGNP QSLGQQPVTFFREVL ALCOHPCLLEKEETK SLFSAOAISRAKQIL STIPGRATGAYSHSQ G1KGLR0AIAAGIAS 131
3  C . r .   IIFTNVGNP HALGAKPLTFTRQVL ALCAAPFLLOHPKVE OHFPAOAIARAKKIL ASFKG-GVGAYTDSR GNPLVREEVARFIEK 170
4  R a t KKPFTEVIRANIGDA QAHGQRPITFFRQVL ALCVVPNLLSSP-D ■■FPEOAKRRAER1L QACGGHSLGAYSISS GIQPIREDVAQYIER 142
5  Hunan KKPFTEVIRANIGDA QAHGQRP1TFLRQVL ALCVNPDLLSSP--N --FPDDAKKRAERIL OACGGHSLGAYSVSS GIQLIREDVARVIER 141
*  *  * * * * * * *  * * *  *  • *  * * * * * *  *  * * *  *  *  *  *
1 B a r le y  RDG-FPANADDIFLT DGASPGVHLHHQLLI RME— KDGILVPIP QYPLYSASIALHGGA LVPYYLNESTGVGLE TSDVKKQLEDARSRG 217
2 P a n ic u n  RDG-FPANADDIFVT DGASPGVHMMMQLLI RNE— KDGILCPIP QYPLYSASIALHGGT LVPVYLDEKTGUGLE ISDLKKQLEDARSKG 217
3  C . r .  RDG-VPSNPDH1 FLT DGASVAVRLCLNAMI RHD— RDSVLVP1P QYPLYSASIRLVGGT LVGYFLDERRGUGLS VEELQRALQESREEG 256
4  R a t RDGG1PADPNNIFLS TGASDA1VTHLKLLV SGEGRARTGVLIPIP QYPLYSAALAELDAV flVDYYLDEERAWALO IAELRRALCQAROR- 231
5 Hunan RDGGIPADPNNVFLS TGASDAIVTVLKLLV AGEGHTRTGVLIP1P QYPLYSATLAELGAV QVDYYLDEERAUALD VAELARALGOARDH- 230•** * * **• * •** ******* * * * * * *  * •
1 B a rle y  INVRALWINPGNPT GQVLAEENQYD1VKF CKNEGLVLLAOEVYQ ENIYVDNKKFHSFKK IVRSLGYGE-EOLPL VSYQSVSKGYYGECG 306
2  P a n ic u n  IDVRALW1NPGNPT GQVLAEDNQC01VRF CKNEGLVLLAOEVYQ ENIYVDDKKFNSFKK IARSVGYGE-DDLPL VSFQSVSKGYYGECG 3 0 6
3  C . r .  KLVRGLVFINPGNPT GQCLSKENLQELIKL AYQEKIVLHADEVYQ ENVYQDERPFVSAKK VMUEHGEPYRSHVEL LSFHTVSKGTAGECG 346
4  R a t CCPRVLCVINPGNPT GQVQTRECIEAVIRF AFKEGLFLHADEVYQ DNVYAEGSQFHSFKK VLHEHGPPYSTQOEL ASFHSVSKGYHGECG 321
5 Hunan CRPRALCVINPGNPT GQVQTRECIEAVIRF AFEERLFLLADEVYQ DNVYAAGSQFHSFKK VLHEHGPPYAGQQEL ASFHSTSKGYHGECG 320
*  *  * * * * * * *  * *  *  *  * * * * * *  * *  * * * *  *  * *  * * *
1 B a r le y  KRGGYFEITGFSAPV REQIYKIASVNLCSN 1TGQILASLVHNPPK ASDESYASYKAEKDG ILASLARRAKALEHA FNKLEG1TCNEAEGA 396
2 P a n icu n  KRGGYHEITGFSAPV REQIYKIASVNLCSN ITGQILASLVHNPPK VGDESYAAYKAEKDG ILQSLARRAKALEDA FNNLEGISCNKAEGA 396
3  C . r .  LRGGYVEHTNIHPGA IEEVYKCASINLSPN THGQIALSVLVNPPK PGOPSYDQYTKEKAS ELVSLRRRRHHVTDG FNALOGVTCNFTEGA 436
4 R at FRGGYVEWNHDAEV QKQHGKLHSVRLCPP VPGQALHDHWSPPT PSEPSFKQFQAERQE VLAELAAKAKLTEQV FNEAPGIRCNPVQGA 411
5 Hunan FRGGYVEWNMDAAV QQQHLKLMSVRLCPP VPGQALLDLWSPPA PTDPSFAQFQAEKQA VLAELAAKAKLTEQV FNEAPGISCNPVQGA 410
* * * *  *  *  *  *  * •  * *  *  *  *  *  • * • • • • •
1 B a r le y  HYVFPQICLPQKAIE AAKAANKAPDAFYAL RLLESTGIWVPGSG FGQVPGTUHFRCTIL PQEDKIPAVISRFTV FHEAFHSEYRD 482
2 P a n icu n  HYLFPQIHLPKKAIE AAKAANKAPDAFYAL RLLESTGIWVPGSG FGQVPGTUH1RCT1L PQEDKIPAVITRFKA FHEAFHAEYRD 482
3 C . r .  MYSFPQIKLPAKALE AAKAAGKAGDVFYCL KLLEATGISTVPGSG FGQEEGTFHLRTTIL PREEVHTTFVEKFDK FHKDFHKQYS- 521
4 R at HYSFPQVQLPLKAVQ RAQELGLAPOMFFCL CLLEETGICWPGSG FGQQEGTYHFRHTIL PPMEKLRLLLEKLSH FHAKFTHEYS- 496
5 Hunan HYSFPRVQLPPRAVE RAQELGLAPDHFFCL RLLEETGICWPGSG FGQREGTYHFRHTIL PPLEKLRLLLEKLSR FHAKFTLEVS- 495
* *  • *  * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * * *  * * •  * * * * *  * * *  • *  *  •  * * *  *  * *  *  *
Figure 6.5 Protein sequence alignment of alanine aminotransferases from barley (1), P. miliaceum (2), 




Table 6.1 Comparison of alanine aminotransferase from different organisms
Ala AT Homology Panicum Barley Human Rat
C. reinhardtii 49.4% 47.8% 46.3% 45.0%
Identical Amino Acid 238/482 231/482 229/495 223/496
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deduced amino acid sequence of Ala AT in C. reinhardtii is about 40 amino acids 
longer than that in other organisms. The N-terminal sequence has a  pattern similar 
to leader sequences which target proteins to chloroplast stroma in charge distribution 
and hydrophobicity. The alignment of C. reinhardtii chloroplast stroma proteins’ 
leader sequences is shown in Figure 6 .6  (Franzen et al., 1990).
d. Both the protein level and the enzyme activity increase upon switching
from high C02 to low COz growth conditions
To confirm that clone 4129 is actually encoding an alanine a-ketoglutarate 
aminotransferase, an antibody raised against barley alanine aminotransferase-2  was 
requested from Dr. Allen G. Good (University of Alberta, Canada) to check the 
upregulation of Ala AT expression at the protein level. Twenty pg of total protein 
from high C02 grown cells (lane 1), and from cells that have adapted to low C02 for 
2 h (lane 2) and 6  h (lane 3) were resolved by SDS-PAGE, blotted to nitrocellulose 
membrane, and probed with barley Ala AT antibody (Figure 6.7). A 53 kDa single 
protein band from both low C02 and high C02 grown cells was recognized by the 
antibody raised against barley Ala AT-2, and the protein level increased in parallel 
with the induction of clone 4129 message (Figure 6.3). The alanine aminotransferase 
protein level increased about 4 fold within 6  h after the cells were switched to low 
C02. The most important fact is the size of the protein recognized by the barley Ala 
AT antibody agrees with the calculated molecular weight of mature 4129 gene 
product.





5. ATPase y MAAMLASKQGAFMGRSSFAPAPKGVASRGSLQWA\GLKEV
6. RubLbco SS MAAVIAKSSVSAAVARPARSSVRPMAALKPAVKAAPVAAPAQANQ\MMVWT
7. Phosphor ibulokinase MAFTMRAPAPRATAQSRVTANRARRSLWRA\DKDKY
8. Ala AT MRKEATRLVSALLRAGNNGVSTSWAVGGTRLKSA\MPQPDEKK
Figure 6.6 The leader sequence alignment of nuclear encoded chloroplast- 
localized proteins and alanine aminotransferase in C. reinhardtii. The cleavage 
site of the lead sequences is indicated with a "V.




Figure 6.7 Western blot analysis of alanine aminotransferase at high and low 
C 02 growth conditions. Lane 1, C. reinhardtii cells grown at high C02 conditions; 
Lane 2, cells that have been adapting to low C 02 for 2 h; Lane 3, cells that have been 
adapting to low COj for 6  h. 20  fig  of total protein was loaded per lane.
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Ala AT activity was also assayed in high and low COz grown cells to see 
whether or not the induction of clone 4129 at the mRNA and protein levels correlates 
with an increase of Ala AT enzyme activity. Ala AT activity was assayed in both 
high C02-grown cells and low C 02-adapting cells every 2 h up to 12 h after the 
culture was switched to low C02 (Figure 6 .8). The alanine aminotransferase activity 
doubled within 4 h, and increased about 4-fold in 6  h from 60 n  moles NADH • mg 
chi*1 • h' 1 to 240 n  moles NADH • mg chi' 1 • h' 1 after transfer to low C02. In 
contrast, Ala AT activity from cells grown at high C02 conditions only fluctuated 
slightly (Figure 6 .8). The data from these two experiments strongly support that clone 
4129 actually encodes alanine a-ketoglutarate aminotransferase.
2. Possible physiological roles of Ala AT
In some C4 plants, Ala AT functions in the pyruvate shuttle between mesophyll 
cells and bundle sheath cells. Therefore it may be possible that a C4- like CCM 
pathway is present in Chlamydomonas. Figure 6.9A is a proposed model showing 
how alanine aminotransferase might function in C. reinhardtii. In this model, the Ala 
AT is involved in the carbon shuttle between the chloroplast and cytosol. According 
to this model, if  the Ala AT activity is completely inhibited, One would expect to see 
the photosynthetic activity decrease dramatically, inorganic carbon uptake to be 
extremely slow, and the Kq^COj) of the Ala AT inhibited cells to be very high, 
approaching that o f high C02 grown cells. Based on this model, One would also 
expect to see the mRNA level and the Ala AT activity remaining at high levels as 
long as the CCM is induced.
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Figure 6.8 The induction of alanine aminotransferase activity by low C 0 2 growth 
conditions. Alanine aminotransferase activity was measured in cells after switching to low 
C02 growth conditions (■) for the indicated amount o f time as compared to cells left at 
high C02 conditions ( • )  in C. reinhardtii.
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Figure 6.9 Two possible models for Ala AT in C. reinhardtii. A: Model 1: the C4 
like pathway; B: Model 2: the Q  like pathway;
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Another possibility is that the Ala AT is involved in the Q  cycle. This idea 
was originated from earlier studies in Dr. N. E. Tolbert’s laboratory. I  was found that 
1 mM aminooxyacetic add (AOA) not only inhibited glyoxylate aminotransferase to 
get glycolate excretion from the Cj cycle, but also completely blocked the formation 
of alanine from pyruvate. A rough model showing how Ala AT might function in 
this C2 cycle is also presented (Figure 6.9B). The exact intracellular location of each 
reaction is not clear. According to this model, inhibition of Ala AT would lead to 
slow operation of the Q  cycle, resulting in more carbon being lost as glycolate. If 
this model is correct, one would expect to see an increase in glycolate excretion, and 
some increase of for C02 if Ala AT activity is inhibited. One would also expect 
decreases in inorganic carbon uptake and the photosynthetic activity of the whole 
cells.
To test these two possibilities, a pyridoxal phosphate enzyme inhibitor, 
aminooxy acetic acid (AOA), was introduced to inhibit the Ala AT activity. The 
sensitivities of Ala AT and other aminotransferases, such as aspartate 
aminotransferase, and serine : glyoxylate aminotransferase were studied first using 
in vitro assays. Addition of AOA to 6 pM  in the activity assay buffer inhibited about 
90% of the Ala AT activity, while addition of 10 pM  AOA inhibited about 95% of 
the activity. Under the same conditions, lOpM AOA had little effect on the activities 
of Asp AT and serine: glyoxylate AT. Addition of 40 pM  AOA to the assay buffer 
inhibited 97.2% of Ala AT, 70.4% of Asp AT, and 22% of serine : glyoxylate AT 
activities (Table 6.2). When 40 pM  AOA was added to cells for 30 min before
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Table 6.2 The sensitivities of aminotransferases to aminooxyacetic acid (AOA) in cell 
homogenate of C  reinhardtii grown at low C 02. The enzyme activities were assayed in 
the presence or absence of 40 pM  AOA in the reaction buffer.
Enzyme Activities (p moles • mg chi'1 • h'*) Inhibition
(°/o)-AOA + AOA
Ala AT 288.0 8.1 97.2
Asp AT 138.3 41.0 70.4
Ser/Glyoxylate AT 31.0 24.2 22 .0
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harvesting, the activity of Ala AT in the cell homogenate was inhibited more than 
95%, whereas the Asp AT was only inhibited 55%, and serine : glyoxylate AT 
activity was inhibited about 16%. These results suggest that 40 /xM AOA can be used 
to study the possible functions of Ala AT without causing serious side effects on other 
metabolic pathways. As a result of these studies, 40 /zM AOA was used to treat the 
low CO2 adapting cells. After 6  h on low C02 when the Ala AT usually reaches its 
maximal activity, the cells were harvested and washed before the activity assay. The 
addition of 40 pM  AOA for 6  h inhibited greated than 95% of the Ala AT activity.
While this enzyme activity was inhibited by AOA during the adaptation of 
cells to low C 0 2 growth conditions, The photosynthetic activity, Q  uptake, and 
glycolate excretion were assayed in high C02 grown cells and low C02 adapting cells 
that had been treated with 40 pM  AOA for 6  h as described in Chapter 3.
a. The presence of AOA significantly decreased the maximum rate of
photosynthesis in low C02-adapting cells
To determine the physiological role of Ala AT, AOA was added to a final 
concentration of 40 pM  in the growth medium when cells were at the beginning of 
adaptation to low C 02 growth conditions, and treated for 6  h, the time point Ala AT 
usually reaches highest activity; for control cells left at high C 02 growth conditions, 
AOA was added at the same time. The assay showed that the addition of AOA to the 
growth medium had little effect on the maximum photosynthetic rate of high C 02 
grown cells (Figure 6.10); however AOA lowered the maximum rate of 
photosynthesis from 260 to 175 p moles 0 2 • mg chi' 1 • h' 1 when it was added to
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Figure 6.10 Effect of AOA on photosynthetic Oz evolution. High C02-grown cells 
or low C02 adapting cells (A..T) that have been treated with AOA (40 juM) (■,▼) 
or without AOA ( • ,  A) for 8 hours. Cells were washed after harvest with 0 2 evolution 
buffer (25 mMHepes-KOH, pH 7.3) and photosynthetic 0 2 evolution was determined at 
varying Q concentrations.
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cells that were adapting to low CO2 growth conditions (Figure 6.10). In a separate 
experiment, AOA was added to low C02 adapted cells, and the photosynthetic O2 
evolution was assayed. AOA also reduced the photosynthetic O2 evolution to 80% 
of the untreated cells. These results indicated that when Ala AT activity was 
inhibited, low CCVgrown cells were not able to reach their maximum rate of 
photosynthesis even though normally saturating levels of external HC03' were 
provided. This result is expected for both models, but the extent of inhibition was 
about 30%, not as great as I would expect if Ala AT is involved in a modified C4 
pathway.
b. AOA decreased Q uptake in low C02-adapting cells
A more direct way of studying the relation between alanine aminotransferase 
and the CCM is to measure inorganic carbon uptake while the Ala AT activity is 
inhibited by AOA. High C02-grown cells and cells that had been adapting to low C02 
with or without 40 pM AOA for 6  h were harvested for the Q  uptake studies. Cells 
were washed twice with fresh medium before being resuspended in N2 bubbled 25 
mM Hepes-KOH (pH 7.3), the buffer used to determine 0 2 evolution in vivo. Q 
uptake was initiated by addition of 2.5/tM HwC03\  For cells adapting to low C02 
in the presence of 40 jiM AOA, the internal Q concentration was 0.45 mM at 60 
seconds, and 0.69 mM at 90 seconds whereas in the untreated cells it was 1.19 mM, 
and 1.34 mM, respectively (Figure 6.11). The overall Q  uptake in AOA treated low 
C02-grown cells was about 50% slower. For high C02-grown cells, the difference in 
Q  uptake was not significant (Figure 6.11) although Q uptake by high C02-grown
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Figure 6.11 Inorganic carbon uptake in cells treated with AOA. The effect of AOA 
(40 //M) on inorganic carbon uptake of C02-grown cells (# ,■ ) versus low C02 adapting 
cells (A, Y) that have been treated with AOA (■,▼ ) or without AOA (#, A) for 8 hours. 
Cells were washed after harvest with 0 2 evolution buffer ( 25 mM Hepes-KOH, pH 7.3).
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cells is low with or without AOA. The fact that the Q  uptake in low C 02 adapting 
cells is only about 50% the level of untreated low C02 cells, indicates that the 
inhibition of Ala AT slows down, and does not completely blocks the Q  uptake. This 
is not what one would expect to see if Ala AT is in C4 pathway.
The data obtained from these two experiments did not favor the C4 model, 
therefore the glycolate excretion in the AOA treated and untreated C02 grown and 
low C0 2 adapting cells was investigated.
c. Low C02 adapting cells excrete more glycolate when treated with AOA
for 6 hours
Glycolate excretion was assayed in the high and low C02 grown cells treated 
with or without 40 /zM AOA for 6  h. The results are summarized in Table 6.3. The 
untreated low C02 adapting cells excreted very low amount of glycolate (0.4 nmole 
• mg Chi' 1 • h*1), whereas the AOA treated low C02 adapting cells excreted 16.4 
jzmole • mg Chi*1 • h*1 glycolate. This amount is even higher than that in AOA 
treated high C02 grown cells. The rates of glycolate excretion by cells treated with 
40 /zM AOA is similar to the rates reported previously (Moroney et al., 1986c; 
Tolbert et al., 1983) and are close to the estimated rate of flux of the Q  cycle when 
cells are incubated in the light with air levels of C02 and 0 2 (Moroney et al., 1986c). 
These data strongly favor hypothesis that Ala AT is functioning in the Q  pathway.
d. Hie apparent affinity for C02 (K^) did not change dramatically in
AOA treated low C02 adapting cells
Low C02 adapted cells were treated with AOA for a short time (30 min), to 
keep the side effects to a minimum, but allow enough time to deplete the internal Q
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Table 6.3 Glycolate excretion by cells treated with AOA. High C02- 
grown or low C02- adapting cells that had been treated with or without 40 
pM AOA for 6 h were harvested and resuspended at 25 pg chl/mL in 150 
mL flasks with fresh MIN media supplemented with or without 40 pM AOA 
according to the original cultures. The flasks were bubbled with low C02 
under light and continuous stirring for 30 min. The cells were then removed 
by centrifugation and the supernatants were used for glycolate assay 
(Calkins, 1943).
Growth conditions AOA Treatment Glycolate Excretion
(̂ mole mg Chi'1 h*‘)
Low C02 — 0.4
Low C02 + 16.4
High C02 — 7.4
High C02 + 12.4
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pool. Under this condition, the Ala AT activity, the K ^ C O ^  and the photosynthetic 
rates were measured (Table 6.4). The Ala AT activity was inhibited by more than 
90% within 30 min in low C02 grown cells treated with 40 /* M AOA. However, 
AOA treatment had no effect on the maximal rate of photosynthesis or on the Q  
affinity exhibited by the cells, which was only slightly higher ( 3.5 /cM ) than 
untreated cells (2.5 /tM). Even in low C02 grown cells treated with high amount of 
AOA (1 mM) for 30 min, the increase in Ko^COJ was still not significant. The data 
in this experiment contradict the predictions of Ala AT being involved in a modified 
C4 pathway. According to the C4 like pathway model, when the internal C; pool is 
depleted, and the pathway is blocked by AOA, the Kq^COj) should be at least as 
high as that of high C02 grown cells, which is about 35 /tM. From Tables 6.3 and 
6.4, it appears that cells treated with 40 /tM AOA excrete glycolate at high rates 
(Table 6.3) but retain their high apparent affinity for external C; (Table 6.4).
From all these physiological studies I conclude that Ala AT is not involved 
in a C4 like pathway in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Instead it appears to be involved 
in the Q  pathway to scavenge the carbon lost through photorespiration in response 
to sudden decreases of C 02 concentration. Because the carbon loss through 
photorespiration decreases dramatically once the induction of CCM is complete, there 
is no need to maintain high levels of the pathway enzymes. This also explains 
why the induction of the message and enzyme activity are transient. The studies also 
suggest its full activity is needed for cells to successfully adapt to low C02 growth 
conditions.
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Table 6.4 The effect of AOA on the affinity of low C 02-grown cells for 
external inorganic carbon. Cells were grown in minimal media under low C 02 
conditions and AOA added to the illuminated culture where indicated. The 
affinity of the cells for inorganic carbon was estimated by determining the 
concentration of C02 required for half-maximal rates of C02-dependent oxygen 
evolution or the K ^C O ^. Ala AT activity was measured as described in 
Material and Methods.
Treatment Ala AT activity
Id moles NADH 
• mg chi'* • h'1
K o.s ( C 0 2) v’  max
H  moles 0 2 
• mg chi'1 • h‘‘
Untreated 144.0 2.5 164
40 (j.M AOA, 30 min 10.7 3.5 162
1 mM AOA, 30 min 3.6 6.8 135
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Discussion
1. Induction of Ala AT
C. reinhardtii induces a number of genes and synthesizes specific proteins when 
placed under a low C02 containing environment. In this Chapter, I have shown that 
one of these inducible genes encodes an alanine : a-ketoglutarate aminotransferase. 
I have demonstrated that low C02-grown C. reinhardtii have very high level of Ala 
AT activity (>200 n moles • h' 1 • mg chi'1). I have also confirmed that both the 
enzyme and the activity increased significantly when cells were switched from high 
C02 to low C 02 (Figure 6.7, and 6 .8). The activity increase parallels the increase 
in the mRNA encoding the Ala AT when cells are switched to low C 02 (Figure 6.3).
2. The effect of AOA
Tolbert et al. (1983) showed that short-term exposure of C. reinhardtii cells to 
1 mM AOA caused them to excrete glycolate but did not inhibit photosynthetic C 02 
fixation. 1 mM AOA treatment of low C 02-grown C. reinhardtii also resulted in the 
complete blockage of l4*C alanine formation and a nearly corresponding increase of 
14"C pyruvate when cells were illuminated in the presence of low levels of l4_C02. 
AOA blocked alanine formation by C. reinhardtii grown on high C02, although 
pyruvate accumulation was not noted; it did not block the biosynthesis of aspartate or 
glutamate during photosynthesis by C. reinhardtii, which would have also involved 
aminotransferase reactions (Tolbert et al., 1983). However, AOA did not inhibit the 
enzymes associated with glycolate synthesis from ribulose-l,5-bisphosphate and I mM 
AOA did not inhibit the carboxylase or oxygenase activities of purified Rubisco from
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spinach leaves, or P-glycolate phosphatase, glycolate dehydrogenase, or carbonic 
anhydrase from the algae (Tolbert et al., 1983). It is evident from my studies that 
alanine aminotransferase is very sensitive to AOA inhibition because in vitro 10 pM 
AOA inhibited over 95% of its activity. Further, the concentration of AOA used in 
this study was only 40 /tM, much lower than the 1 mM used in previous studies, to 
minimize possible side effects.
In the current experiments, since the 0 2 evolution activity was expressed on the 
basis of mg Chi, the decrease of in cells adapting to low CO2 conditions in the 
presence of 40 /xM AOA might be simply due to AOA treatment resulting in more 
dead cells, very slow growth or little new protein biosynthesis under low C 0 2 
conditions. The effects of AOA on these aspects were also investigated. I found no 
increase in cell death due to AOA addition. Also, the decrease in cell growth rate 
caused by AOA in low C02 cells and high C02-grown cells for the first 8 hours was 
similar (unpublished results). An additional possibility was that AOA blocked 
different aminotransferases to different extents and limited the availability of some 
amino acids for the biosynthesis of new proteins required for the establishment of the 
CCM. To check this possibility, cells were switched to low C02 in the presence or 
absence of AOA and probed for the level of the low C 02-indudble protein LIP-36. 
I found that LIP-36 was made in nearly normal amounts in AOA treated or untreated 
low C02 adapting cells, indicating that 40 jiM AOA was not grossly interfering with 
protein biosynthesis.
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3. Possible physiological role(s) of Ala AT
The data presented in this Chapter indicate that Ala AT may be involved in the 
Cj cycle, and full activity is necessary for the successful adaptation of C. reinhardtii 
to low CO2 growth conditions. The level of the mRNA encoding Ala AT is increased 
under low C02, and AOA inhibits photosynthesis when cells are grown under low 
C02 conditions but has no effect when cells are grown under elevated C 0 2 (Figure 
6 .10). Two models of Ala AT action were considered. The first possibility (modell) 
is that the Ala AT is required for the transamination of glyoxylate in the Q  cycle. A 
second possibility (model 2) is that the Ala AT has a role in the CCM of C. 
reinhardtii possibly by shuttling C3 equivalents as occurs in some higher plants with 
NAD-malic type C4 metabolism (Hatch, 1987). The data presented in this Chapter 
support the hypothesis that Ala AT plays a role in the Q  cycle in C. reinhardtii.
One argument in favor of a Q  cycle role for the Ala AT is the observation that 
the increase in mRNA, protein, and enzyme activity levels is transient, occurring 
during the first few hours after transfer of the cells to low C02. After six hours on 
low C 0 2 the amount of Ala AT mRNA is very similar to that of cells growing on 
elevated C 02. They decreased gradually after several hours (Figures 6.3; 6 .8), which 
is consistent with the understanding that there is a sudden increase in the carbon 
influx through the Q  cycle after the cells were switched from high C02 to low C02, 
and before the complete induction of the CCM due to the increase of [OJ/CCOJ at 
the site of Rubisco. Therefore, it is requisite for the enzymes in the Q  cycle to be 
upregulated during this time period. Once the induction of CCM is complete, the rate
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of photorespiration decreases, and the mRNAs and enzyme activities involved in the 
Cj cycle should be down regulated accordingly. If the Ala AT were an integral part 
of the CCM one might expect that the level of its mRNA would remain elevated as 
long as the cell was under low CO2 conditions. This was not the case. We also 
found that 40 pM AOA caused glycolate excretion by low C02-adapted cells (Table
6.3), which could not be explained by the inhibitory effect of AOA on serine : 
glyoxylate AT (Table 6.2) This result is consistent with Ala AT being essential to 
the efficient operation of the C2 cycle. It is possible that an inhibition of the CCM 
would also result in an increase in formation of glycolate. However unless 40 nM 
AOA also inhibits the Q  cycle, one would not expect this to cause an excretion of 
glycolate. An additional argument against Ala AT playing a direct part in the CCM 
is that in a short exposure ( < 3 0  min), AOA had no effect on the maximal rate of 
photosynthesis or on the C£ affinity exhibited by the cells (Table 6.4). Only when the 
cells were treated with AOA for long periods of time did an effect on the maximal 
rate of photosynthesis became apparent. This inhibition after a long-term treatment 
with AOA is consistent with Ala AT acting as part of the shuttle of amino groups 
from glutamate to glyoxylate. At atmospheric levels of C02 and 0 2, the flux of 
carbon through the cycle is low compared to the Cj cycle (1 0  n  mole • h'1 • mg 
Chi' 1 vs. 140 p  moles • h' 1 • mg Chi*1 respectively) in low C02-grown C. reinhardtii 
(Moroney et al., 1986c). At these rates, the effect of inhibiting the C2 cycle would 
be minor at first but might cause a metabolic imbalance over a period of time. The 
inhibition of photosynthesis observed after a 6-8  h treatment with AOA is consistent
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with this long-term effect expected if the Q  cycle was blocked. Since the metabolite 
flux through the Q  cycle is minimal when cells have high C02 concentrations in the 
environment, AOA does not inhibit photosynthesis in cells growing on elevated C02. 
An additional argument against the Ala AT playing a direct role in the CCM is that 
even after a long-term inhibition we found no evidence that AOA altered the affinity 
of the cells for inorganic carbon, as estimated by the KojCCO^. If Ala AT was 
essential to the operation of the CCM there should have been a large increase in the 
KqjCCO^ when AOA was added to the cells.
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CHAPTER 7
STUDY OF THE LOW C02 INDUCIBLE PROTEIN LIP-36 
Introduction
Many algal species, including the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, 
exhibit decreased photorespiration, increased affinity for C 02, and higher 0 2 evolution 
when grown on limiting (<355 ppm) CO2 levels than when grown at elevated (5%) 
C02 concentrations (Badger et al., 1980). In C. reinhardtii, these changes have been 
explained as the effects of an inducible carbon-concentrating mechanism (CCM) that 
accumulates inorganic carbon within the cell (Badger et al., 1980; Moroney and 
Mason, 1991). At low C02 growth conditions, while the cell induces the CCM and 
increases its affinity for external C:, at least five polypeptides that are either absent 
or present in low amounts in cells grown on high C02 concentrations are induced 
(Coleman and Grossman, 1984; Manuel and Moroney, 1988; Spalding and Jeffrey, 
1989). Several of these polypeptides are absent in various mutants that do not adapt 
to low C02, suggesting a role for these polypeptides in the carbon-concentrating 
mechanism.
One of the low C 02 inducible proteins, with a molecular mass of 36 kD, was 
found to precipitate with the membrane fraction (Spalding and Jeffrey, 1989). In 
another study, Geraghty et al. (1990) raised an antibody to this low C02-inducible 36- 
kD polypeptide (UP-36) and demonstrated that this protein was immunologically 
distinct from the periplasmic CA, which has a molecular weight of 37-kD. In
110
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addition, Mason et al. (1990), using MS labeling of C. reinhardtii proteins, showed 
that UP-36 was localized to intact chloroplasts. Recent investigations (Ramazanov 
et al, 1993) have specifically localized this polypeptide to chloroplast envelope 
membranes isolated from low C02-grown cells and demonstrated that it is not present 
in chloroplast envelopes isolated from high (5% CO2 in air [v/v]) C02-grown cells. 
This 36-kD protein does not show carbonic anhydrase activity and was not present on 
plasma membranes isolated from low C02-grown cells. But the identity and function 
of this chloroplast envelope protein were unknown. The protein may, in part, account 
for the different inorganic carbon uptake characteristics observed in chloroplasts 
isolated from high and low C02-grown cells of C. reinhardtii (Moroney and Mason, 
1991) .
In this Chapter, I report the molecular cloning of the two genes encoding LIP- 
36, the partial characterization, and the overexpression of these two genes in E. coli. 
Results
1. Isolation of U P-36 from chloroplast envelope of low C 02 grown cells
The low C 02 inducible protein UP-36 was previously localized to the 
chloroplast envelope (Ramazanov et al., 1993). To isolate enough of this protein for 
sequencing, 8  L of low C02 adapted CC-400 culture were harvested. The induction 
of UP-36 protein was examined by Western blot before isolation (Figure 7.1 A). It 
showed that this protein is specifically induced at low C 02 growth conditions. It is 
also very clear that LIP-36 is present in the chloroplast envelopes of low C02 grown 
cells, whereas it is missing in the chloroplast envelopes of high C02 grown cells
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Figure 7.1 The induction of UP-36 protein at high and low COz growth 
conditions. A. Western blot analysis of the induction of UP-36 protein at low CO2 
growth conditions. 50 fig of total cell proteins (lanes 1, 2) or 10 fig o f isolated 
chloroplast envelope proteins (lanes 3, 4) from high C 02 (lanes 1, 3)and low C02 
grown cells (lanes 2 ,4 ), and 20 fig of prestained molecular weight standards (lane M) 
were loaded onto SDS-PAGE, blotted to nitrocellulose, and probed with LIP-36 
antibodies; B. SDS-PAGE of the chloroplast envelopes isolated from high and low 
C02 grown cells. 15 fig of chloroplast envelopes from high (lane l)and low C02 (lane 
2) were loaded onto the gel. The arrow indicates the LIP-36 which is only present 
in chloroplast envelope of low C02 grown cells. C. Partial protein sequences 
obtained from 4 major peptides of lys-C digested UP-36 protein. Note that peptide 
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(Figure 7. IB). The chloroplast envelopes isolated from high and low CO2 grown cells 
were resolved on SDS-PAGE and transferred to immobilon. The membrane was then 
subjected to acid-free staining to visualize UP-36. The corresponding protein band 
was cut out for protein sequence analysis. After lys-C digestion and separation of the 
peptides by HPLC, four major peptides were sequenced (Figure 7.1C).
2. Cloning of the genes encoding LIP-36
Based on the amino acid sequences of peptide 1 and 3 (Figure 7.1C), two sets 
(forward and reverse) of degenerate primers were made and used to amplify the 
corresponding gene product by PCR, using reverse transcribed mRNA as templates 
under the conditions specified in Materials and Methods (Chapter 3). The PCR 
mixture was resolved on a 0.8% agarose gel. Only F-3 (forward) and B-l (reverse) 
(see Appendix B) specifically amplified a 0.7 kb DNA band (Figure 7.2B).
After the initial PCR amplification, a Northern blot of total RNAs isolated 
from high and low C02 grown wild type C. reinhardtii cells was probed with the 
labeled 0.7 kb DNA to see whether the mRNA corresponding to the amplified 0.7 kb 
PCR product is induced or not at low C02 growth conditions. The Northern blot 
showed that the mRNA is undetectable in cells grown at high C 02 conditions, 
whereas it is strongly induced at low C 02 conditions (Figure 7.3), which is consistent 
with the Western results (Figure 7.1A), The size of mRNA recognized by the probe 
is estimated by comparison with standard RNA size marker (BRL) to be 
approximately 2.0 kb. These data are consistent with the speculated gene encoding 
LIP-36.
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Figure 7.2 PCR amplification and the cloning of LIP-36 genes. The top panels are 
PCR amplification of the S’ end (A), the middle portion (B), and the 3’ end (C) of 
the genes encoding LIP-36. The bottom panels are the cloning of the corresponding 
PCR amplified products into pCRII vector. Lanel, Hind m  digested lambda DNA as 
DNA size marker; lanes 2 and 3, DNA amplified by PCR (top), and the verification 
after doing by digesting with EcoR I (bottom).
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Figure 7.3 Northern blot analysis of total RNA isolated from high and low C 0 2- 
grown cells probed with the PCR amplified U P-36 M  DNA. 10 fig of total RNA 
from high CO2 (C) or low CO2 grown cells (A) were loaded per lane. The numbers 
below A or C indicate the time (h) the cells had been kept at high C02 or the time 
the cells had adapted to low C02.
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The PCR amplified 0.7 kb DNA was then recovered and subsequently cloned 
into pCRII (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
All of the positive clones had the same size inserts (0.7 kb), and were named LIP-36 
M (Figure 7.2B). Seven independent clones were used for DNA sequence analysis. 
DNA sequences of the cloned UP-36 M matched the known peptide sequences, which 
confirmed that the PCR product is part of the gene encoding LIP-36. An interesting 
observation was that the DNA sequences of the 7 clones examined were found to 
belong to two groups. Five of the clones have the same DNA sequences, while DNA 
sequences of the other two are very homologous to those S clones, but are not 
identical to them. This suggests that LIP-36 is encoded by two genes. Clones sharing 
the same DNA sequences as those five were designated as LIP-36 Gl, and clones 
sharing the same DNA sequences as the other two were named as LIP-36 G2.
Based on the DNA sequence information obtained from LIP-36 M, the S’ and 
3’ ends of the genes encoding UP-36 were cloned as described in Material and 
Methods (Chapter 3). Using RACE, the 1.2 kb S’ end and 0.8 kb 3’ end of the genes 
encoding UP-36 were amplified and cloned into the pCR II vector (Figure 7.2A 
& 2Q . The clones harboring the 1.2 kb 5’ end PCR products were named LIP-36 L 
, and those having the 0.8 kb insert named LIP-36 R (Figure 7.2). The restriction 
map of the two genes encoding UP-36 and the relative positions of the clone UP-36 
M, L, R are shown in Figure 7.4.
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Gene Maps o f LIP-36 i i 0.2 kb
A
S M I EcoCV h « n  P « I  Ph i  p « |  S a i l  h t O  h t i O  P t i n  h i t  Sea l
UP-36 G l
Rs+dT _______________________________________
a  ̂| LIP-3«M
F-3 F-4 B-4 B-l
Figure 7.4 Restriction map of the two genes encoding LIP-36 (A) and the relative 
postitions of clones LIP-36 M, L, R  (B).
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3. DNA sequencing of the two genes encoding UP-36
Five to ten independent clones from each of LIP-36 M, L, and R were 
sequenced. Two different 5’ ends and two different 3’ ends were found, which 
confirmed that UP-36 is encoded by two genes. An interesting discovery was that 
the 3’ end DNA sequence of LIP-36 G1 is identical to one of our low CO2 inducible 
clones 417 (Table 4.2), whose insert is only 1.2 kb. Hence, one more unknown low 
C02 inducible clone was matched with a known protein product. The DNA sequences 
of UP-36 G1 and UP-36 G2 were obtained by merging the DNA sequences from 
corresponding LIP-36 M, L, R clones. The complete DNA sequence of LIP-36 G1 
is 2025 bp, and that of UP-36 G2 is 2068 bp (Figure 7.5), which agree with the size 
estimated from Northern analysis. UP-36 G1 has an open reading frame between 
156 bp and 1232 bp with a potential of encoding a polypeptide of 358 amino acids. 
The ORF for LIP-36 G2 is 3 amino acids shorter. It has a potential of encoding a 
polypeptide of 355 amino adds, with the start codon at 149 bp and stop codon at 
1213 bp (Figure 7.5). The comparison of the DNA sequences between the two genes 
shows that the non-coding regions of the two genes are not homologous to each other, 
whereas the coding regions share 96.5% identity (Figure 7.5). The homology of the 
deduced amino add sequence between the two genes were 95.7% (Figure 7.6), with 
only 15 amino acid substitutions in the entire coding region between LIP-36 G1 and 
UP-36 G2.
The calculated molecular weights for the gene products of LIP-36 G1 and LIP- 
36 G2 are 38,345 and 38,049, respectively. While the molecular weight of LIP-36
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1 IS  16 30 3 1  45 46 60 61 7S 76 90
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l CATAACTTCAAAGCC TAAACGTCTATTGCT CGTOCCAAGQCICTT TCTCtCGAAGCGCAC GCAGCTCTCCGGGOC GCTCOCCTTCACGCG 10
2 1 1 p 3 6 -g 2  ACTACACTTCC TC—CGGTGCACTCT CTTACACATATACTT TGCTCGCCCGCTGCA CTTCOCTTCTCACAC TC-CTTTCTAACCCC 13
91 109 106 120 121  U S  136 150 151 165 166 110
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l TGCTCTCAGCrCAAC ACCACTGTAACTCAG GCCTTGACDGGCTTG TTTTATCAAAAOCAC CAAGAATGTCATCDG ACGCTATGACTATCA 110
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  IXGU.I11ICTATTC CGAGCTAAGGCACAT CAGGTTTCTGTTTGT CTTTATAAACGGTGC GCAAAATQGCATCCG ACGCTATGACTATCA 173
U 1  195 196 210 211  225 226 240 241 255 256 270
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l ACGAGTCGCTGATGG AGGTGGAGCACACTC CCGCCGrCCACAAGC GCATTCTGGATATCC TGCCEGGCATTTCAG GCGGTGTGGCCCGTG 270
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  ACGAGGCGCTGATGG AGGTGGAGCACACTC CCGCCGTCCACAAGC GCATTCTOCATATCC TGCGGGGCATTTCGG GTGGGGTGGCACGTG 263
271 U S  216 300 301  315 316 330 331 345 346 360
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l TCATGATGGGCCAGC CCTTTCACAOCATCA AGGTGOGGCTGCAAG TGCTGGGTCAGGGCA CTGCCCTGGGGGCCA AGCTGGCTCCGTGGG 360
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  TCATGATGGGCCAGC GCTTTGACACCATCA AGCTGCGGCTGCAAG TGCTGGGTCAGGGCA CTCCGCTGGCGGCCA AGCTGCCDCECTCGG 353
361 375 376 390 391 405 406 420 421 435 436 450
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l AGGTGTACAAGGACT CGATGGACTGCATGC GCAAGATGGTCAAGA 0CG4GGGCCCGCTGT CCTTCTACAAGGGCA OOGTCGCQOOGCTGG 450
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  AGCTCTACAAGCACT OGATOGATTGOCTOC CTAACATCATCAACA GCGAOGQCOGOCTCT CCTTCTACAAGGGCA CCCTCQCGCCTCTGC 443
451 465 466 410 M l 495 496 510 511 525 526 540
1 H p 3 6 -g l TCGGCAACATGGTCC TGCTGCGCATCCACT TCCCCCTCTTCTCCC CCCTCCCAAAOCAOC TCGACCCTCATCACC ACTACTCCAACTTCT 540
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  TCCCCAACATCCTCC TGCTGCGCATCCACT TGGCCGTCTTCTCGT CCGTGCGTAAGATQC TGGAGGGACATGACC ACTACTCCAAOTCT 533
541 555 556 570 571 515 516 600 601 615 616 630
1 1 1 p 3 6 -g l GCCAOGGCAACGTGC TGCTGTCCGGCGCGG CTGCCGCTGCCGCCG GTTCTCTGATCTCTG CCCCOGTOGAGCTGG TCGGCAGCAAGATGC 630
2 11p36-g2 CTCACGCCAACGTCC TOCTGTCOGGOOOGG CTQCCGGTGCCGCCG GTTCTCTGATCTCTG CCCCCGTGGAGCTGG TCGGCAGCAAGATGC 623
631 645 646 660 661 675 676 690 691 705 706 720
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l AGATGCAGCDCCOCG CCGCTCTGGCTCGCA CGGTGOOCGCAGGCG CCGCCGCCTCGOaG GCGGCGAGGAGTTCT ACAAGGGCTCGaGG 720
2 Iip 3 6 -g 2  AGATGCAGCGOCDCG CGGCTCTGGCTGGCA CGCTGGCCQCAGGGG CCGCCOCCTCGGCTG GCGGCGAGGAGTTCT ACAAGGGCTCGCTGG 713
721 735 736 750 751 765 766 710 711 795 796 110
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l ACTGCTTCAAGCAGG TCATGTCCAAGCACG GCATCAAGGGCCTGT ACOGTGGTTTCACCT CCACCATCCTGCCTG ACATGCAGGGCTACG 110
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  ACTGCTTCAAGCAGG TCATGTCCAAGCACG GCATCAAGGGCCTGT ACGGTGGATTCTOCT CCACCATCCTGCCTG ACATGCAGGGCTACG 103
111 125 126 MO M l 155 156 170 171 115 IM  900
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l CCTGGTTCTTGCTGG GCTACGAGGOCACTG TCAACCACTTCCTOC AGAALOLrnGnCCCG GTGTGCACACCAAGG GCGACCTCAACTAGC 900
2 HpTK-q7  t i  m .TTt n e era ; fTT icr-in rrrtrT r  TrAArrAr-rTrrTrr- m u  u  m nm rrr. n n rctrurkkrr. m tm curtur  193
901 915 916 930 931 M 5 946 960 961 975 976 990
1 1 1 p 3 6 -g l TGCAGGTCATGGCCG GCGGCGTGGTGGCGG GCTTCGGGCTGTGGG GCTGCATGTTGCGCA TCGACACCATCAACT CCAAGCTGCAGGCCG 990
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  TGCAGGTCATGGCCG CCGGCCTGGTGGCGG GCTTCGGCCTGTGGG GaCCATGnOCCCA TCGKACCATCAAGT GCAAGATGCAGGGCG 913
991 1005 1006 1020 1021 1035 1036 1050 1051 1065 1066 1010
1 H p 3 6 -g l ACTCCTTCGCCAAGC CCCAGTACTCGTCCA CGATGGACTGCCTCA AGAAGGTGCTGGGGA GCGAGGGCCAGOCGG GTCTGTGGCGCGGCT 1010
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  ACTCGTTCGTCAAGC CCCAGTACAGCACTA GCATTGACTGOGTCA AGCAGGTGATCGCCA GCGAGGGCCAGOCGG GTCTGTGGCGCGGCT 1073
1011 1095 1096 1110 1111 1125 1126 1140 U 4 1  U 5 5  1156 1170
1 H p 3 6 -g l TCTCCGCCGGCATGT ACCGTOCCATCCCCG TCAACOCOGOCATCT TCCTGGCGGTGGAGG GCACGCGCCAGGGCA TCAAGTGGTACGAGG 1170
2 11p36-g2 TCTCCGCCGCCATGT ACCGTOCCATCCCCG TCAACGOCGGCATCT TCCTGGCGGTGGAGG GCACGCGCCAGGGCA TCAAGTGGTACGAGG 1163
1171 1115 1116 1200 1201 1215 1216 1230 1231 1245 1246 1260
1 11 p 3 6 -g l AGAACGTGGAGCACA TCTACCOCGOCGTGA TCGGCCCCGCCACOC O M T a n XTOlCT AAATCTOOnXTOGT TGCGGCTACGTGOT 1260
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  AGAACGTGGAGCACA TCTACGGCGGCGTGA TCGGCCCCGCCACCG CTCAGTAAGCOGCTG CCATTGG— CACAGC TTCGCAGCCGCTAGT 1251
(fig. con’d.)
Figure 7.5 The alignment of full-length DNA sequences of the two genes encoding 
LIP-36 protein. The start codon, stop codon and the consensus polyadenylation site 
(TGTAA) of the two genes were underlined.
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1261 1275 1276 1290 1291 1305 1306 1320 1321 1335 1336 1350
1 1 1 p 3 6 -g l GAGOOCCGGCGTGTG CTCTATCTAGCTGCT GCAACAGCTGCTGTT GCGCAOXG-GQXA AGGCGCAACTTCrTG GCATGACAACATGGC
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  ATTOCTTTOOCTOCr GTAAAGCTGAGCAAG GCTTGA-CGGCTTAT OCAOCAUXOCTACC AATTACATTTTCCAC CTACACAOOCTTCTC
1351 1365 1366 1310 13*1 1395 1396 1410 1411 1425 1426 1440
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l TCAAAAGGTGTCACG TCTCTCTCTOTCTCT CTATGTTTCTCTCTG CGTG TGGAGAGT CTGG—CATAGCTAG ATGTGGTCGTTAGCT
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  GTATACAGGCrTTGr AGTGTTGTTTCTTAG GTAGGCAGGTTCAGG TGTTGGCTGCTGATG CTGGTGOCTATCGGG GCAGCCTGGCATTCT
1441 1455 1456 1470 1471 14*5 14*6 1500 1501 1515 1516 1530
1 1 1 p 3 6 -g l TTCTGCTTCGTTGOC CATCGTGAOGC-GCA TAG ATGCGGCAA CAAGGCAGTGCATGC ACTCTG GGCAGA ACCTGCGTCTCTGCT
2 H p 3 6 -g 2  TAAAAACTGACTGAC TAGATAGAOZAGGA TAGGGTAGGTGGTTA CCATTGATGGAAAGC ACTGTGTAGGATGGG ACAGGACAGOCAGTC
1531 1545 1546 1560 1561 1575 1576 1590 1591 1605 1606 1620
1 1 1 p 3 6 -g l CGTTTTTCXT-AGCr TAGTGGTGGCAGCAG GGGCAACAGAAAGAG GTAGGCAGAAOCAGG AGGGGTOGAGGGAAC AGG-ACAGCTGCT—
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  ACTTACTGCTGAGOC TATTGTAGCTAGCA- -CGCATGCAACTGGG GTGAGGCATAGCTTG AGCTTGGGCATTAAC CTGCATTGATTCTTC
1621 1635 1636 1650 1651 1665 1666 1610 16*1 1695 1696 1710
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l —GAATACAAAGGCG TCAGACCTGAACGTA ATTTTGTCPGGGCAC C ATACtXCGCT TACGGTCCAAGGGCA TGATGLLIIHTGAT
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  GGGATGATGOOGGGT TGCTTTGGGTATGrA GTATAGCGGTGACGA TGCAAAGAGACCAAA GAOGTGGCCTAGCTG GGATGCTGGTATGCA
1711 1725 1726 1740 1741 1755 1756 1770 1771 17*5 17(6  1100
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l GCACACATCAOXCr CCCCGCOCATCTATG TTAAA—TGATGATT UGACTGCTGTTTTT GAG—AGGGGAACAA GGGGAACTGCAGTAC
2 11p36-g2 GAGGGGGCTATGIGT TCAGGTTGCAATCTG TTOCTGCTGAGGTTT GGGGOTGLUjGGCn  GAAGCATTAGGGCTC CTGCTACTTGAGTTC
1*01 1*15 1*16 1 (30  1131 1(45 1 (46  1*60 1*61 1*75 1(76  1190
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l TGGCTCGGACATGAG AGG ACA OGTtlGGCGAGAGAGG CTCATGACAAAAAGT GGAATGG-GCTTGCA GATGTATATAGCAGG
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  TTGATTGGGCTAGTT ACACTCtrTTCCACA TTCGGTTTCGAGGGA CACTTGAAGATGAGC AGATGAGAGGGGGTG TCTGf ATGTATGGTT
1191 1905 1906 1920 1921 1935 1936 1950 1951 1965 1966 19*0
1 I1 p 3 6 -g l GCAAACTGGCAAAAG GAGGGATACCTTTGG TAAGCACAGGGCTGA G-GTGCATGGTCGTG GAAGGTCACGGGAGT TGAGCCGCTACACCG
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  TTGGAOCTTCTATGG TTTTGG-ACOTCGG AGGGGAGAGCGAAGA GAGAGCGTTGCGATT TAATGGCAGTGCACT CGAGGGGACAGGCAG
19*1 1995 1996 2010 2011 2025 2026 2040 2041 2055 2056 2070
1 11 p 3 6 -g l GCTGTCAGTGCTGGT -CTGTTTCTCCATCG GGAAACGCGGCTCAA TATGTAATC GTGATGGGTTTCAAA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  CCACGCATGGOGCCT GCTCAATTTGCGGCA GGCAAGGAGGAGACA GCTCTCAACTGGOGG GTGTAACTTCTCAAG AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
2071 2 0 (5  20*6 2100 2101 2115 2116 2130 2131 2145 2146 2160
1 I1 p 3 6 - g l------------------ 2025
2 I1 p 3 6 -g 2  AAAAAAAAAAA 206*




















1 15 16 30 31 45 46 60
LIP-36 G1 MSSOAMTINESLMEV EHTPAVHKRILDILP GISGGVARVHICQPF PTIKVBLQVLGQGTA
LIP-36 G2 HASOAMTINEALMEV EHTPAVHKRILDILP G1SCGVARVMIG0PF PTItOBLQVLGQGTA* *
61 75 76 90 91 105 106 120
LAAKLPPSEVYKPSH OCIRKHVKSEGPLSF YKGTVAPLVGHHVLL GIHFPVFSAVRKQLE 
LAAKLPPSEVYKPSH DCVRKHIKSECPLSF YKGTVAPLVGHHVLL GIHFPVFSSVRKHt£ 
*  *  *  *
121 135 136 150 151 165 166 180
GPOHYSNFSHANVLL SGAAAGAAGSLI SAP VELVBTO9QMQRRAA LAGTVAAGAAASAGA 
GPOHYSNFSHANVLL SGAAAGAAGSLI SAP VELWTHNQMQRRAA LAGTVAAGAAASAGA
181 195 196 210 211 225 226 240
EEFYKGSLDCFKQVM SKHGIKGLYRGFTST ILRONQGYAUFFLGY EATVNHFLQHAGPGV 
EEFYKGSLDCFKQVM SKHGIKGLYRGFSST I  LRONQGYAUFFLGY EATVNHFLQNAGPGV
*
241 255 256 270 271 285 286 300
HTKADLNYLQVMAAG WAGFGLUGSMFPIO TIOKLQAOSFAKPQ YSSTMDCLKKVLASE 
HTKAOLHYLQVMAAG WAGFGLUGSMFPIO TllOtnQADSFVICPQ YSTTIDCVKQVIASE
*  *  * * * * *
301 315 316 330 331 345 346 360
GQAGLURGFSAAMYR AIPVNAGIFLAVEGT RRGIICWYEEHVEHIY GGVIGPATPTAAQ 
GQAGLURGFSAAMYR AIPVNAGIFLAVEGT RQGIICUYEENVEHIY GGVIGPAT— AQ
Figure 7.6 The deduced amino acid sequences of the two genes encoding the LIP- 
36. The substitutions in amino acid sequences between the two genes were indicated 
by a The regions that match the known peptide sequences were underlined. The 
three mitochondrial carrier protein super family concensus repeats were indicated with 
shadow letters.
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as determined by SDS-PAGE is 36,000. The difference is partly due to the presence 
of a potential transit sequence at the N-terminal of the deduced gene product, which 
is required to direct the gene product to chloroplast envelope. It is clear that the 
mature protein starts at least from residue 23 (Lysine) as inferred from peptides 
sequence results (Figure 7.1C). By comparing the N-terminal sequences of LIP-36 G1 
and UP-36 G2 with known C. reinhardtii chloroplast proteins (Franzdn et al., 1990), 
it is likely that the N-terminal sequence before residue 21 (Valine) is clipped off when 
the protein is targeted to the chloroplast envelope.
4. Sequence homology analysis of LIP-36
The homology search using the deduced amino acid sequences found that LIP- 
36 protein has very high homology to proteins of the mitochondrial carrier protein 
superfamily, such as yeast mitochondrial carrier protein 1 (ymc-1), and 2 (ymc-2). 
The homology between the deduced amino acid sequence o f LIP-36 G1 to ymc-1, and 
ycm-2 is 35.5%, and 30%, respectively (Figure 7.7). Other proteins belonging to this 
family are the ATP/ADP carrier proteins from yeast, Arabidopsis, maize, and C. 
reinhardtii', the 2-oxoglutarate/ malate transporter from a variety of organisms; 
uncoupling protein from brown fat cells; and the Brittle 1 protein from maize. It 
should be pointed out is that not all of the proteins in this family are mitochondrial 
protons. For example, Brittle 1 has a chloroplast transit sequence, and the protein 
is associated with amyloplast membrane (Sullivan et al., 1991). Another example is 
the peroxisomal membrane protein, PMP47 (Tank et al., 1993), which is an integral 
membrane protein of the peroxisome and may play a role as a transporter.
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1 YNC1 NSEEFPSPQLIDOLE -------EHPQflD MARWKDLLAGTAGG IAGVLVGQPFDTTKV 51
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Figure 7.7 Sequence homology analysis of the deduced amino acid sequence of 
LIP-36 G1 with yeast mitochondrial carrier proteins ym cl and ymc2. The 
conserved amino acid residues are indicated with an and gaps are indicated with 
a
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The common characteristic feature of established members of the 
mitochondrial carrier protein super family is that their polypeptide chains consist of 
three tandemly repeated related sequences of approximately 100 amino acids (Saraste 
and W aller, 1982). Each of these three repeated elements is probably folded into two 
transmembrane alpha-helices linked by an extensive polar region, forming a structure 
with six transmembrane alpha-helices. The consensus pattern o f proteins belonging 
to this family (PS00215, PDOC00189 in SWISS-PROT) generated by selecting one 
of the most conserved regions in the repeated domain located just after the first 
transmembrane region is P-X-[DE]-X-[LIVAT]-[RK]-X-[LRH]-[LrVMFY]. These 
characteristics have also been detected in the deduced amino acid sequences of the 
two genes encoding LIP-36 . This consensus sequence is present in LIP-36, and is 
repeated three times from amino acid residue 44 to 52, 150 to 158, and 268 to 276 
(Figure 7.6).
The hydrophobicity distribution analysis of the deduced amino acid sequences 
of LIP-36 using the ExPASy on line sequence analysis program also indicated the 
presence of six possible membrane spanning alpha-helices (Figure 7.8). This analysis 
is in general agreement with the hydropathy profiles of members of mitochondrial 
carrier protein super family of known function that have been sequenced (Kaplan et 
al., 1995; and references therein). It is noteworthy that i) the N-terminal region (the 
first 20 amino acid residues) comprising a putative chloroplast transit sequence is 
more hydrophilic and may contain a small alpha-helix between residue 8 to 17 and 
ii) the hydropathy profile suggests that the carboxyl terminus of C. reinhardtii LIP-36
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Figure 7.8 The hydropathy profile of the deduced amino acid sequence of LIP- 
36 6 1 . The window size is 11 aa, and the possible transmembranes are indicated with 
I  to VI.
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is probably not embedded within the chloroplast (inner?) membrane. Based on these 
results, we conclude that UP-36 is likely to be a chloroplast envelope-located carrier 
protein.
5. Induction of gene expression at low C02 growth conditions
The presence of two genes encoding the same protein UP-36 suggests that 
they may be regulated differentially by CO2. To determine whether this is the case, 
total RNA was isolated from C02-grown cells and cells that had been adapted to air 
for 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h, and 10 h. The expression of UP-36 G1 and LIP-36 G2 in 
high and low C 02-grown cells were compared by using gene specific probes to probe 
two identical Northern blots. The probes were prepared by labeling the PCR 
amplified 3’ end noncoding region using primer sets Fl-A  and Bl-A for UP-36 G1 
probe, and F2-A and B2-A for LIP-36 G2. The mRNAs of UP-36 G1 and LIP-36 
G2 were undetectable in cells grown at high C 02 growth conditions. In contrast, the 
steady-state levels of both mRNAs dramatically increased and remained at high levels 
after cells were switched from high to low C 02 growth conditions. However, the 
pattern of induction is slightly different between the two genes (Figure 7.9). The 
mRNA of LIP-36 G2 appears to respond to the change in C02 concentration faster 
than that of UP-36 G l. The mRNA of UP-36 G1 is almost undetectable 1 h after 
the cells were switched to low C02 conditions, whereas that of LIP-36 G2 is present 
at low levels. In addition, the steady-state mRNA level of LIP-36 G l in low C02 
grown cells (time >  2h) is more abundant than that o f LIP-36 G2 which qualitatively
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Figure 7.9 N orthern blot analysis showing the differential expressions of the two 
genes a t high and low C 02 growth conditions. The high C 02-grown cells were 
switched to low CO2 conditions at 0 hours. Total RNA was isolated from 0 h, 4 h, 
and 10 h of C02-grown cells (indicated by a C in the lanes), and from 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 
6 h, and 10 h low C02 adapting cells (indicated by an A in the lanes). A. The 
expression of LIP-36 Gl(top); B. The expression of LIP-36 G2 (bottom). 10 f i g  of 
total RNA was loaded per lane.
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agrees with the recovery of more LIP-36 G l clones from the reverse transcription and 
PCR cloning experiment described earlier (Figure 7.8).
6. Overexpression of UP-36 protein in E. coli
As mentioned earlier, the homology analysis has shown that UP-36 is a 
carrier protein, and the successful in vitro characterizations of carrier proteins from 
other organisms have been reported recently by reconstituting the overexpressed 
protein into vesicles (Fiermonte et al., 1993; Weber et al., 1995; Kaplan et al., 
1995). For future studies on this protein, we need to overexpress LIP -36 protein, 
and reconstitute it into vesicles. In this way we can determine what LIP-36 is 
transporting through the chloroplast envelope. To study the actual function of LIP-36, 
the DNA fragments equal to the region between 227 bp to 1434 bp for LIP-36 Gl 
and between 220 bp to 1576 bp for U P-36 G2 were separately fused into 
corresponding sites in the expression vector pET 28-c (Kan1) as described in 
Materials and Methods (Chapter 3). The expression of UP-36 was induced by adding 
of IPTG to 1.0 mM when the E. coli expression host BL21(DE3) cells containing 
either pET-Gl or pET-G2 reached an O D ^ of 0.4. As expected, the expressed U P- 
36 protein is found to be highly insoluble, and it is enriched in the inclusion bodies 
(Figure 7.10A). The overexpressed protein accounts for over 50% of the total cell 
insoluble protein for both constructs (Figure 7.10A), and both of the overexpressed 
proteins were recognized by antibodies raised against UP-36 (Figure 7.10B). The 
overexpressed proteins can be solublized in the extaction buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl 
pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA) containing 0.5% sarkosyl (Figure 7.11).
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figure 7.10 O ver expression of C. reinhardtii low C 02 inducible chloroplast 
envelope protein LIP-36 in E. coli. The LIP-36 Gene 1 coding region corresponding 
to amino acid sequence from residue 24 to end (residue 358), and Gene 2 coding 
region corresponding to amino acid sequence from residue 24 to end (residue 355) 
were cloned into pET-28c. UP-36 protein was over expressed from both genes (lanes 
1-4 gene 1; lanes 5-7 gene 2) upon induction with IPTG. Lane 1, total proteins from 
uninduced E. coli cells; Lanes 2 and 5, totals protein from induced E. coli cells; 
Lanes 3 and 6, the soluble protein fraction from induced E. coli cells; Lanes 4 and 
7, the insoluble protein fraction from induced E. coli cells; Lane M, prestained 
molecular weight marker (Bio-rad). Panel A: the SDS-PAGE; Panel B: the Western 
blot probed with LIP-36 antibody.
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Figure 7.11 The SDS-PAGE of solublized LIP-36 overexpressed in E. coli. Fifty 
f i g  (lanes 1 and 3) or 75 f i g  (lanes 2 and 4) of the solubilized proteins from inclusion 
bodies was loaded. Lane M, molecular weight marker (Bio-rad).
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Discussion
Although fiie existence of a CCM in Chlamydomonas has been demonstrated, 
no components other than the periplasmic carbonic anhydrase have been identified. 
Proteins, such as UP-36 (Spalding and Jeffrey, 1989; Geraghty et al., 1990; Mason 
et al., 1990), whose synthesis is correlated with the induction of the C02- 
concentrating mechanism could be components of the system or involved in its 
regulation. Characterization of such proteins may help determine the nature of the 
mechanism and its regulation. LIP-36 was selected for this work based on the time 
course of its appearance and its association with the chloroplast envelope of air 
growing cells, but not the high C02 grown cells (Ramazanov et al., 1993), which 
suggest that LIP-36 could be a transporter protein responding to low C02 levels.
The UP-36 protein was isolated by resolving the chloroplast envelope proteins 
isolated from low C 02 and high C 02 grown cells, transferring the proteins to 
immobilon, and cutting out the low C02 inducible protein band with a molecular 
weight of approximately 36 kD. Therefore, it is possible the purified LIP-36 kD 
protein may be contaminated with a low amount of neighboring proteins. It is 
necessary to be cautious in cloning the gene(s) encoding LIP-36 based solely on the 
peptide sequence information. After the initial PCR amplification of the UP-36 M 
(Figure 7.2), a Northern experiment was performed to see whether the corresponding 
gene is induced or not under low C02 growth conditions. It was found that the 
message was present only in low and not high C02 grown cells, and the size of the 
message recognized by LIP-36 M is about 2.0 kb (Figure 7.3). Based on the size of
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the protein, the message size should be at least 1.7 Id) after taking into consideration 
the presence of long 3’ untranslated regions for the known low C0 2  inducible genes. 
These primary data are consistent with what we know about LIP-36 protein. Further, 
the DNA sequence beyond the primer region of the cloned UP-36 M still matches the 
known protein sequence, which indicates UP-36 M is a part of the gene encoding 
U P-36 protein. Based on UP-36 M DNA sequence information, the remaining parts 
o f the genes were also cloned. The deduced amino acid sequences of two genes 
cloned were found to have all of the 5 peptide sequences (Figure 7.6), with only a 
minor amino acid sequence disagreements, which were confirmed later to have arisen 
from peptide sequencing errors. The final proof that the two genes cloned are indeed 
encoding LIP-36 is the overexpression studies. Both of the cloned genes were 
overexpressed in E. coli, and both overexpressed proteins were recognized by the 
UP-36 antibodies (Figure 7 .10B). The level of expression of UP-36 protein in E.coli 
was estimated to be 30-40 mg protein/ liter culture, which is higher than what have 
been reported for bovine mitochondrial 2-oxoglutarate/malate transporter protein (15 
mg/L) (Fiermonteet al., 1993) and yeast mitochondrial citrate transporter protein (25 
mg/L) (Kaplan et al. 1995) .
1. Regulation of gene expression
The presence of two genes encoding LIP-36 suggests that they may be 
regulated differently by C02, with one serving as a constitutive one, and the other 
as a low C 02 inducible one, just like other low C02 inducible genes which have been 
investigated, such as cahl and cah2 (see Chapter 3), and ala AT  (personal
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observation). But actually this is not the case even though the expression of the two 
genes is different. In low C02 grown cells, the mRNA level of UP-36 G l is more 
abundant than that o f UP-36 G2, but U P-36 G2 appears to respond to the decrease 
in C02 levels faster than UP-36 G l. However, neither of the messages was 
detected in high CO2 grown cells (Figure 7.9). The mRNA of UP-36 G2 was 
detectable in cells adapted to low C02 after only 1 h, whereas the mRNA of UP-36 
G l was detected only in cells adapted to low C02 for 2 h or longer (Figure 7.9). 
These indications are consistent with earlier studies (Geraghty et al., 1990; 
Razamanov et al., 1993). The UP-36 antibodies were able to detect low levels 
present at 2 h, with substantial levels reached by 8 h. These results are similar to the 
time course of induction of both increased photosynthetic rates and Q accumulation, 
which is consistent with the possibility that LIP-36 is involved with Q transport.
2. Homology studies
The sequence homology search using the deduced amino acid sequences of 
UP-36 found that both have significant homology to proteins that belong to the 
mitochondrial carrier protein superfamily, such as ATP/ADP carrier proteins, 
phosphate carrier protein, 2-oxoglutarate/malate transporter, citrate transporter, 
uncoupling protein from brown fat cells, and Brittle-1 protein from maize 
amyloplasts. The highest homology was found between UP-36 and YMC1 (35.5%) 
(Figure 7.7), but unfortunately the function of YMC1 is still not clear.
The common characteristic feature of established members of the 
mitochondrial carrier protein superfamily is also present in the deduced amino acid
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sequence of LIP-36 (Figures 7.7 and 7.8) A search of Genbank indicated that LIP-36 
is one of the few chloroplast transporters of either membrane whose genes have been 
cloned. Indeed, a specific function could be attributed to only three of the cloned 
chloroplast envelope genes: (1) the triosephosphate / phosphate translocator, a protein 
of the inner membrane which mediates the export of fixed carbon from the chloroplast 
in exchange for inorganic phosphate (Flugge et al., 1989); (2) a Ca2+-ATPase of the 
inner envelope membrane (Huang et al., 1993); and (3) a  voltage-dependent anion 
channel (porin) of the outer envelope membrane (Fischer et al., 1994).
3. Overexpression and possible functions of LIP-36
The proteins in this family usually function in a dimer configuration, and don’t 
require prosthetic groups. If the expression of the carrier o f unknown function can be 
achieved, as in the case o f OP-36, it would provide a number of potential routes to 
identify their transport specificities, either by the reconstitution of the carrier into 
liposomes and the determination of their transport properties, or by using the 
expressed proteins to raise antibodies to aid in the purification and biochemical 
characterization of these carriers from mitochondria. This methodology has been 
successfully used for several transporter proteins (Weber et al., 1995; Fiermonte et 
al., 1993; Kaplan et al., 1995). For example, the overexpressed spinach 2- 
oxoglutarate/malate translocator (expressed in yeast cells) was solubilized by the 
addition of detergent and directly reconstituted into phospholipid vesicles which had 
been preloaded with malate as a counterion for transport. These proteoliposomes were 
used for measuring malate transport activity in vitro with radioactive labeled
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substrates (Weber et aL, 1995). The activity of the recombinant translocator could 
reliably be addessed even by reconstituting total yeast cell protein since transport 
measurements were almost unaffected by the activities of endogenous yeast 
(mitochondrial) dicarboxylate carriers.
In this study, I have demonstraed that both genes encoding LIP-36 can be 
ooverexpressedexpressed in large quantities in E. coli (Figure 7.10), and the 
overexpressed proteins can be solublized by sarkosyl (Figure 7.11). However, the 
unique problem for studying LIP-36 transporter characteristics in vitro is that we 
don’t know what this protein is transporting across the chloroplast envelope. One 
possibility is that it might be a bicarbonate transporter as suggested by primary studies 
using liposomes containing chloroplast envelopes isolated from high C0 2 and low CO2 
grown cells (Moroney JV, personal communication), and primary characterizaiton 
studies of high C 02 requiring mutants generated through gene tagging (Spalding MH, 
personal communication). It has been shown that the liposomes containing the low 
CO* chloroplast envelopes transported bicarbonate much faster than those containing 
fee high CO* chloroplast envelopes (Moroney JV, personal communication), and the 
only detectable difference between the chloroplast envelopes isolated from high and 
low COj grown cells is the lack of detectable LIP-36 protein in the chloroplast 
envelope of high C 02 grown cells. It also has been found that some of the high C02 
requiring mutants generated through random insertion do not have detectable LIP-36 
proteins. Therefore, it is necessary to assay 14C-bicarbonate transport across the 
proteoliposomes containing ILP-36 protein encoded by either or both of the genes,
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since it is unknown whether the putative transport protein factions as a homo-dimer 
or hetero-dimer. Also it is necessary to investigate whether LIP-36 is an integral part 
of CCM or not. This can be tested by transforming the high C02 requiring mutants 
which have no detectable LIP-36 protein with the corresponding genomic DNA 
fragment to see whether the wild-type growth rate at low C 02 conditions can be 
restored or not in the new transformants.
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CHAPTER 8 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Many laboratory and field trial studies have indicated that the growth of most 
C3 plants (such as wheat and rice, which do not have a CCM) is limited by the CO2 
concentration in the air. Raising the environmental C 02 concentration can significantly 
increase the efficiency of photosynthesis, the biomass, and also the yield. However, 
this approach is only theoretically possible and usually not economically practical. 
Fortunately, some photosynthetic organisms such as C4 plants, most green algae, and 
cyanobacteria, have developed various mechanisms to enrich their internal Q  
concentration to increase the efficiency of C02 fixation. Under low C02 conditions, 
C. reinhardtii, a unicellular green alga, grows as well as at high C02 conditions 
except for an initial lag phase, which is due to the induction of a C0 2 concentrating 
mechanism. After the cells have induced the CCM, the internal Q  concentration in 
C. reinhardtii is higher than could be obtained by diffusion. This special 
environmental adaptive mechanism has potentially economical importance, and has 
received special attentions from scientists all over the world.
In this dissertation, my goal is to better understand how C. reinhardtii cells 
adapt to low C02 growth conditions. The strategy was to study low C02 inducible 
genes and proteins previously selected or identified (Manuel and Moroney, 1988; 
Burow et al., 1996). I first examined the expression of the 6  genes in wild-type cells 
and in some high C02 requiring mutants at different conditions. I found that the
137
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expressions of all six genes at mRNA level were strongly upregulated after the high 
CO2 grown wild-type cells were switched to low CO2. The highest level of 
expression was reached about 2 h after the switch (Figure 4.1), which correlates very 
well with the induction of CCM. The level of mRNA of these genes in high C 02 
grown cells were very low or even undetectable. The mRNA for four of the genes 
remains elevated after the cells have adapted to low CO2 growth conditions. The 
expression of the other two genes attenuates several hours after the cells were 
switched to low C 02. This study suggested that some of the low C 02 inducible genes 
may play some roles in the induction of CCM. This speculation is supported by the 
study of the expression of these genes in some of our high C02 requiring mutants 
(Figure 4.2). I found that there at least two of the six genes were not upregulated and 
undetectable in da-3, da-5, or PMP mutants that had been adapted to low C 02 for 
2 h. It was later found that CAH1 (encoded by 11I1B) and LIP-36 (encoded by 417) 
were upregulated very slowly in da-3. Both proteins were detected by Western blot 
about 6-8  h after the cells were switched to low C02. This indicated that mutant da-3  
may adapt to low COj growth conditions, by a much slower process. The different 
effects of light intensity on the induction of CAH1 and LIP-36 were also observed.
To find out whether or not the low C 02 inducible genes selected through 
differential screenings play any roles in the C 02 concentrating mechanism in C. 
reinhardtii, several clones were chosen for molecular characterizations, such as 
identification of the gene and whether the gene product is the part of the CCM. My 
research has focused primarily on characterizing the clone 4129, but I also partially
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characterized clones 1113 and 215. The characterization of clone 417 has been 
incorporated into the study of UP-36, which will be discussed shortly.
Clone 1113 was found to be chimeric by Dr. Mark Burow. I  obtained the 
missing 5’ end portion of the gene. The cloned 5’ end of 1113 was verified by 
reselecting the full-length clones from a new cDNA library. The full-length cDNA 
of clone 1113 is 1311 bp, with an ORF coding for a putative protein of 192 amino 
acid residues. However, neither the DNA sequence nor the deduced amino acid 
sequence showed any significant homology to known genes in the data bases. The 
absence of this gene in the high C 02 requiring mutant cia-5 suggested that it might 
play a role in the CCM (Figure 5.3). The hydropathy profile obtained using the 
deduced amino acid sequence of 1113 indicated the presence of four possible 
transmembrane regions. Therefore, clone 1113 encodes a possible membrane protein, 
but the actual intracellular location of the gene product is unknown. Currently, this 
gene is being cloned into an E. coli expression vector (Mouton TM, personal 
communication) to overexpress the protein for immunolocalization and in vitro 
characterization.
Clone 215 was notable because the corresponding gene in the high C02 
requiring mutant da-3  is a little larger than that in the wild-type cells (Figure 4.2), 
which could have arisen from missplicing. It was speculated that the larger size 215 
mRNA may have something to do with the high C02 requiring phenotype for da-3. 
The complete WT cDNA sequence of clone 215 is 980 bp, encoding a protein of 242 
amino acid residues (Figure 5.4). After cloning the corresponding 215 cDNA from
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da-3  using the DNA sequencing information from the very S’ end and very 3’ end 
of WT 215, it turned out be exactly as big as that o f WT 215. This experiment 
suggested that the extra piece of DNA may be present either termini which would 
not be identified by this PCR method. Another independent experiment using the WT 
215 as a probe to examine the mRNA size distribution in the back-crossed progenies 
o f da-3, demonstrated that the distribution does not follow the high-C02 requiring 
phenotype in the tetrads (Figure 5.5). These data suggested that clone 215 may not be 
directly involved in the CCM in C. reinhardtii, even though its mRNA level is 
upregulated when cells are transferred from high C 02 to low C02.
Clone 4129 is the one that has been extensively studied at different levels. The 
full-length cDNA was obtained using a combination o f RACE and rescreening of new 
cDNA library. The complete cDNA is 2552 bp. The deduced gene product of clone 
4129, which is 521 aa long, has been identified as an alanine : a-ketoglutarate 
aminotransferase (EC 2.6.1.2) based on sequence homology analysis, Western blot 
analysis, and physiological studies. The regulation o f clone 4129 at mRNA, protein, 
and enzyme activity levels was also examined in cells grown under different 
conditions (Figures 6.3; 6.7; 6.8).
Two possible models were proposed for the function of alanine 
aminotransferase in C. reinhardtii cells based on my research results and previous 
studies. For inhibiting the alanine aminotransferase activity, the PLP-enzyme inhibitor 
aminooxyacetic acid (AOA) was used. The sensitivities of Ala AT and other 
aminotransferases, such as aspartate aminotransferase, and serine : glyoxylate
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aminotransferase were studied first using in vitro assays. The results indicated that 
Ala AT is more sensitive to AOA inhibition than the other two aminotransferases 
examined. Addition of AOA to the enzyme activity assay buffer to the concentration 
of 6 pM, 10 /xM, and 40 /xM inhibited 90%, 95%, and 97% of the Ala AT activity, 
respectively. At the same assay conditions, addition of AOA to 40 /xM in the assay 
buffer only inhibited 70.4% of Asp AT, and 22% of se r: glyoxylate AT (Table 6.2). 
When 40 nM AOA was added to cells for 30 min before harvesting, the activity of 
Ala AT in the cell homogenate was inhibited more than 95%, whereas the Asp AT 
was only inhibited 55%, and serine : glyoxylate AT was inhibited about 16%. The 
possible effect of 40 /xM AOA on the protein biosynthesis was also examined. No 
obvious inhibition effect of AOA on protein biosynthesis was detected based on the 
induction of LIP-36 protein in the presence or absence of 40 /xM for 6 h during the 
adaptation to low C 02 growth conditions. To keep side effects to a minimum, 40 pM 
AOA was used to inhibit Ala AT while the cells were adapting to low C 02 growth 
conditions. The physiological studies, such as photosynthetic 0 2 evolution assays 
(Figure 6.10), Q  uptakes (Figure 6.11), glycolate excretion assays (Table 6.3), and 
Koj of cells for C 02 (Table 6.4), support the second model (Figure 6.9B), in which 
Ala AT functions in the Q  cycle to reduce the carbon loss through photorespiration. 
Other evidence supporting this model is that both the steady state level of mRNA and 
enzyme activities were only transiently upregulated when cells were switched to low 
C02 (Figure 6.3; 6.8). They decreased gradually after several hours, which is 
consistent with the understanding that there is a sudden increase in the carbon influx
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through C2 cycle after the cells were switched from high CO2 to low C 02, and before 
the complete induction of the CCM due to the increase of [OJ/fCO J at the site of 
Rubisco. Therefore, it is necessary for the enzymes in the C2 cycle to be upregulated 
during this time period. Once the induction of CCM is completed, photorespiration 
becomes very low and the mRNAs and enzyme activities involved in Q  cycle are 
downregulated accordingly. If  Ala AT is part o f the CCM, the level of mRNA 
would be expected to remain elevated as long as the cells are growing at low C02 
growth conditions.
We think Ala AT may be involved in transferring amino groups from 
glutamate to glyoxylate as indicated in model 2 (Figure 6.9B). Inhibition of this 
enzyme with AOA would block the formation of alanine, which serves as an amino 
group donor to glyoxylate in the Q  cycle in C. reinhardtii, and thereby decreasing 
the amount of carbon recycled in the Q  cycle and leading to the increased amount of 
glycolate excreted into the medium (Table 6.3). The inhibition of photosynthesis 
observed after a 6-8 h treatment with AOA is consistent as a long-term effect 
resulting from the Q  cycle being blocked. Since the metabolite flux through the 
cycle is minimal when cells have high C02 concentrations in the environment, AOA 
does not inhibit photosynthesis in cells growing on elevated C02. An additional 
argument against the Ala AT playing a direct role in the CCM is that even after a 
long-term inhibition we found no evidence that 40 jiM AOA altered the affinity of the 
cells for inorganic carbon, as estimated by the K^CCO^. If Ala AT was essential to 
the operation of the CCM there should have been a large increase in the K ^C O ^
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when AOA was added to the cells. These results are consistent with earlier studies 
by Moroney et al. (1986).
Of the several proteins that have been found to be induced when C. reinhardtii 
cells grown at high C 02 were switched to low C 02. Previously only one of these 
proteins had been identified as the periplasmic carbonic anhydrase, and it has been 
demonstrated to be part of the C02 concentrating mechanism (Coleman and 
Grossman, 1984). The gene encoding the low C 02 inducible periplasmic CA was 
cloned in 1990 (Fukuzawa et al., 1990). Proteins, such as LIP-36, whose synthesis 
is correlated with the induction of the C 02-concentrating mechanism could be 
components o f the system or involved in its regulation. There have been significant 
earlier studies on LIP-36 protein, such as regulation of this protein at high and low 
CO* growth conditions, and immunolocalization o f this protein. The more important 
aspect is that these earlier investigations on LIP-36, that is its association with 
chloroplast envelope, the correlation of its appearance with CCM, and its absence 
in chloroplast envelope isolated from high C 02 grown cells indicated that it could be 
an important protein in the CCM. Characterization of such proteins may help 
determine the nature of the mechanism and its regulation. The strategy used is to 
isolate enough pure protein for peptide sequencing, clone the gene encoding LIP-36, 
and overexpress the gene in E. coli. Once plenty of LIP-36 is obtained it can be 
characterized in  vitro using liposome vesicles. In this dissertation, I have presented 
results about the cloning of the genes encoding LIP-36, regulation of gene expression 
at different growth conditions, homology analysis of the deduced amino acid
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sequences, and overexpression of the genes in E. coli. An interesting discovery is that 
UP-36 is encoded by two separate but highly homologous genes (Figures 7.4-6). The 
mRNAs of neither genes are detectable in cells grown at high CO2 conditions, but 
are rapidly upregulated after cells are switched to low C 02. However, the pattern of 
induction between UP-36 G1 and UP-36 G2 is slightly different (Figure 7. 9). Under 
low C02 conditions, the steady-state level of the mRNA of LIP-36 G1 is more 
abundant than that o f UP-36 G2, but the later responds to the change at C 02 level 
faster than LIP-36 G l. It is apparent that in C. reinhardtii a protein is sometimes 
encoded by more than one gene. For example, the periplasmic carbonic anhydrase is 
encoded by cahl and ca te, but these two genes are regulated in the opposite fashion 
by C02; the internal beta-type carbonic anhydrase is encoded by at least two genes 
(Samuelsson, personal communications). These might suggest that some of the nuclear 
genes were duplicated during the evolution in C. reinhardtii.
The sequence homology search using the deduced amino acid sequences of 
UP-36 found that both genes have significant homology to proteins that belong to the 
mitochondrial carrier protein superfamily (Figure 7.7). The common characteristic of 
established members o f the mitochondrial carrier protein super family is also present 
in the deduced amino acid sequence of UP-36 (Figures 7.6 and 7.8). These data 
indicate that UP-36 is a chloroplast envelope-located transporter protein. To further 
investigate what molecule it might transport across the chloroplast envelope, both 
genes were cloned into an E. coli expression vector, and were over-expressed. The 
fact that both over-expressed proteins were recognized by antibodies raised against
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LIP-36 protein verified that the cloned genes are indeed encoding UP-36 (Figure 
7.10). Even though the over-expressed U P-36 was enriched in the membrane fraction 
in E. coli as expected, it could be solubilized by addition of 0.5% of sarkosyl to the 
extraction buffer (Figure 7.11), which will greatly facilitate the future incorporation 
of this protein into liposomes for in vitro characterization of what molecule it might 
transport. The possibility that UP-36 is part of CCM can be tested by transforming 
mutants which were generated through gene tagging and do not synthesize LIP-36 and 
require high C 02 for growth to see whether the wild-type phenotype can be restored.
To better understand how C. reinhardtii cells adapt to low C 02 growth 
conditions and induce the CCM, two aspects of future research work may be very 
necessary. First, selecting more genes specifically induced at low C02 conditions. 
The characterization of these genes will indicate the possible mechanism used in C. 
reinhardtii to enrich the C; concentration inside the cells. Second, identifying the 
indispensable components of CCM. One feasible approach is to complement a high 
C02 requiring mutants with the corresponding genomic DNA of the gene. Another 
possible approach is to downregulate the gene expression at low C02 growth 
conditions using antisense strategy. By studying the physiological effects of the new 
transformants, we may be able to distinguish what gene is required for the CCM. A 
more accurate CCM model may emerge after completing these two aspects of 
research work.
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APPENDIX A
THE CLONING OF CHLAMYDOMONAS REINHARDTII CHLOROPLAST
YCF5 GENE
Introduction
In cyanobacteria, inactivation of ndh genes leads to the generation of high C02 
requiring mutants. The proteins encoded by ndh genes are proposed to function by 
providing reducing equivalents required in the process of concentrating C02. Eleven 
ndh genes have been identified in the chloroplast of a number of higher plants, such 
as tobacco, rice, maize, and liverwood. Their functions in the chloroplast are still not 
clear. The enzyme activity was first measured in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, but 
neither the protein nor the genes encoding the enzyme have been identified. It was 
speculated that the enzyme may have a similar function in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
as that in cyanobacteria.
Results and discussion
The ndh D , ndh U  genes from tobacco chloroplast were used as probes to 
hybridize with chloroplast library o f C. reinhardtii. Only one positive hybridization in 
Bam 13 region was found with the ndh D  probe (Figure A .l). After subcloning and 
sequencing, the sequence showed high homology with tobacco ORF 313 (now named 
as yc/5) gene, which was partially contained in the ndh D  probe. The sequencing 
homology comparison also showed that part of yc f 5 gene was present in Bam 17, the 
DNA fragment next to Bam 13, which was missing in our chloroplast library. The Bam 
17 DNA fragment was cloned by PCR using primers from Bam 13 and Bam 4 which
163
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Figure A .l Localization of ycfS  gene in  C. reinhardtii using Southern blot analysis. 
Agarose gel electrophoresis of restriction enzyme-digested plasmids containing inserts 
from the chloroplast genome of C. reinhardtii. 28 different plasmids were digested and 
probed, only the gel containing the BamHl 13 fragment is shown. The vectors are 
labeled with a "v" and the BamHl 13 insert labeled with an arrow. Panel A is the 
ethidium bromide stained gel and panel B the gel hybridized to the tobacco chloroplast 
ndh D probe ( containing part of ycf5 gene) showing the BamHl 13 fragment in lane 
3. Lane 1, BamH 1 11/12 fragment (7.0 kb) in pUC18 digested with BamHl; lane 2, 
BamHl 11/12 fragment in pBR313 digested with BamHl; lane 3, BamHl 13 fragment 
(6.8 Id)) digested with BamHl; lane 4, BamHl 14/15 fragment (3.0 kb) in pBR313 
digested with BamHl; lane 5, BamHl 16 fragment (0.8 kb, it was mistaken/mislabeled 
as BamHl 17) digested with BamHl; lane 6, EcoR 1 14 fragment (5.5 kb) in pUC8 
digested with EcoR 1; lane 7, EcoR 1 15 fragment (5.8 kb) in pUC8 digested with 
EcoR 1.
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resides on the other side of Bam 17 fragment. After sequencing the entire fragment, 
an open reading frame that spanned these two Bam HI fragments was 1062 bp, and 
would encode a protein of 353 amino acids (Figure A.2).
A comparison of the deduced amino acid sequence with other known sequences 
revealed that the Chlamydomonas gene is very homologous to ycf5 genes found in 
higher plants. It has 74.5% identity with the Marchantia ycf5 gene and 66% identity 
with the tobacco ycf5. In addition, like other ycf5 genes, it shares a significant 
homology with some recently discovered bacterial genes (ccl 1 and hel Q  that appear 
to be involved in Cyt c biogenesis (Figure A.3). When the Cell gene in Rhodobacter 
capsulatus is disrupted the cell cannot synthesize any proteins containing a c-type Cyt, 
although the cell is still able to synthesize the apoproterins and heme. The defect in 
cells disrupted at the Ccl 1 locus appears to be in the covalent linkage of the heme to 
the apoprotein. In R. capsulatus the Cyt c-containing proteins are periplasmic and Ccl 
1 protein is also periplasmic. Presently it is thought that proteins cannot cross a 
membrane with the heme attached. If this is the case, a protein analogous to Ccl 1 gene 
product must be present in mitochondria and chloroplasts. In the C. reinhardtii 
chloroplast, both Cyt f  and Cyt c-552 are c-type cytochromes and would require the 
proteins necessary to covalently bind the heme to the apoprotein. Our data also pointed 
that none o f the 11 ndh genes is present in the chloroplast of C. reinhardtii.
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GAATTCCCAT ATAGCCAATG GCTTAAGGAG TGTCATAGGA ATAACTAGTC ATGCACATTT 60
TCCTAAAAAT CTAAAATGTT ATTAGAAGCT ATACAAAAAT TAAAAATTAT GTTATTATAT 120
ATTTATTAAA ATTTAGACTT ATCACGGGGA TATGGCGGAA TGGTAGACGC TACGGACTTA 180
AAATCCGTTC TTGTGCGAAC AAGGTGAGGG TTCAAGTCCC TCTTTCCCCA TTTATAAATA 240
AAAATCAAGT CAATATTTTA ACATTGTAAA CTAAAAAATA AGTGTAAAAT AACTAGGGTA 300
AATAGTTAAG AATTGGTAGT TTTTGAACTA AACAGTGACA TAAAACTGGT TAAAAGACAT 360
CCCTGTAAGA GAATGCATAT GGTGAATTAC ACAATAAATT TTAAAAATAA AGCTCTGACA 420
AGCCTCTTCC CCTTTGCGAT ATACATGCTC TGTTAGGATA TAATTCTGCC TAAGTTCCTA 48 0
ACAAAGGGTT TACTTTTTCT CGGGGAATGG TTTTGCTACT TTGTTTTAAA TCTTTTTCAA 5 40
AGAATGTCAA TCTCCTATAA AGGGAGGAAC ATTACTCATG GTCTCACAAT TTTAATAAAC 600
NET ASM PHE VAL ASM
TAGTTTCTTA TAATCTATTT TATAAAAATA AATCTAAATA TATTTCTT ATG AAT TTT GTT AAT 663
LEU GLU GLN ILE GLU ASN SER LEU ARG ASN ALA THR PHE CYS MET LEU PHE LEU
TTA GAA CAA ATT GAA AAT TCT TTA CGT AAT GCT ACT TTT TGC ATG CTT TTT TTA 7 1 7
THR THR PHE LEU TYR TRP PHE TYR THR ALA PHE TYR SER THR ASN PRO GLN GLN
ACA ACA TTT TTA TAT TGG TTT TAT ACT GCA TTT TAC AGT ACA AAT CCT CAA CAA 771
ILE ILE  ASN PRO LEU SER LEU THR ASN ILE LYS THR ASN PHE THR TYR PRO ASP
ATT ATA AAT CCA TTG TCA TTA ACA AAC ATT AAA ACT AAT TTT ACT TAT CCT GAC 825
GLY PHE GLN ALA ASN ASN IL E ASN VAL SER THR THR TYR LEU PRO ILE ASN PRO
GGG TTT CAA GCA AAC AAT ATT AAT GTT TCT ACA ACT TAT TTA CCG ATT AAC CCT 8 7 9
VAL LEU ASN THR GLU ARG GLU GLU GLN PRO GLU ALA ASN GLY THR ASN GLY LEU
GTA TTA AAT ACC GAA AGA GAA GAG CAA CCC GAA GCT AAC GGA ACG AAT GGG CTG 9 33
LEU GLY VAL SER SER LEU VAL VAL ASN LEU LYS SER ILE ALA ILE PRO ARG IL E
TTG GGT GTT TCT TCA TTA GTA GTA AAT TTA AAA TCA ATA GCA ATC CCA CGC ATT 9 8 7
MET MET GLY VAL SER ASN LEU LEU LEU VAL LEU LEU LEU LEU VAL ARG TRP GLU
ATG ATG GGT GTT TCT AAT TTA TTA TTA GTA TTA TTA TTA CTT GTT CGT TGG GAA 1041
LYS SER GLY HIS PHE PRO LEU SER ASN LEU TYR GLU SER LEU MET PHE LEU ALA
AAA TCA GGT CAT TTC CCA TTA AGT AAT TTA TAT GAA TCT TTA ATG TTT TTA GCG 1095
TRP CYS CYS THR PHE LEU TYR LEU LEU TYR CYS THR SER PHE THR LEU LEU VAL
TGG TGT TGT ACA TTT TTA TAT TTA TTA TAT TGT ACA AGT TTT ACT TTA TTG GTT 1149
GLU LYS MET LEU GLY SER LEU IL E ALA PRO CYS SER LEU LEU MET ASN ALA PHE
GAA AAA ATG TTA GGT TCA TTA ATT GCA CCT TGT AGT TTA TTA ATG AAT GCA TTT 1203
ALA THR PHE SER LEU PRO LYS GLU MET GLN GLN ALA SER PRO LEU VAL PRO ALA





Figure A.2 The DNA sequence of the region containing ycfS  and the deduced 
amino acid sequences.


































































































































































































































































































SER TYR GLY PHE PHE ASN * * *
AGT TAT GGT TTT TTT AAT TAA AATATTATAC ATAACATTAA AATTTTTGAA CTTTTAAAGT 1750 
TTTGTTAGTT ATTAAAACAA TTTTTCTAAG CTTTACTTAA TAAGCTTATT ACATCTGTGA 1810
TTCTTGTTCA CTTTAAAAAG TTTACTAACT CCATCTGACG CCCCTTTGTG ATAGTGATAT 1870
ACTCCAAAAG GGAAAGAAGG GTTTAACAAG CTATTAACAG GTTTTTGGGT CAGTAAACTG 1930
ACCCTAAAGC CAGGCATTAG CGTTAGGAGT ATTACATGCC ATATGAATTT GATGGTCCAA 1990
CAGACCACTT TAAAACTTTA GTAGCTGAAG CAGTGGCCTC GCCCATTGGC TAATCCTTTC 2050
GGGACGCCAG TGGGTGTCCC CTTCCCCTTA CGGTACGCCA GTGGACGTCC CTTCGGGCAA 2110
ATAAATTTAA GTGGACGTCA GTGCAGTTGC CTGCCAACTG CCGATATTTA TATACTCCGA 2170
AGGAGCAGTT GCCTGCCACT GACGTCCACT GGCGTACCCT TCTACTTTGG GGCTGCACAG 2230
CAGCCAATCA ATTGGATCC 2249
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1 ■aize — M.FATLEHILTH ISFSTISIVITIHLI YUVREUtGU— .................................... - 38
2 tobacco — MFSTLEHILTH ISFSIVSIVITIHLI TFLVDEIVKLY------ ---------------------------- 38
3 liverwort — IPFITLERIUUI YSFFLLFFVTFIYVG KFLYIMIKPIT------ ---------------------------- 38
4 C.r. MIFVNLEaiENSUUI ATFCMLFLTTFttVF YTAFYSTMPQOI IMP LSLYNIKTNFTYPOG 60
5 crypt -NFNVQFDIFMFSMN ITFLTLLISLISYUL G LIFK K ia---------- ---------------------------- 38
----------- --------------------------- — DSSEKGNIATFF 50
    DSSEKGIIVTFF 50
  ILGEISMCIACF 50
FQAMNINVSTTYLPI NPVLNTEREEQPENI GTNGLLGVSSLWNL KSIAIPRUMGVSNL 120
 VFTIGTGSTIIACI 52
SITGFLVSRUVSSGN FPLSNLTESLIFLSU TLTILHTIPKIQNSK I— DLSTITTPSTI 107
CITGLLVTRUISSGH FPLSDLYESLIFLSU SFSLIHIIPYFXXNV L— ILSKITGPSAI 107
FITTFLLIRWSSSGH FPLSNLYESSMFLSW SFTLIHLILBOCSOI T— ULGIITAPSM 107
LLVLLLLVRUEKSGN FPLSM.YESIHFUUI CCTFLYLLYCTSFTL LVEKNLGSLIAPCSL 180
TITIILGTRWIESGY FPLSM.YESIMFUU GLLFSAIYIEYKTNL Y— UGAIVSPISL 109
•  M M  MM MM M •  •
LTQGFATSGLLTEMH QSTILVPALQSQWLN NHV9MLLSYATLLC GSUSAALLIIRFUC 167
FTQGFATSGILTEIH QSVILVPALQSEULI NHVSNIILGYAALLC GSUSVALLVITFRK 167
LTHGFATLSLPKEM ESVFLVPALQSHVLM HHVTNWLSYSTLLC GSLLAITILIITLTK 167
UMAFATFSLPKEMQ QASPLVPALQSNULN IWVTVNIISYATLII GSLLSILFLILFKHK 240
FIVSFSTLSLPQDMO KMPUVPALKSNULN NHVSVMNLSYSTLII GSLLAILYLVLIKAQ 169
•  •  MM* •  M M* •  •  •  MM •
-HFDFFSUCKNVFL CTFFFSEIEYLYA-K RSAUOITSFPVFPICr YKYQLTERLDSUSYR 224
— MROLFYKSMGFUI ESFFLGEN--------VLQMTSFFSAKNY YRSQLIQQLOYVSYR 216
QOILPILTSYFNFPF NSFIFKNLLQPHENE ILSYKTQKVFSFINF RKUOLIKELONUSYR 227
.......................................  KGTPK KYDNFIHNLOALSYR 260
Q OCHS L KDFAFAML------  EFTFPKSTNS TNFNUETLONLSYR 208
VISLGFTU.TVGILC GAWUNEAUGSYUNU DPtETUAFITVTIFA IYLHSRKNPIMCGTM 284
VISLGFTFLTIGILS GAVUANEAUGSYVNV OPICETUAFITUIVFA IYLHTRTNRNLRGAN 276
VISLGFPLLTIGILS GAVUANEAUGSYUNU DPKETUALITVLIFA IYLHTRMIKGUQGXK 287
IIGLGFPFLTIGILS GAVUANEAUGSYUSU DPKETUALLTULVFA IYLHTSLTKGUEGEK 320
TIGFGFPLLTIGIIA GAVUANEAUGTYVSU OPKETUALITVLVFA AYLHARITKSVTGER 268
* M * M >MM)HM M  •  MMM« M  M M* •  •
SALVASIGFLIIVIC YFGINLLGIGLHSYG SFTLPSK 321
SAIVASIGFLIIUIC YFGVHLLGIGLHSYG SFPSTFN 313
PAIIASLGFFIWIC YLGVNLLGKGUISYG ULI  320
PAIIAAVGFLVWFC YLGVNLTGEGLHSVG FFM  353
PAYLAALGFVWUIC YLGVNFLGKGLHSYG ULN  301
Figure A.3 Amino acid sequence alignment o tyc /5  gene from C. reinhardtii and 
ycfS  genes or eel gene (crypt) from other organisms.
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APPENDIX B
SEQUENCES OF SYNTHETIC OLIGONUCLEOTIDES
O lig o Use Sequence D a te
0RF313 LEFT (E C -1 ) PCR, SEQ AAACTACTTGCCGAAGGG (1 8 ) 0 1 -2 0 -9 4
0RF313 RIGHT (E C -2 ) PCR, SEQ GGCGCTGTGTGGGCTAATG (1 9 ) 0 1 -2 0 -9 4
YCF5 PRIMER 1 SEQ GGCATTAGCGTTAGGAGTA (1 9 ) 0 7 -2 6 -9 4
YCF5 PRIMER 2 SEQ CACTGCTTCAGCTACTAAA (1 9 ) 0 7 -2 6 -9 4
YCF5 PRIMER 3 SEQ GCTTGTCAGAGCTTTATT (1 8 ) 0 7 -2 6 -9 4
YCF5 PRIMER 4 SEQ TTGCACCTTGTAGTTTAT (1 8 ) 0 7 -2 6 -9 4
YCF5 PRIMER 5 SEQ ACAGTACAAATCCTCAAC (1 8 ) 0 8 -0 5 -9 4
YCF5 PRIMER 6 SEQ TTGCTCTTCTCTTTCGGTATT (2 1 ) 0 8 -0 5 -9 4
YCF5 PRIMER 7 SEQ GTACAACACCACGCTAAA (1 8 ) 0 8 -3 0 -9 4
YCF5 PRIMER 8 SEQ ATTACTCATGGTCTCACA (1 8 ) 0 8 -3 0 -9 4
YCF5 PRIMER 9 SEQ TCTGCCTAAGTTCCTAAC (1 8 ) 0 9 -1 9 -9 4
45113 LEFT (E L -1 ) SEQ ACCTGTGTTGCGATGTGCAAT (2 1 ) 1 2 -2 0 -9 3
45113 RIGHT (E L -2 ) SEQ CATCGTCATGCGCTGCAAGAG (2 1 ) 1 2 -2 0 -9 3
45113 RACE PRIMER(GB-I) RACE, SEQ TGAAGTTGCAGGTGACGC (1 8 ) 0 1 -2 4 -9 4
45113 RACE PRIMER(AH) RACE, SEQ TGAAGTTGCAGGTGACGC, REMAKE 0 4 -1 5 -9 4
4129 RACE 2 RACE, SEQ AGAAGTTTGAGGCAGTAGAA (2 0 ) 0 8 -0 5 -9 4
4129 RACE B RACE, SEQ TTAATCTGGGGGAAGCTGTACAT (2 3 ) 0 9 -1 9 -9 4
4129 RACE C(«RACE 2 ) RACE, SEQ AGAAGTTTGAGGCAGTAGAA (2 0 ) 0 9 -1 9 -9 4
4129 PRIMER AA SEQ TGTGCCTGAACGCCATGAT (1 9 ) 0 1 -0 6 -9 5
4129 PRIMER BB SEQ ACAAACGTCGGAAACACC (1 8 ) 0 1 -0 6 -9 5
4129 PRIMER CC SEQ GTTGGGCGACAGGTTAAT (1 8 ) 0 1 -0 6 -9 5
4129 PRIMER GG SEQ TAGCCTCATACCACTTCACAT (2 1 ) 0 3 -1 0 -9 5
4129 PRIMER AAA SEQ TGGTGGGCTACTTCCTGGAT (2 0 ) 0 1 -2 3 -9 5
4129 PRIMER BBB SEQ CACAAACGTCGGAAACCC (1 8 ) 0 1 -2 3 -9 5
4129 PRIMER CCC SEQ ATGAGGTGTACCAGGAGAA (1 9 ) 0 1 -2 3 -9 5
4129 PRIMER BBB r e v . SEQ GGGTTTCCGACGTTTGTG (1 8 ) 0 2 -1 6 -9 5
dT+RS PRIMER RACE, PCR GAGAGAGAGAACTAGTCTCGAGTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
(4 0 )
PEP-1 PCR ACSGC8CACCCSACSSAG (1 8 ) 0 4 -2 6 -9 5
PEP-2 PCR GARTARCCSANCATSAC (1 7 ) 0 4 -2 6 -9 5
36 KDa PRIMER 1 PCR GAYATYGCBAAGGCBGC (1 7 ) 0 1 -0 6 -9 5
36 KDa PRIMER 2 PCR GCBAAGGCBGCBAAGGG (1 7 ) 0 1 -0 6 -9 5
36  KDa F 1 (F :fo rw a rd ) PCR, RACE TACGARGARAAYGTIGARCAYAT (2 3 ) 1 1 -2 0 -9 5
36  KDa F2 PCR, RACE GTIGCIATYGTIATGATHGG (2 0 ) 1 1 -2 0 -9 5
36  KDa F3 PCR, RACE TIGARGGIGAYGAYCAYTA (1 9 ) 1 1 -2 0 -9 5
36  KDa B -1 (B :b a ck u d ) PCR, RACE CCRCCRTARATRTGYTC (1 7 ) 1 1 -2 9 -9 5
36  KDa B -2 PCR, RACE GATRCCSGGNAGRATRTC (1 8 ) 1 1 -2 9 -9 5
36  KDa B -3 PCR, RACE GTARTGRTCRTCNCCYTC (1 8 ) 1 1 -2 9 -9 5
L IP -3 6  B -4 PCR, RACE GGATGGCACGGTACATGG (1 8 )
L IP -3 6  B-5 PCR, SEQ GGCAGAGATCAGAGAACCG (1 9 ) 0 1 -0 9 -9 6
L IP -3 6  F-5 SEQ CCATGTACCGTGCCATCC (1 8 ) 0 1 -0 9 -9 6
L IP -3 6  F -6 SEQ GATGGAGGTGGAGCACACT (1 9 ) 0 1 -0 9 -9 6
L IP -3 6  F -7  ( x ) SEQ GGGCATCAAGTGGTACGAG (1 9 ) 0 1 -2 4 -9 6
B1-A (L IP -3 6 ) SEQ GATGGAGAAACAGACCAGCA (2 0 ) 0 1 -2 4 -9 6
B1-B (L IP -3 6 ) SEQ GCATCATGCCCTTGGACCGTAA (2 2 ) 0 1 -3 0 -9 6
F1-A (L IP -3 6 ) SEQ TGACAACATGGCTCAAAAGGTG (2 2 ) 0 1 -3 0 -9 6
F2-A (L IP -3 6 ) SEQ TACACGCTTTGTAGTGTTGTTTC (2 3 ) 0 1 -3 0 -9 6
B2-A (L IP -3 6 ) SEQ GTGTCTCCTCCTTGCCTG (1 8 ) 0 1 -2 4 -9 6
B2-B (L IP -3 6 ) SEQ CGTCTTTGGTCTCTTTGCAT (2 0 ) 0 1 -3 0 -9 6
F1-A REV. (L IP -3 6 ) SEQ CACCTTTTGAGCCATGTTGTCA (2 2 ) 0 2 -1 9 -9 6
B1-B REV. (L IP -3 6 ) SEQ TTACGGTCCAAGGGCATGATGC (2 2 ) 0 2 -1 9 -9 6
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B2-B REV. (L IP -3 6 )











ATGCAAAGAGACCAAAGACG (2 0 )  
AGCATCAGCAGCCAACACCTGAA(23) 
GTCCACAAGCG&ATTCTGGATATC ( 2 4 )  
GTCCACAAGCG&ATTCTCGATATC (2 4 )  
AAGCAGAAAGCTTACGACCACATCTA(26) 
GCAAGCTCAAGCTTTCCCTCACCCCA(26)
0 2 -1 9 -9 6
0 2 -1 9 -9 6
CHLOROPLAST CA PRIMER PCR TGVTCBGAYTCBCG (1 4 ) 1 2 -1 9 -9 4
4 1 7  TRICIA A 
4 1 7  TRIC IA B 







AACAGCAGTCAAAATCATC (1 9 )  
GCTTCTGCCTACCTCTTTCT (2 0 )  
TGCTGCCACCACTAAGCTAGGA (2 2 )
0 2 -1 6 -9 5
0 2 -1 6 -9 5
10 -0 5 -9 5
3 I1 A  PRIMER 1 (d B -1 ) 
3 1 1A PRIMER 2 (d B -2 ) 
3 1 1A C8M-1 







GGGCGCGTGCATGCCGATGC (2 0 )  
AGATAAGCTTTGGCAGACGC (2 0 )  
GCCAAACATCCACCATGTCAAA (2 2 )  
TTCATGCAGCTTTTCGCAGCCTT (2 3 )
0 8 -1 5 -9 5
0 8 -3 0 -9 5
215 TR IC IA C 
215 CHEN 5'END 
215 CHEN 3'ENO 







GTCCACTCAAACAACCAA (1 8 ) 
GAAGAAGACCTTATCTGTGACA (2 2 )  
GTACTCTTATTACATGCGCT (2 0 )  
CCTGTTCGCTCTGTGCTTGCTC (2 2 )  
CTGCCAAGTGCAGACCGCAGCG (2 2 )
0 6 -0 5 -9 5
10 -0 5 -9 5
10 -0 5 -9 5
1 0 -0 5 -9 5
1 0 -0 5 -9 5
1113 PRIMER 1 (d B -3 ) SEQ 
1113 PRIMER 2 (d B -4 )  SEQ 
1113 RACE PRIMER (G B -2) RACE, 
1113 RACE PRIMER 2 (S V ) RACE, 




ATCTCCAAGCAAGGAGCTCT (2 0 )  
CATCTCATCTCACAGGCGT (1 9 )  
TGTTCAAGCCCGACATTT (1 8 )  
TAGGCGATGATGTAGGTG (1 8 )  
GGTCACCATTCGCTCGTACA (2 0 )
0 1 -2 1 -9 4
0 3 -3 1 -9 4
0 6 -1 6 -9 4
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